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S. Olsen

On Friday, July 6, Jay Forrester and I met with Dr. Storer, Douglas
McGregor, Jim Stoddard and Steve Gray of Sylvania Electric, Waltham.
Mr. Gray and Mr. Stoddard are the two engineers working with our
equipment and Mr. Gray was the more opinionated of the two. 'The
three major points brought up weres accessory equipment, price and
delivery.
On accessory equipment, they would like to see us supply a full line
of accessories, but in lieu of this they would appreciate a list of
possible suppliers to ease their problem of hunting them up. They
thought our Indicator Lamp Drivers were too expensive. They went
out and bought a §4.35 Lamp and Driver from Transistor Electronics
Corporation. They said that Dialco also supplies them.

Equipment that they would like to see us supply g

l. Operational amplifier that would operate at 5 megacycles.
2. A faster intensity amplifier. They felt that ours was

too slow and had to build one themselves.
3. A linear sweep generator.
4. Switches for high density control panel.
5. -3 volt tap on our 743 power supply.
6. Higher voltage power supplies.
7. Also mentioned they wanted covers for the equipment, not

realizing that we supply these.

On delivery they felt that 8 weeks was too long and that our
promised deliveries were pessimistic and in general the delivery
performance was better than the delivery promise. Delivery is
very important to then.

They knew they could depend on the product quality but they
mentioned a big difference in price between the high frequency and
low frequency lines. They know the difference in the transistor
prices and don't think the module difference should be this high.
They feel that they would rather stick to the higher frequency
line completely but because of the big price difference, they have
been forced with the dilemma of mixing speeds to justify the price.

@ They think the applications book could be clearer, not much infor=
mation on drive for the low speed line. They also said they
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would like to have a solenoid driver to drive 90 v.

I asked what they thought the best way would be for us to announce
the equipment and they said that they thought an ad in Electronic
Design would be the best bet and mailing list would be second.

They mentioned that they returned a 4209 a year ago for repair and
that it had never been returned to them.

They would also like more explicit information on the dangers of
burning out units. They felt that we shouldn't have placed the
burden on them in requiring them to make up a list of spare units.
They feel that with every large order we should write up a
recommended list of spares as a free service.

They feel our discount policy is very sticky and hard to implement.

They also felt that an inquiring visitor to do free field service
would be a very definite asset.

Unless the price and delivery situation changes, they claim they
are going to go with their logic boards. They are very pleased
with our consulting services and happy that we have such a complete
line.

K. Fitzgerald
EN 1000 50%
JN 100-00 50%

In my last biweekly, I mentioned that I was working on a memo

spelling out the methods and procedures for shipping of systems,
computers, etc. Since the distribution of that memo, the LRL
system was shipped using these methods and procedures as much as
possible and everything went off without a hitch. This was

probably the largest and most complex system we have shipped to
date, with the total number of actual cases exceeding twenty. This
whole system was actually crated and waiting for the mover when

he arrived. There were no last minute details to be chased after,
or ironed out, which cauged the moving people any delay. It seems

reasonable to expect that we should be able to Go this with all of
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our future shipments.

The flcor plan layout for the carpenter shop and crating area
has been completed and work orders for their construction have
been issued. We have located a large plat floor scale
with a capecity of 1,000 pounds which will be aciventageous for
weighing different components and systems, and eliminate the tedious
task of weighing individual components and adding up totals and
then making a final estimate on svstem weights. This scale was

in the attic of Building 4 and is the property of Maynard
Industries, but they are willing te allow us to use it, provided
we do not damage the scale or structurally weaken the building
when we install it.
The sheet metal shop for the past two weeks has had to ask for a
little more lead time because of vacations entering into the
picture. Much time in the past week and a heif has been spent on
working out the bugs of the redesign and rework of display 30-A
shrouds. We are presently understaffed in the sheet metal shop by
approximately 3 people.

Our "Di Acro" layout machine has arrived and has been set up. This
should help to insure the eccuvacy of our week and, therefore,
give us a finer finished product.

In the machine shop, the machine which was desicned and built for
cutting off and attaching to masking tape the 22 wires used in the
module plugs has been delivered to the producticn department. The
shop is presently working cn another large order for memory stack
hardware, more Gisplay 30-A display easiing assemblies, repair and
overhaul of our power endplate aics used in the sheet metal shop;
and they are building a machine to bend the waste wire from the
wire-taping machine into a small "U" shape to be used as connectors
on the printed circuit boaxds. Again this shop is being hampered
by a lack of personnel and there are two personnel requisitions
waiting to be filled for that area now.

We aleo have an application for a carpenter's helper which we

expect to fill very shortly. Cur present carpenter has spent most
cf his time for the past six months doing crating and skid build-
ing, while the real carpenter work has been done by outside
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K. Fitzgerald (cont'd)

carpenters or cabinet shops. With the addition of a carpenter'shelper, we hope to be able to do more of our own partition buildingand table top manufacture here in the plant.
K. Doering

EN 1072 30%
EN 1073 30%
EN 1000 40%

The design of the reader-punch combination PDP-4 is finished, and
the first model is on its way.

The new table for the PDP-4 is designed and being installed on thefirst production model.

EN-1000
For our production line set-up, we have received the two ten-ton
punch presses. These are to punch the two locating holeg and the
22 wire holes in the printed circuit boards. The delivery for the
two dies to do these jobs is overdue but shall be completed at
least by the end of next week. In the meantime, we replaced the
mechanical foot switches of the presses by hand operated double
switches. We also received the 22~ton punch press which shail
break out the boards. Here we replaced the hand switch by a foot
switch because the girl has to use both hands for moving the
13 7/16 x 18 1/2 multiboard underneath the die. We get 8 boards
from every multiboard. The die for this job has been tried out
successfully and is finally being installed after a slight locating
pin modification.

EN~1072
Paint specifications are completed, the color sample plates are
being made up. Other standards compieted includes: AWS standard
welding symbols, dimensions from datum lines, minimum bend radii,
bend allowances, silk screening and chemical conversion coating.
Tables for our standard screws and fasteners are being worked out.

Inspection procedures and titration test instructions for our
chromicoat tanks have been worked out.
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K. Doering (cont'd)
EN-1073
The mechanical inspection department has been working now for
almost 4 months. I am very happy to say that it has received full
cooperation of all people involved.
The rejection rate of parts cither manufactured or finished in our
own plant has been kept at approximately 1.5%, which is very good.
Our main concern is our vendors. Some of them, mainly in the
finishing business, (coating, plating, painting) have rejection
rates far above average (18%). Not all of these vendors can
easily be replaced by others. Therefore, we have built up a veryclose information exchange system with these people where we draw
their attention to features or dimensions we are especially con-
cerned with. This system has also helped us in the past to detect
quite a few rejection causes. Rejection rates could be dropped.
We could work more on prevention than on trouble-shooting. There
is still a lot to be done for improvement of our vendors' quality
performance.

The chromiceating business is giving us some headaches, because
we try to use a protective coating as a finish. Chromicoat,
Iridite +14-2 or Alodine 12005 are no finishes. The ideal
solution would be "gold ancdize", an electrolytic process where
color range and shade can be controlled much better. This would
raise the cost per one PDP-l by approximately $15.00 to $30.00.
The main disadvantage of this process is that we cannot do it in
our plant right now, and that we are dependent on our vendors,
especially with delivery. It also requires more operator skill.
We are looking now into prices for anodizing units which could at
least take care of small lots being under time pressure.

J. Cudmore

1201 FF - Automatic Switching Time Measurements 95%
Miscellaneous 5%

The problem that plagued this tester was sync. jitter. This has
been overcome by using delay lines to generate all test and sync
signals. 'The scope programming now has a few bugs in it. I am
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confident that this will be remedied by correcting some wiring

The sixteen time measurements should be accomplished in about six
to eight seconds. The machine will be Operating by Tuesday, the

PDP-4 General Status
Arthur Hall is going to work with me on PDP-4, helping phase it in-
to Production, and control its documentation. I want to begin
working more actively in marketing.

Cyburtek has nearly completed the PDP-4 maintenance manual. Bob
Buyer is working on the PDP~4 equivalent to the F-45 manual. 'Two
hundred copies of the F-45 rough draft are available, and we
welcome criticism. In F-45, we describe the machine, how input-
output equipment is connected, and the options (their description,
timing, and program considerations). The present options includes

Paper Tape Punch
Printer/Keyboard
Display (Type 30A and new Type 30D}
Card Reader 40-200 (Burroughs)
Card Punch 41-523
Anelex Printer Type 62
Magnetic Tape Control Type 54

Prototype ~ PDP~4

The Burroughs Card Reader is connected and though operative has
not been used a great deal. The Anelex Line Printer has only
30 ~ 4700 modules and ag such prints only 30 of the 120 lines. The
prototype has overated 500 hours (about 100 in checkout) and has
incurred these failures

Page 6

G. Bell

Noise in punch - affected registers, corrected by several
capacitors
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G. Bell (cont'd)
2. Two design errors in paper tape reader and ProgramInterrupt
3. Paint disappearance on console

4. Photcdicde assembly in Rheem paper tape reader shorted
The magnetic tape control has suffered from neglect, but seems to
operate now.

I recommend the Teletype BRPE Punch and the 28 Printer-Keyboard.
BBN Drum
The drum is almost operative. I'm helping Ted Johnson andBill Kelleher finish the checkout on the BBN computer.

Drafting
Unless there are any cbjections, all new wiring diagram designs
done in drafting will have terminating resistors placed on all
pulse lines.

R. Doane

VHF Modules 60%
72 Current Calibrator 15%
Miscellaneous 25%

The second drafts of literature on the new current calibrator and
the VHF flip-flop and logic module are in progress. A new layout
for the flip-flop is done, so that a presentable model of both
the flip-flop and the logic module can be taken to WESCON.
Marginal tests of the flip-flop indicate = 5 volt margins can be
obtained for either 10 or 15 nanosecond pulses (almost no effect
from changing the width), so 10 nanoseconds will be used for its
greater potential for increased frequency in the future.

Specifications of the new Current Calibrator include limit of
error of 2 0.08% 0.2 millivolts at 23°c, when calibration is
done in a Special System using a Sola regulating transformer, and
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R. Doane (cont'd)
2 0.28% 0.2 for unregulated line (105 to 125 volts). This two-
reference calibrator will have far fewer parts than the old one-
reference calibrator, and its calibration procedure will be simples
ou2 control rer reference, a vernier Fluke pot, plus a temperaturetest to guarantee a coefficient less than 50 ppm/°c. This contrasts
with several adjustments, mutually interacting, that make calibra-tion o the 71 tedious and time consuming job. The simplificationreaults xrom using a single zener diode instead of two, by taking
advantage of the regulating transformer used in our systems.

J. Fadiman

During the past. two weeks the Systems Department has shipped both
tha Memory Tester 1516G and the Automatic Core Tester 2113D, to

in Tokyo, Japon Plant}. I will be giving a demon-
stration of thes2 two systems at the Imperial Hotel in Tokyo toall interested people in the area on July 31 and August l. After
that I will install these two systems at the Totsuka Plant. We
heve also shipped the Typewriter Buffer System and the first two
Memory Buffers, Type 2010, for the Navy in Dam Neck, Virginia.
This Automatic Core Tester, Model 2102F, for Hitachi Central
Research Labs ix. Tokyo, Japan has been finished and fully checked

This will be shipped over to Japan on Wednesday, and
installed by me wnen I am over there.

New Business
Design work is continuing in full force on the Memory Tester 1520
for I.B.M., Oweco. Much of the logic and packaging has already
been completed. We are shipping to Ampex Computer Products Co.
another Core Tester, Model 2108E. This will go out
next week. I expect thet Ampex will order two more of these
machines in the next two months. We are in the process of design=
ing a new Memory Tester, Model 1521, which will contain additional
current ad to provide faster rise time, will utilize the new
read-writes switches with the silicon control rectifiers, and will
be externally programmab'.c by means of a plug board. Dick Whipple
hae been talking with several companies including Indiana General,
Lockheed, Ampex, anc Perroxcube, concerning this new type of
Memory :Tester and there seems to be a need for it. We will probably
go ahead with che design and construction of such a machine. We
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are expecting momentarily from I.B.M., Owego for a programmable
Semi-Automatic Core Tester, Model 2114. The price is in the
neighborhood of $42,000. We are building another Automatic Core
Tester, Model 2113G, for Electronic Memories, Inc. in Los Angeles,California.
It looks as if there is still a good market potential in this
country as well as an increasing market potential in Japan and
Europe for our standard systems such as the 2113, 2108 ana 1516.
In addition, we are doing new development work with a more flexible
type of core tester and memory tester as well as a faster type of
tester which we hope we will be able to utilize a new high speedcurrent driver which the people in Dick Best's section will be
developing.

Judith Ebner

@ The following books have been added to the Library.
"Applications and Industry, 1961" by American Institute of Elec-
trical Engineers

"Automatic Data Processing for Federal Executives" - Stauber,
Ralph, B., editor

This volume represents a stage in the development of a series
of Seminars on Data Processing for Federal Executives
designed to provide guidance to top level Federal Executives
to assist them in evaluating the place of Automatic Data
Processing in the work of their respective agencies.

"Control in Electroplating - organized by the Institute of Metal
Finishing

"Control in Electroplating" is a collection of papers
presented at a one day symposium, organized by the London
branch of the Institute of Metal Pinishing held in London
November, 1958. Topics covered ares

lL. The Chemical Control of Plating Electrolytes.
2. The Control of Electrodeposition Processes by Examina-

tion of the Deposits.
3. Trouble-Shooting in the Plating Shop.
4. Requirements and Inspection of Metallic Finishes.
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Judith Ebner (cont'd)
Communication and Electronics, 1961" by American Institute ofElectrical Engineers

"Electronics Drafting" by Kuller, Karl K.
"Electronics Drafting" begins with a discussion of the signi-ficance of symbols and their application to drafting. It
provides illustrations of actual components and explains the
mechanics of drawing their symbolic equivalents. It illus-
trates clearly and describes in detail the tools of the
draftsman. Instruction is given in the basic concepts and
techniques of the delineation which distinguish the diagramof professional quality. Detailed methods of simplifying com
plex circuitry are explained and illustrated.

"Handbook of Semiconductor Electronics" (second edition)
Hunter, Lloyd P. - editor

diodes, variable capacitance diodes, alloy transistors, drift
transistors, and thyrotron transistors. Two completely new
sections covering microwave semiconductor applications and
the design of power supplies and power converters using semi-
conductor devices have been added to the circuit section.

In this second edition you will find full coverage of such
pertinent, recent advances as Zener diodes, Esaki tunnel

"IRE Dictionary by The Institute of Radio Engineers, Inc.
This dictionary brings together, under one cover, all the
definitions and symbols which were contained in the 37
separate IRE standards dealing with electronics terminology
and symbology and that were still in force in December, 1959.
The first part of the dictionary provides an alphabetical
list of technical terms and their TRE standard definitions.
The second part comprises reprints of five IRE standards
dealing with letter and graphical symbols.

"Machine-Independent Computer Programming by Halstead, Maurice, H.
This text is based upon the lecture notes developed by the
author while teaching an evening course, described as
""Neliac, a Dialect of Agol, for the University of California
Extension. "Machine-Independent Computer Programming is
designed to teach the student how to "write to" computers in
the Neliac language and then to teach him how to teach a
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Judith Ebner (cont'd)

computer to read Neliac if it does not already know.
"The Management of Time" by McCay, James 1,This book sets forth a practical method for overcoming timepressures today and preparing for the much greater timedemands of the coming decade. The methodology is mainlydrawn from the work of Albert Korzybski, as presented inhis book, "Science to Sanity". The Appendix gives a back-

ground reading list of the books by scientifically orientatedauthors.

"Paint Finishing in Industry" by Harvey, A.A.B.
Dealing with every facet of paint application in the factoryon to metal and wood, it includes sections on surface
preparation and pretreatments, stoving, sanding, polishing,lining, cellulose regulations, masks and even transfer tech-

ing is covered in detail and such information concerningpaint materials and solvents igs given as will be helpful tousers of industrial organic finishes. A chapter is devotedto paint shop troubles and service complaints while separatesections deal specifically with the finishing of motor bodies,refrigerators, machinery, castings and wood.

niques, flock finishing and silk screen printing with which
many paint materials and solvents is concerned. Paint teste

Power Apparatus and Systems" (Volume 80, Part III ~ 1961) byAmerican Institute of Electrical Engineers

Proposal and Inquiry Writing" by Mandel-Caldwell
Early in the century the United States Army ran a newspaper
advertisement broadcasting a request for proposal bids on
the production of a military aircraft having the followingspecifications ability to travel in the air for one hour,
travel at 40 miles per hour, carry one passenger, and land
undamaged. Bidders were required to put up a bond to
certify financial responsibility. This book was the begin=-
ning of Method Inquiry and Proposal Writing. This book
takes the reader through the logical stages of the initial
Inquiry, Proposal preparation and the Contract. At each

:

stage it discusses and illustrates a variety of techniques
and essential theory.
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"Square~Loop Ferrite Circuitry Storage and Logic Techniques by
Quartly, Cc. J.

The author describes in a concise and simple manner the prin-
ciples of operation of coincident drive stores and the more
elaborate systems which have been proposed to increase speed
of operation. Though primarily intended for matrix stores,
square-loop ferrite cores have found other uses in computers
and other digital equipment and brief descriptions are given
here.

"The Surface Treatment and Finishing of Aluminum and its Alloys"
(2nd Edition) by Wernick, S. ard Pinner, R.

Corrosion and protection cf aluminum and its alloys, mech-
anical surface treatments and finish electrolytic and chemical
polishing processes, chemical cleaning and anedic etching,
chemical conversion coatings, anedizing of aluminum, physical
and chemical properties of anodic coatings, electrodeposition
on aluminum, organic finishiny, vitreous enamelling and metal
spraying, are some of the items covered by this book.

R. Winslow

These semiconductors have been tested since the last biweekly.
TYPE MANUFACTURER

GA=-212 Texas Instrument
MA 89 Sprague
MD 95 Fhilco
MD 114 Sprague
2N457A Texas Instrument
2N598 Fhilco
2N1065 Gen. Instrument
2N1146A Clevite
2N1184 RCA
2N1184B RCA
2N1595 Transitron
2N2099 Sprague
43X1C741 Gen. Electric
D-001-1 Clevite

NO. TESTED % RJECTS
6000
1000
7965
542
20
50

5000
200
1e00

28
200
500

12000

3129

0.83%
6.4%
25.8%
16.9%

0%
0%
1.0%
1.5%
3.9%
17.9%
1.5%
2.6%
0.98%

2.5%
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R. Winslow (cont'd)
TYE MANUFACTURER NO. TESTED % REJECTS

U.S. Semcor 100 2.0%
1N2970B I.T.T. 85 0%
1N23316B Dickson 100 28.0%

J. Atwood

D~-007~L Nat'l. Transistor 285 1.4%1N270 Clevite 600 1.2%1n469 hoffman 100 0%1N748 Texas Instrument 1 0%1N750 Transitron 200 C%1N758A Texas Instrument 31 0%

Trade Shows - The latest August~December trade show schedule is
attached to the back of the Report. We have added four - the IFIP
show in Munich, ISA show in New York, Western Training Conferencein San Francisco, and Northeast Commerce and Industry show in
Boston. We have dropped two from consideration ~ the Space Symposium
and the Rocket Society show. We have signed up for four 1963 ghews -
the Electric Engineering show, IRE show and Lesign Engineering show(all in New York), and the Southwest IRE show in Dallas. We will
not go back to the Winter Conference on Military Electronics or the
Airways Engineering show next year. We have been assigned a double
booth at NEREM, but Stu Gibson is still not sure of the location.
Promotional Literature = The present Short Porm Catalog and the
separate catalogs on the various module series will be phased out.
They will be replaced with a general purpose brochure which intro-
duces our company and our product lines. All detailed technical
information will be contained in the new Module Catalog. The
Logic Handbook will not be reissued as a separate publication, at
least for the time being. The information it contains will be
incorporated in the introductory section of the new Module Catalog.
Incidentally, 3000 unbound copies of the present Module Catalog
are being case bound (hard covers) to permit more general use of
this much-in-demand item.

The revised Training Module Catalog will be printed, but the quan-
tity will be very limited. There will also be a new sheet on the
Classroom Modules, but it, too, will be for limited distribution.
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The revised POP brochure is about xeady to print, and the new
Systems brochure is shaping up rapidly. These wiil he followed
shortly by indivicual sales pieces on each of the standard items of
PDP peripheral gear and a brochure on the Digital Logic Kit.
Product bulletins are being printed on four new modules. Thesewill be trimmed to fit into the pocket at the back of the Module
Catalog. Also che printer's are standaxd oroduct bulletin and
application note forms which have the same format as the catalog
pages. These will enable us to introduce new products and applica-tions in proper fashion between catalog printings.
fechn*cal Publications - Business is booming in the tech pubs field.
Off the typewriters, drawing boards and presses in recent weeks
have coms the Typewriter Buffer 2308 manual, Core Tester 2113D
manuel, preliminary maintenance manual, preliminary PDP-4
programming manual, preliminary revised manual, and prelim-

@ inary MACRO operations manual. in process axe the final PDP-2
maintenance manual, preliminary PDF-4 maintenance manual, the
MAINDEC 10 write-up, and the Memory Tester 1516F and 1516G manuals.
Both the PDP-1 manual and MMe programming manual should be
ready to send out for printing in a matter of days.

ch

Other < The Employee Handbook haz had its first copy review and is
due for final approval shortly. Meanwhile we are pushing ahead
with the artwork, so that his badly needed publication can be
rushed to completion. "he handbook will be supplemented by a
supervisor's version which will cover some of he policy problems
which only come up occasionally or which need not become generally
known.
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Shwe BUDE Dates Piace
Electronic Show & Conference (WESCON) Loa Angeles Arana

62 Munich

Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) War Memorial

National Electronics Conference (NEC) Chicago McCormick Place

Western Training Conference (wre) San Francisco St. Francis Hotel

instrument Society of America (ISA; 10/i5-18 New York Coliseum

om Magnetism & Maquetic (CMME) Pittsburgh

noxtheast Regional Electronics Meeting (HEREM) Boston Comm. Armory

Fall Joint Computer Conference {FICC} 12/4-6 Philadelphia Sheraton

Noxtheast Commerce & industry Exposition (NCTE) Boston Comm. Armory

10/10~12

North Carolina IRE Symposium (NCIRE) Greensboro Coliseum10/12~13

Mater :
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ADX~7
Central processor goes into checkout July 6.
Two tape units go into checkout July 6.
Tape control ready for checkout July i2.
Cabinet is complete.
Power suppiies are wired.
Electronics are in wiring checkout.
Machine is on schedule. Will be completed 9/15/62.

ADX--3
entrail processor is wired and wrung out except for console end.
fachine is one week ahead of schedule.

be completed 10/8/62.

ADX-8
Central processor being wired.
Ali central processor subassemblies complete, but not wired in.
Machine is on schedule. Will be completed 11/15/62.

A trip was made to Massachusetts State Police, Boston, Mass. to
discuss their data-communication and processing problems. They
presently maintain manual files on 270,000 individuals which must
be accessed by about 100 incoming TY lines. They are eager about
the possibility of automating this system; in fact, their eager-
ness is exceeded only by their poverty. We shall maintain contacts
with this prospect, for they could be good in the future.

A. Blumenthal

EN 1069 100%

On Friday, June 29, a group from M.I.T.'s Nuclear Science Lab.
came down for acceptance tests on their PDP-l. The procedure lasted
a couple of hours and consisted of running our reguiar checkout
and utility programs.

The oniy hitch occurring was an occasional reader failure at certain
yates of rapid stop-start operations. This trouble has occurred
occasionaiiy in the latest readers as a result of a design change,
on the part of Digitronics, in the sprocket hole amplifiers. This
has reduced the hysteresis of the ampiifier, making it very sensitive
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netic field quantities leading through Maxweii's equations
vO wave propagation, boundary value problems anc guided
WAVES «

(= onie Dr by George Shiers
to interpret industrial drafting practicesfor the bmginner, thie book introduces the varous

ing techniques and types of drawing used in the Cesin and
constructicn of electronic equipment. A close reiation-
ship is maintained between graphical methods, basic electronic
yYinciples, and construction practices. Engineering standards
and terminology, in addition to practical techniques, have
been emphasized.

fry :

&

"Engineering Secretary's Complete Handbook" by Eleanor S. Laird
An up-to-Gate presentation of the engineering zecretecy's
jop. Arranged for instant use, this handbook covers many
possible routines in an engineexing office.

"Executive Control - The Catalyst" by William T. Jerene ITI
"The author's aim is to show that executive control can and
should be a creative force in business - a catalytic agent
that wii : release a firm's potential, He accon-
piishes this aim by developing a simple yet powerfui ideas
executive control is, or should be, a systematic effort to
evaluate actuai performance in tne Light of clearly aerined
overall objectives. This evaluative process serves as the
basis for allocation of resources and for COLL t action.":

of Signais From Noise" by L. A. Wainstein and
Ve. D.

Transiated from the Russian this volume expiores the statistical
theory of optimum fiiters and receivers for
sionals from a background of random noise. Part 1 contains
a detaited treatment of the of
filtering and prediction of stationary random processes

AC 4
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J. Eoner (cont'd)
and seguences. Optimum filters for the detection of signalsof known form are also considered. Part II develops the
basic ideas of the theory of optimum receivers, from a modernstatistical decision theory point of view. These ideas are
then applied to a variety of concrete problems. Thus, a
detailed study is made of the detection of signal trains
both coherent and incoherent, in a radar context which ine
cludes the cases of moving and scintillating targets. A
chapter is devoted to the problem of measuring signal para-
meters in the presence of noise. Part III contains auxiliary
material meant to facilitate the ceading of Parte I and II.

"A Guide to Modern Management Methods" by Perrin Stryker and the
Editors of Fortune

"Here is a revelating close-up of evecutive development, a
technique that has taught would-be executives many hard
lessons in recent years. The hardest lessons are described
in the first three chapters of this books the need for
emotional reeducation; the uses and dangers of formal training
programs; and, most difficult of ail, the job of trying to
improve the mental powers of managers whose mistakes may
cause industry's greatest losses. Two chapters are devoted
to the controversial techniques of Organization Planning and
Planning and Control. que conversion cf many top manage-
ments at O.P. and P. & C. and the difficulties they encountered
are reported objectively and in detail."

Introduction to Electronics by Walter H. Evans
The keynote of this book is "creativity" - the essence of
engineering. Employing the classical approach, the author
states a number of objectives with wethods recommended to
accomplish all of then. Creativity in the electronic field
is stimulated by considering several types of design problems
at the end of each chapter. Analysis of a broad group of
electronic circuits is presented in an interesting manner.
Severai electronic amplifying deviccs are integrated to pre-
vent an unwarranted preference by the reader for any group
in applications. A brief explanation of vaccuum dicdes,
gaseous diodes, solid state diodes, tvansistors, tunnel
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"Marketing Research" by John P. Aievizos
"The necessary preliminary insight into the mechanics of
marketing research is provided. 'The role of marketingresearch in marketing management, the methods by which it
provides management with the necessary data to develop
markets, products, and distribution methods, and the organi-zation of a marketing research department are discussed infuii. Aiso included is a step-by-step procedure for defining
a problem and undertaking a research program to solve it.
Perhaps the most vaiuable part of this project is the augmen-tation of these discussions by 73 case studies cesigned to
convey to the reader and student of marketing research an
appreciation of the probleme involved in the conduct of a
research study. These cases are documented, actuai case
histories, chosen to enable the reader to expand and refine
the knowledge he nas gained in his study of the material

@ herein presented."
"Medicai Electronics by Edward J. Bukstein

In Medicai Eiectronics the author has brought together
information from this new and growing sranch of electronics
previously scattered in a wide variety of medicai and technical
journais. This new book is addressed primariiy to the ievel
of the eiectronic technician. Suggestions for additional
reading are provided.

Problems in Marketing" by Maicoim P. MeNair: Mitton P. Brown;
David Leighton Sr.; Wilbur B. Engiand

This volume represents the latest in a series of marketing
case books, prepared by members of the Harvard Faculty,
which began in i920 with the publication of "Marketing
Problems ay by Professor Melvin T. Copeland. 4 large proportion
of the cases in this book are new. Of the total 79 cases,
i0 are reproductions or revisions of cases which appeared
in the predecessor volume, "Problems in Marketing", by Malcoim
P, Me Nair and Harry L. Hansen. Two cases, G. B. Roe, Inc.,
and Domino Oii Company, which have been published in "Probiems
in Business Administration"by Thomas C. Raymond, are reproduced
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J. Ebner (cont'd)
here with his permission. The other cases, with twoexceptions, have not previousiy been published,

"Switching Cireuite For Engineering" by Mitcheit P. MarcusA ciear, concise treatment of the design and simplificationof combinational and sequentiai twitching circuits, presented50 that the theory can be applied.
"Top Management Handbook by H. B. Maynard (editor)This handbook treats the task of managiug aS an art and ascience. It identifies a number of principles and prace-tices which have been used Successfully by practicai managers.It contains an exposition written by sixty different authors,ail of whom are top managers themselves, of what it is theyGo while they are managing. Finaliy, this hand book beof interest in some of its parte, if not in its entirety, tothe many seriousminded peosle who are concerned with thecurrent social, economic, and ideaiogical problems that sobeset the worid.

"Communicating Facts and tdeas in Business" by Leland Brown
"Conmunicating Facts and Ideas in Business explores the
relationship ef creative, iogical, and critical thinkingto the problem-solving nature of business communication, butalso to present to the reader a broad, generai foundation
on which to build aad to help him deveiop his abiiity to
apply the toois of communication to any situation."

B. Stephenson

At a recent sales meeting, we discussed the Lact that much timeis spent duplicating work that has aiready been done, because of
dack of awarenees of the fact chat it had been done. We agreedto try to distrioute copies of technical letters and memos to
those who might be interested, and particularly to our fied
offices since they have the most difficult time keeping in touch.

In accordance with this, I have been gathering things together
and writing informa notes to go with them. Fox anyone ise who
may be interested, they include the followings
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Product Notes

Type 4204 is a dual Luffered fiip-fiep which can be used in
counting operations. Each has a variety of direct
and gated set inputs and the 2 fLiip-fiops have a common clear.
The unit sells for $102.00.

The type 1161 is a BCD Decoder (8421) which provides DEC standard
devels for driving Logic. Outputs are inverters with no clamped
soad resistors. The selected Line is at ground and other dines
are open circuited. (Ne price yet)
The type 1570 is a slicer fiip=-flop used to compare output puises
from memory eiements such as ferrite cores (amplified by times
10 amplifier 1550 or 4554) with the calibrated DC reference ievel.
The price is $237.00.

@ The type 1690 contains 4 inverting bus drivers for Griving heavily
foaded output iines. Rise and fail times are one microsecond.
The unit seils for $103.00.

Type 1691 contains 4 inverting bus drivers which produce output
leveis of 0 and -1C volts, Output current is approximateiy 110

and output rise and faii times are approximateiy 1.5
microseconds. {No price yet)
Application Notes

"DEC Modules". This is a short sales blurb outlining the ad-
vantages of DEC modules, particularity in regard to reliability,
flexibility, ease of use, and economy.

"Operational Digital Techniques or "Pulse Rate Techniques" explains
how Digital modules can be used to build up functional units which
perform operations on pulse trains in the same manner as analog
components perform operations on input voltage signals.
"Serial Multiplier" describes how a low speed, Low cost serial
multiplier can be constructed with DEC 4000 series unbuffered
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B. Stephenson (cont'd)
"Binary-BCD Conversion is a collection of memos on methods forperforming Binary-BCD conversion and reflected code to a normalcode conversion. A typical price for such a system - 20 binarybits can be converted to BCD in 100 milliseconds for about $2,000or in 40 microseconds for roughly $20,000.
"Trouble Shooting 500 KC DEC Modules is an article prepared byDon White for a customer who wanted some field test set ups. Thisdescrives basically what equipment is needed to check out 500 kcmodules and particular areas where trouble should be checked.
"Square Root Finder" describes the method of building a specialpurpose square root finder by subtracting successive odd integers.
"Wiring Hints" is a copy of our present article on wiring a DECmounting panels with some additions for ariving 10 megacyclecircuitry. I hope that with some assistance from the systemsand computer group we will be able to rewrite this and give moredetail than is presently included.

"Binary Coded Decimal Codes and Binary Coded Decimal Logic" describesthe useful features of various codes and iow arithmetic operationscan be performed in various codes, principally excess 3.
"Preferred Metric Prefixes and Symbols", thanks to Jim Cudmore,is a list of IRE preferences, including capitilization of same.

"Analog = Digital! A lot of our business recently has been includingan increasing number of conversion systems. Aswell as the units which we seli to module customers, we've aisobeen using a lot in our systems and computer groups for thingssuch as Pepre, the 32 channel D-A for MIT, the PDP-4 for Foxboro,and the PDP-l systems with display. An order which we justreceived from NASA this week asked for an Analog-Digital Inter-
connecting equipment which will include 32 channek of D-A and 32channels of A-D. This will be used to interconnect a Pace analog
computer and the PDP-1 which they will be ordering shortly.
At present our old Converter brochures is out of print and we
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hesitate to print a new one with so much work going on; it wuia
be out cf date before it even got off the presses. I am in the
process right now of trying to write a memo to our Sales
enyineers and anyone eise who would be interested, on summarizing
what is being done and what we've found out and how things stand,
In cur new module area, Bob Saveil has recently designed a new
circuit which can be used for smoothing the output on D-A. John
Grabowski is working on a ramp generator for use with A-D conversion
and Al Falco is working on improving our present i547.

Bob Jahncke has been setting up and checking out some of the
various things that we described in our old brochure. I attempted
the same memo to summarize what he has found in areas such ar
i's complement and bipolar conversion, system accuracy, and reference
power supplies. We also discovered an error in the equation for
the continuous converter. The peak-peak voltage which is used in
the equation should be the peak voltage.
In the Successive Approximation converter in the old brochure we
found several difficuities. The typical method outlined there

@ used positive capacitor diode gates which have too long a set up
time for this application. Also, the time for set up which should
be allowed is not necessarily the same for all steps and the
conversion time could probably be speeded up considerably if this
were varied. The biggest probiem, however, is in the reaction of
the difference amplifier at very low frequencies. This would come
into play prineipally if the successive approximation converter
was being used only at intermittent intervals and would sit idie
for long times in between.

Adjustment of the ladder networks is something of a problem which
we've been ignoring. I think we shoud seriousiy consider pbuilding
into our own systems a sufficient amount of equipment to allow
the adjustment to be easily and correctly performed and we should
also encourage our customers to do Likewise. This could be done
quite simpiy with a maximum of 2 flip-flops, a few inverters, and
a panel of switches.

Other Converters

Bob Jabncke and I went over to Raytheon to see their AD-LOA, 10
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bit, 2.5 musec A to D converter and their 1 M multiplexer unit
(which we have used in some bids recently} We did not see anyoperating units, but we taiked to the engineers and were quite
impressed.

D. Adans

Here is a list of the components tested since the last biweekly.
TYPE

MASS
MA9O
MD93
MD904
MDi09

2N398A
2N674

2Ni164B
2n1204
2N1308
2N13i0
T1796
4IXLC741

D~06
D-0C03-1
D-G62=-1
D-664-1
in748
IN758A
IN758A

Ini220
1N2970B

MANUFACTURER

Philco
Phiico
Phiico
Phiico
Phiico
EpragveRCA,
Philco
T. I.
R.C.A,
Philco
T. I.
Gen. Instrument

Gen. Eiectric

Clevite
Clevite
Transition
Clevite
T. I.
T. I.
T. X.
Transitron
Westinghouse
WestinghouseX.T.T.

COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL

LOT SIZE

i690
4000
4400
3986

95
657
1790
4095
4500
142
50G
600
L500
250
162

92214
2124
165

25781
9596
160
69
139

3500
li
65

REJECTS

15.4%
5.93%

13.1%31.6%
7 09%
12.0%
7.6%
31.0%
0.13%
3.5%
12.8%
3.7%
0.66%
1.6%
0%

.9%
2.38%
1.8%
1.35%
1.99%
2.0%
3.7%
0%
22.3%
0%
4.6%

D-00
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S. W. Milier
1027 50%
1062 4055
2232 10%

The redesign of the punch chad and tape catcher has reached the
model stage. The capacity of the chad box has been enlarged, and
a tape guideadded which gives every indication of successfully
folding tape. This will represent a vast improvement on this
particular portion of the PDP-l.

The modification of the Phillips Memory tester has been made and
will be shipped to Holland in the immediate future.

The first Memory Buffer 2010 has keen shipped. All cabling
problems have been ironed out and marked improvements on succeeding
machines wili be evident.

The mechanical problems which have been plaguing the 30A Display
for almost two years are being investigated. Additional
difficulties have arisen, becavse for the first time many parts
are being made correctly, and an attempt at interchangability
of parts is being made.

The cabinet for the IBM card punch control has been completed.
Wiring is being completed and there have been no problems.

Although the PDP-4 is in production, a great deal of design and
redesign remains to insure its success. An unwieldy straight
table is ergonomically bad as weil as poor iooking. Lack of a
reader, until very recently, has slowed down design work on
in-out equipment. There is as yet nothing available as to pro-
duction figures. This means a satisfactory design is much more
difficult to achieve. The result is likely to be a hand crafted
machine, which possibly might become a high production model,
creating an unwieldy situation.

A lack of understanding as well as a lack of communication has
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not helped speed up finai solutions on the product. The creationof a Good Product Planning Program would be the most Likeiyanswer. In this way the individuais responsible for and involvedin various projects would be kept informed. As it stands, nobodyhas the right to inject ideas without control or thought as to
the final on tne end product. Good product planning is the
only route to better products.

K. Larsen WCO

This "Bi-Weekly Report actually covers approximately six weeks,
the period of time since my visit to Maynard.

There has bean a great deal of activity in bidding of data handling
and data control systems that couid use a PDP-l. Several companies
(including Pachard Beil) are bidding a PDP-1 in a "Midas-typeSatellite" check-out system [or Lockheed calied SCORE (Satellite

@ Computer Operated Readiness Equipment). Other systems being bid
with PDP-l's incluce the wind tunnel data system for J.P.L., the
Apollo space craft checkout systems by North American for N.A.S.A.,
the Saturn § II beoster check-out system by North Anexican for
N.A.S.A. and the NERVA Atomic reactor propulsion engine test
system by Aero~Jet General for N.A.S.A. zs addition a flight
simulator for the Apollo project, a systew for North Awerican (name
unknown} and a system for Hunteville (also name unknown) are
possibilities for PDP-l's.

The North American systeme for N.A.S.A. wili also inciude a
substantial quantity of modules for the control and interface
requirements of the systenus.

It has been quite hectic trying to answer every question that
comes up. The back-up fron Maynard has been greatly appreciated,
but more complete documentation would help us significantly and
avoid delays and duplication of effort.

hated to see Decal dropped as a soft ware package. I want to
ASS on comments on Decal made by peopie here.
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K. Larsen WCO (cont'd)
Bill Fletcher of B.B.N. uses Becal constantly and his opinionis that Decal is an "underdeveioped, but extremely yood program=
ming system."

Ron Coleman of Beckman Systems said that the soft ware (Decal) pro-vided by D.E.C. is the best that he had ever worked with. (His
experience includes IBM i4C1 and CDC-16C0A.) Because so many peoplehere ask about Portran availability, Ted and I approached him
for his comments and suggestions and his answer was that he could
train any programmer to use the Decal system in three days because
he wouldn't have to explain the many exceptions to the rule that
are inherent in the Fortran System, and on that basis we should
make the customers aware of Decal's advantages over Fortran.
His feeling was that Decal was a good selling point for the PDP.

The interest in memory test equipment has oeen increasing lately.I have been talking with people at National Cash Register about
test systems for thin fiims and thin film memories. I think the

@ technique that they are using is an improved version of the
"Glass Rod" system. Autonetics intends to set up complete facil-
ities to do i06% automatic testing of purchased Serrite cores,
memory array testing, and memory system check-out. General
Electric at Phoenix received their automatic core tester two weeks
ago and the possibilities of selling them a L516 type memory
tester icoxs good. Electronic Memories Inc. ordered a 2ii3
Automatic Core tester. Hughes Aircraft ordered a 2103 semi-
automatic core tester for their Gpace Systems group. Bendix and
Burroughs-Electrodata arm both working on high speed computer
memories using thin film storages. Broadbent Labs {ex American
Syetems) are producing thin film shift vegisters. (Their tester
uses D.E.C. current drivers with 3C logic.)
international Computer Corporation was purchased by Ampex on
July 2nd. .C.C. was started by Witoid Modlinski, the ex~-Chief
Engineer at Magnetics Core Plant, and it looked as if
he was going to be a conpetiter in the memory tester area, but
I doubt if Ampex will have him continue this effort. I think
they have much for him to de now that he has returned.
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R. Lassen

Recentiy we held a very satisfying meeting with Maynard Sandler,
Dick Best, Bob Hughes, Roland Boivert, Gordon Beil and George
Gerelds to discuss the advancement of Test Technicians from
Production to Engineering. Three men were advanced and the names
of three additional men were brought up for advancement in the
near future. We are all enthusiastic about promoting from with-
in and a periodic "meeting of the minds" seems to be the most
effective way to do this.
we have completed our hourly wage structure by conducting a
survey of drafting rates and job descriptions. We now have a
good wage guide for ali of our "hourly" and "weekly jcbs which
will be useful during our annual review and to establish proper
rates for new employees.

Cur next project is to evaluate our junior level administrative
group with respect to their exempt or non-exempt status as pre-
seribed by the Wage and Hour Act. I feel we are gradually working
towaxd a more consistant wage administration.

fhe girls have been helping to catalog reference material inciuding
labor Laws in order to provide a readily available source of
personnel information.

we have had a fairiy larve volume of job applicants and are con-
tinuing to expand our recruiting activities. However, generally
the calibre of recent applicants has been very poor, particularly
in the clerical and administrative areas. I pian to spend more
time in attempting to attract and recruit above average applicants.
Barbara will do the same.

I am currently reviewing the rough draft of our new empLoyee
handbook which Jack Atwood distributed recently to members of
the Personnel Committee. I pian to present my suggested changes
to the committee at our next meeting.

The following is a list of our current openings which have been
aporoved in writing by Ken Olsen. Please review this list to see
if it coincides with your individual personnel requirements.
We do not have authorization to hire for any other job other than
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N. Mazzarese

In order to provide better service to ITT as a customer, the "ADX
Systems" department has been organized.

Organization~-wise, this department will report to Sales and will be
responsible to Stan Olsen.

Functionally, for the present, ADX Systems will handle design, pro-
duetion, sales and liason on all ITT computers.

The staff is comprised of: Nick Mazzarese, Manager; Bob Maxcy,
Administrative Assistant: Sally Hoagland, secretary. The technical
staff members are Ed Harwood, Bob Reed, Don Murphy, Leo Gossel (on
loan to R. Savell), Jack Wiiliams and Tom Psilekaris.

Projects
1. ADX-4 was accepted by ITT on May 3lst and shipped to Paramus on

June lst.
2. ADX-2 is running a little behind, due to late deliveries of

extra memories and tape. It is expected that acceptance tests
will be run no later than July 3lsi. The fact that we have a
single shift, one man crew {Don Murphy), able though it is, has
not helped this situation.

3. ADK-6 has started checkout on time with a one and one-half man
crew - one each Tom Psilekaris and cne-half each Bob Reed.
The machine was delivered to checkout with reader, punch,
typewriter, and a memory ~ thank you Jack Smith. It even had
a few modules in it! This is the best condition we have
received a machine in so far. About 100 more modules and
we'll really be on the air.

4, Line Unit Tester - A Line Unit Tester is due for delivery on
June 22. The wiit is presently being wired and should be
delivered no later than two weeks late.

5. A new purchase order for twelve machines will be placed by ITT
this month. Of this quantity, one computer order is already
on its way (ADX-9} and two more are verbally definites ADX-10
and
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R. Cajolet
103L 60%
2289 20%
1026 20%

Several projects have been completed since our last report.
Small cabinets for the four memory buffers are now complete mech~
anically and have been handed over for wiring and assembly.
Because of the limited space, there is a cabling problem, but this
will be taken care of very shortly.
The new casting for the 30A Display is now ready. The prototype
has been checked. A few minor changes have been made on the pattern
and 12 castings have been ordered. The casting will cut down on
assembly time and therefore help production rate. It will also
give us a better product.

Some design changes have been made on the cabinet for the PDP-4
to enhance its appearance.

Proposals are now being drawn for housing the peripheral equipment
of the PDP-4. These will be presented soon.

Because of the many changes and additions in the Mag Tape cabinet,
the assembiy drawings for this cabinet are being redrawn. The
purpose is to simplify and clarify the assembly drawings and to
include the new changes, that is, the door stop, and new latches.

The problem of over-heating in this cabinet has just come up, with
the onslaught of summer weather. The addition of an exhaust fan
to solve this problem is being studied.

The work continues in setting up company standards and specifica-
tions for mechanical work. The latest additions to this list are
specifications on paint, and some forms of fabrication.

Because of the complaints of the operation of the paper tape punch
we have been involved in reworking the punch. The re=work con-
sists of improvements in the tape catcher to facilitate folding
the tape as it feeds out of the punch and relocation of the chad
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box, allowing the chad to fall directly into the box eliminating
the chance of clogging the punch. This will also allow the use of
a larger chad box. Most of the redesign for the punch is finished
and we will shortly have a model in operation.

The PDP-1 is to have a new logo to identify it as a PDP-l and a

product of Digital Equipment Corporation. A sample logo will be
mounted soon for final approval.

Judith Ebner

The following books have been added to the Library.

"advances in Electronic Circuit Packaging" Vol. 4. + by Gerald A.
Walker (also Vol. 2)

Proceedings of the Second International Electronic Circuit
Packaging Symposium, held August 16-18, 1961. Sponsored by the
University of Colorado and Electrical Design News. The 24
technical papers contained in this volume are all written by
engineers and designers from leading electronics companies, and

comprise a complete and up-to-date study of electronic circuit
packaging. The areas covered extend from the microscopic to
the macroscopic, with particular emphasis on packaging
materials, packaging for outer space vehicles, underground and

underwater packaging, high impact packaging, the problems of
mobile equipment, interconnections in packaging, and packaging
economies. The purpose of this Symposium was to examine as

many facets of the subject of electronic circuit packaging as

possible. in emphasizing technique, this volume will be of
practical value to the electrical, electronic, mechanical, and

chemical engineer involved in any phase of circuit packaging.

"Anatomy of Automation by George H. and Paul S. Amber

Intended as a basic foundation in the principles and philosophy
of automation, this book starts out with commonly known facts
concerning primary industrial practices and builds up to fully
automatic systems. The functional aspects of automation take

precedence over equipment design details. The two main

elements of useful work, energy and information, are discussed
thoroughly. By following the simple, logical framework
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Judith Ebner (cont'd)

developed in the text, the reader learns what levels of auto~
mation involve the mechanization of energy and what levels
involve the mechanization of information. The role of self-
correcting feedback control and computer control in automationis carefully analyzed.

"Best's Safety-Maintenance Directory" (combined with The Manual of
Modern Safety Techniques} ~ 9th Edition - by Alfred M. Best Co., Inc.

The Manual articles provide guidance in setting up various
types of safety and maintenance programs and reference data for
some of the more common problems that may be encountered. The
product Directory contains concise information covering thou-
sands of recognized safety, maintenance, first aid, sanitation,
hygiene and fire protective preducts and equipment.

"Business Management Handbook by J. K. Lasser
A practical guide for the businessman covering various aspects
of business in general; including taxes, insurance, financial
analysis research, etc. Contributed by individuals who have,
over the years, developed a high ability in their selected
areas of specialization.

"Chambers's Technical Dictionary" (Third Edition Revised with
Supplement) by C. F. Tweney and L. E. C. Hughes

The aim of this dictionary is to give, in the light of present
knowledge and opinion, definitions of texms that are of impor-
tance in pure and applied science, in ali branches of engineer-~
ing and construction, and in the larger manufacturing industries
and skilled trades. It is a dictionary of technical terms,
written by specialists, partly for other specialists but more
particularly for the technically minded man~in-the-street and
for students and interested workers of all kinds and ages;
indeed, for all who wish to understand what scientists and
engineers have to say to each other.

"Coding Theorems of Information Theory" by J. Wolfowitz
This monograph describes and proves most of the known existence
theorems of information theory. It begins rom first prin~
ciples and requires no prior knowledge of information theory.
Precise definitions are given, and proofs are clear and
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Judith Ebner {cont'd}

rigorous, The reader is brought to a point where he can embark
on research of his own. Among channels discussed are; the
discrete memoryless channel, compound channels, channels with
feed back, channels with stochastically determined states,
channels with memory, semicontinuous and continuous channels.
The monograph is designed to be read by anyone with a modest
amount of mathematical maturity. It will be of interest to
mathematicians, electrical engineers, mathematical statisti-
cians, and other members of the scientific community concerned
with this rapidly evolving discipline.

"Designing for People" by Henry
In this book Henry Dreyfuss tells how he has approached and
carried out his work during the past 25 years. He reveals what
he and his partners have learned about the average American,
what research they do, what he's discovered about the level of
public taste, what he thinks of today's automobiles. And he
describes the step-by-step procedure involved in an important
design assignment. He answers questions ~ the ones most fre-
quently asked by people unfamiliar with industrial design.
The book (jacket, binding, end papers, typography and page
layouts) is designed by the author. He drew the marginal
sketches, too.

"Dining Out in Any Language" by Myra Waldo
The Round-the-wWorld-Menu Translator - Everything you need to
know to order breakfast, luncn, or dinner in any restaurant
anywhere is here in the concise dictionary of foreign menu
terms translated into English.

"Electronic Engineering Principles" {3rd edition) by John D. Ryder
This book maintains a viewpoint of electronics as one science,
not two diverse areas based on the vacuum tube and the tran-
sistor. It emphasizes the two basic devices which achieve
similar results, and in many applications they may be viewed
and discussed jointly as ideal linear generators or inertial-
ess switches. As soon as the reader understands the physical
differences between the tube and transistor, he is free to
replace them with their ideal counterparts and concentrate on
studying the properties of the circuits associated with these
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Judith Ebner (cont'd)
ideal elements. After covering the physical aspects of vacuum
and solid~state devices coverage is limited to those processes
and circuits fundamental to Class A and B operation at nominal
frequencies. This defined area of coverage, plus the complete~
ness and clarity of the author's analysis, make this an ideal
introductory book.

"Electronic Equipment Design and Construction" by Geoffrey W. A.
Dummer, Cledo, Brunetti, Low K. Lee

This practical manual provides recommended techniques and
basic working data necessary for constructing electronic equip-
ment - from the initial stages of design through to testing the
finished product. It furnishes you with essential information
for designing equipment that will withstand the severe environ-
ments to be encountered in operation anywhere on earth, in the
atmosphere, and in space.

"England" edited by L. Russeil Muirhead
A travel guide covering data on passport and customs regula-
tions; currency and postal rates; hotel accommodations and
prices; lists of restaurants, theatres; methods of transport;
suggestions for sight seeing trips, tours; and a generous
equipment of maps; etc.

"France" prepared by Holiday Magazine
A travel guide covering money; tipping; transportation; shop-
ping; hotels and restaurants; major points of interest;
sightseeing; museums; night life; language; etc.

"France 1961" edited by Eugene Fodor
A travel guide of France covering how to plan your trip; when
to go; where to go; festivais; highlights of France; how to
go; what it will cost; what to take; passports, visas; customs;
money; hotels and restaurants; transportation; points of
interest; etc.

"Jet Age Guide to Europe 1961" edited by Eugene Fodor
Coverage of all Europe, including the independent tourist
countries of Cyprus and Malta. A guide to Eastern Europe,
including information on visiting family and friends in
Communist countries. Selection of Europe's hotels and

DF633
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restaurants according to price. Guide to European gastronomy.
European shopping guide compiled by resident buyers. Compre-
hensive guide to museums, monuments, cultural events, European
shows and night life. Presentation of people and customs of
34 countries. Forty-three city plans and map of Europe.

"The Low Countries - Holland, Belgium, Luxembourg prepared by
Holiday Magazine

A travel guide covering when to go; how to get there; getting
around in the Low Countries; weather and clothing; money;
hotels; food and drink; maps, etc.

"The Management of Time" by James T. McCay
This book sets forth a practical method for cvercoming time
pressures today and preparing for the much greater time demands
of the coming decade. The methodology is mainly drawn from the
work of Albert Korzybski, as presented in his book, "Science
to Sanity". The Appendix gives a background reading list of
books by scientifically orientated authors.

"New Horizons USA" published by Pan American World Airways System
For the reader's convenience the U.S. has been arbitrarily
divided into seven sections: Northeast, Southeast, North Central,
South Central, Northwest and Southwest and a new section to
include Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands.
Following brief descriptions of the stites within each division,
there are comprehensive sections on the leading cities. Each
city begins with five introductory categories describing the
weather, location and history, characteristics, population,
size and how to get there. These five sections constitute the
introduction te each city. The material which follows is
divided into categories. beginning with accommodations and
ending with sources of additional information.

"Paris" edited by L. Russell Muirhead
A guide book covering historical background; literary associa~
tions: famous buildings and cultural landmarks; passport and
customs regulations; lists of hotels; restaurants, theatres;
museums and art galleries; maps; etc.
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"Paris" prepared by Holiday Magazine

A travel guide covering transportation; telephones; money and
tipping; where to stay; dining; shopping; sightseeing;historical background; nearby tours; etc.

"Scandinavia" prepared by Holiday Magazine
A travel guide covering when to go; how to get there; customs;
transportation; money and tipping; climate and clothing; food
and drink; some do's and don'ts; etc.

"Short Guide to London" edited by L. Russell Muirhead
Contains useful information about hotels, restaurants, and
amusements, as well as the underground railways, bus services
and postal rates; and it has 3 maps, 28 plans, and a full gen-
eral index.

"Travel Tips for France" published by Trans World Airlines
Most of the specific information is devoted to Paris, with gen~
eral information on the various regions of France. Briefly
covers history and geography, weather, language, money and
prices, transportation, holidays and events, customs regula~
tions, hotels, restaurants, theatres and night clubs, shopping,
sightseeing, etc.

D. Denniston, NYO

The following is a swnmary of some of the more important activities
in the New York Area ducing the last two weeks:

CUSTOMERS

Western Electric - Allentown, Pa. - There is great interest here ina
Ferrite Sheet Tester. I believe they approached us with this prob-
lem several years ago and we did not bid because of the intricate
test fixture required. Rese has built the two they now have. This
location, I might mention, has been responsible for orders totaling
around $50K in the last few months.

Bell Tel. Labs ~ Holmdel, N.J. - The move to Holmdel is now in full
swing and our first purchase order from this location has been
received.
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D. Denniston, NYO (cont'd)

PROSPECTS

Radio Receptor Co., Inc. ~ I have had a rather unpleasant visit with
some of the people in Hicksville, L.I. recently. This was my firstvisit here and I must say that I have never met a group quite as
belligerent and rude as these people were. They are working on a
government contract and about the only thing they were in agreement
on was that our modules were far too expensive for them to use,
regardless of quality, reliability and proven performance.

Hazeltine Corporation - I met some of the people in Plainview, L.I.
They have several applications in mind and seemed very interested
in DEC equipment. They were very impressed with the capabilities
and quality of our modules.

International Electric Corporation - There is interest here ina
data system for maintenance of sage.

Federal Scientific Corporation - I am also preparing an estimate
for a serial to parallel conversion system of these people in New
York City.

I would like to mention that the NYO has had three rather unhappy
experiences with the shipping of Model 71 Current Calibrators in
the last two weeks. At least one of these three was quite badly
damaged, and the customer felt it was a result of insufficient
packing. All three of these units were sent parcel post. The
worst damage resulted when Special Handling was included.

D. Adams

These units have been tested since the last biweekly.

SEMICONDUCTORS MANUFACTURER UNITS TESTED PERCENT REJECTS

FSP-24 Fairchild 43 0

MA-80 Philco 10,000 0.54%
MA~89 Sprague L,000 8.9%
MA-90 4,000 6.2%
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D. Adame {cont'd

SEMICONDUCTORS MANUFACTURER UNITS TESTED PERCENT REJECTS
MD-93 1,097 8.7%

2,260 ia, 3%
40,244 3.85%

MD-114 3,248 0%
2N59e 50 4,O%
2N1 18438 ROB 0 5.0%
2N1204 1,500 13.8%
2N121.8 Sylvania 200 1,0%
2N1305 Gar. Electric 20,0C0 1.3%
2N1494 Philao 241 6.2%

30 0
43x1C741 Gen. Electric 3,066 0.9%

MD~24
14

:3

Clevite 67, 381 3.5%
42,301

8G9 8.7%
pS62--1 Clevite 31,6563
DG64-1 9.39%
18429 Hoffman 235 0

: 0G9

TIN748 Leo 0%
IN7 582. 590 LO 3 39%

IN3208 Motorola 1.969 1.5%
IN320%5 LOO

:
>

A, Blumenthal

Tie MOY wachine weuk Checkout on June Towa only & :

complement of modiles the high speea channe! va
Ae 2 Faé:

part of the checkout + 2

June 13.

9 Found in
WONG C : 3 days due toe a

power cupply :
:

operational except fox the punch which was sent nek, to qualicyTICS Amoex Stock

@ control due to mechanical trouble.
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A. Blumenthal {cont'd}

Considering the fact that a new technician did a good part of the
work and only one shift was used, things have gone quite well.
The second shift has been used for option installations.
Marginal checking is now in progress and the display system will be
tied in within a day or two.

One problem in maintaining a smooth flow of events is that of getting
modules for the machines. Efforts to create a smoothly operating
back order system have not yet been fruitful.
Some preliminary design on the options for Atomic Energy of Canada's
machine is nearly complete and a price quote w be made shortly.
The quote for Unted Rircraft will be revised due to a change in

4 nhbe

e Their OPLIONS »

R. Mills

Following is list of capital items for month of May, 19623

Vendor Description Amount

Sanderson

Barry Hyman Big Joe Lifter $ 1,504.00
Tektronix Oscilloscope & Pre Amps 12,220.00
Laxrco Delpark Filter 927.63
Cutter, Wood & Whitney Power Punches 1,225.00

Lewis E. Tracey Shelves and Posts 684.43
Davidson Corp. Offset Duplicator 2,455.00
Tektronix Oscilloscope, Plug In, Probes 16,540.00

$29,556.06

J. Fadiman

The Systems Division has beea working hard on new developments in
she memory tester field. We have received the order from I.B.u.
in Owego for Memory Tester, Model 1520, which is an elaborate
system with very flexible plug board programming. We have also
talked with people from Ferroxcube and they are interested in a
similar memory tester on a somewhat reduced scale. Today another
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J. Fadiman {cont'd}

engineer from I.B.M. in Owego was here to discuss our proposal for
an Automatic Core Tester, Model 2114. This is an elaborate core
tester with ten current drivers and very flexible programming by
means of a plug board. Chances of making this sale are about 90%.
We have received an order from E.M.I. for one of our standard
Automatic Core Testers, Model 2113, which has already been started.
I am going down to visit Bell Laboratories in Allentown, Pa. con-
cerning future logical word with our sense system for both the Bell
Labs in Allentown, and Bell Labs in Hawthorne, Illinois. Yesterday
Mr. Roger Cady of Minneapolis-Honeywell was here to discuss the
possibility of our building an Automatic Core Tester for them.
Chances of this sale are about 70%.

The Automatic Core Testers, 2113B and 2113D, have been completed.
"B" has been completely checked out and the "D" will be completely
checked out in one week. Under construction, are the 2113F for
Hitachi Central Labs and 2113G for E.M.i. Under construction also,
are the four Memory Buffer systems for the Navy in Dam Neck. The
first of these systems should go out within one week. Final check-
out is being completed on the typewriter buffer system by Bob
Beckman and this is being shipped immediately.

All logical drawings and wiring drawings have been completed by
Ed De Castro for the interface equipment for Foxboro. These are
going into wiring today. Checkout has been nearly completed by
Dick Tringale on the PEPR system for MIT and it is expected that
they will accept this system sometime next week here at our plant
in Maynard. There will still be a few changes that will have to be
made and put in in our plant during the tirst week of July.

G. Bell

I would like to urge people with clerical type problems, which may
be solved by the PDP-4, to discuss these with Dit Morse. The
installation presently has a card reader and magnetic tapes, and
will soon have a high-speed line printer.

We have been discussing a computer application for PDP-4 with MIT
which will buffer up to 200 typewriters into the IBM 7090. The
ppP-4 would act as a 7090 Data Channel. (With the cost of 200.X,
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it would probably be better for MIT to use a PDP=1.)

Two years ago, we discussed doing mailing addressing requiring a
magnetic tape system, card reader, and a fast line printer. At
that time we hadn't quite finished the development problems for
reader, tape and printer, plus the PDP~l was just too big to do that
sort of calculating. The PDP-4 with a 1024 word memory would do
a task such as this at least as fast as an IBM 1401 system, but at
significantly less cost. It would probably be worth developing a
low cost, line printer for the above low cost system. We must
demonstrate the PDP-4 by solving some of the DEC internal computing
problems.

A memo of pros and cons is available concerning on line typewriters
which might be used on PDP-4 in place of the Teletype 28.

Current projects include the prototype system, the computers for
Foxboro/Nabisco, Corning, and DEC {for module testing).

K. Fitzgerald
EN 1000 50%
JN 100-00 50%

This report is covering a six-week span, the first four weeks of
which most of my time was spent on general administrative and
engineering problems concerned with the sheetmetal, machine, and
cabinet assembiy shops. The last two-week period I have spent
quite a bit of time on shipping different systems and computers,
and many problems have been discovered. Therefore, I have been
working with Bob Beckman on a formal procedure to be followed for
getting systems and computers ready for shipment. We expect to
have some formal proposals distributed to all interested persons
within the next week or week and one-half. This proposal will
outline such things as who is responsible for cleaning up all of
the last minute details which have always been left to the last
one or two days, when these details will be cleaned up, and how.
Also, we expect to outline standard shipping procedures as far as
standard crates and boxes are concerned. The time necessary

@ before clean-up and shipping of a machine will naturally be
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K. Fitzgerald (cont'd)

dependant on the size and complexity of the machine, but some stand-
ards to handle this will also be established.
We have placed an order with Donnelly Mfg. Company for five more
ITT console ends to be delivered by September 1, 1962.

The machine shop has finished a special templet drilling machine
for making aluminum templets for drilling our circuits boards in the
Nawide machine, a new semi-automatic handle~bending machine, and is
presently working on the first real production run of the new
Display Type 30A's utilizing the casting which was designed and
engineered by Scott Miller and Loren Prentice. They are also work-
ing on a rush order of 12 more memory plane housings, of which most
of them have already been designated for stack manufacturers.

For the past ten-week period the cabinet shop has handled an average
of 15 cabinets per week. That is, having the cabinets painted,
assembled, and delivered to the designated assembly area. Ali end
panels and doors for these cabinets have been assembled also, then
put into storage until they are called for, for final acceptance
test. While doing this, they have also installed all the ITT
console ends, installed all the readers and punches in the PDP's
and assembled four Display 30's. The cabinet shop has aiso had to
pitch in on every system that has been shipped in the past ten-week
period which has always managed to tie them up for at least eight
hours just to ship a system.

It was quite unfortunate recently that we had a fairly bad accident
in the Mag Tape check-out area, where a single~bay Mag Tape unit
tipped over on one of the mag tape personnel. After investigating
the accident, recommendations were made to keep this from happening
again and I noticed that some of the recommendations have been
followed out. This company is getting to the size now where things
of this nature are more apt to happen unless all supervisor are
extremely careful in recognizing and eliminating potential safety
hazards. A good stiff look should be taken at all of our opera~
tions at this time to be sure that all personnel are protected
from potential safety hazards, cautioned about these, and made

aware that there are many seemingly harmless objects that are
potential safety hazards.
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K. Fitzgerald (Cont'd)

The sheetmetal shop under its new foreman has been performing verywell. We are currently saturated with work for the next six to
eight weeks. The only jobs that we can take in for delivery in
less than six to eight weeks at this time will have to be real
emergency type jobs. Production and special systems have got us
saturated. We have requisitions in for two more machine operator
type people in the sheetmetal shop which should help to speed up
our operation a little bit since our new set-up of layout and first
piece inspection, along with our method of handling our production,
has meant that some of our better type people have had to do the
more menial tasks of plain old machine operators. During the past
ten-week period the shop has handled approximately 450 different
jobs, with lot sizes averaging approximately 50 pieces per job.
This is a tremendous amount of material, turned out in a fairly
short period of time; however, this could not be accomplished if we

as much lead time as we can get as it makes our scheduling that
much easier. What I mean is, don't set dates that you think are
adequate for the shops. Set dates that you really need and then
if we can deliver early we will but if not we will be able to better
schedule the work to your needs by date.

did not have the adequate lead time which we have been very for-
tunate in getting recently. However, we would naturally appreciate
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"Creative Management" by N.R.F. Mater and J. J. Hayes
This book fs addvessed fo that segment of the American public interested in modern
probiems and pressures in organizational settings. It is concerned with creativity and
conformity, with productivity and morale, and with the forces of chenge in erganiza=
tions. [ft probes the nature of autherity, the real relationship between authority and

ate
responsibility, and the meaning of leadership.

"Dynamic Optimization and Control" by Walerian Kipiniak
Dynamic Optimization & Control develops a general conieol theory for dynamic systems
of iramediate inierest to electrical, mechanical, and chemical enginoers and fo opera
tions rasearch analysis. The evther demonstrates the computation of solutions for such
practical problems as vehicle stabilization, trajectory control, chemical process con=
ivol, and Inventory contret. He also explains how spatial analeg computers can be
applied as optimizing

"Electronic Analog Computers" by Granno A. and Theresa M. Korn
A practical and comprehensive treatment of d-c cnalog computers, used as differential
analyzers, equation solver simulators, and contro! sysiern components. How to set up
problems for analog compyiation is shown and examples are given of practical applica=
tions, including set-up procedure, in typical problems ef applied mathemutics and
engineering design. The book also shows how to design analog computers, covering
circuit theory, componenis, and complete systems.

Executive Skills" by Bellows, Gilson and Odiome
Among the Features of Executive Skills: Human relations teamwosk methods based on
research in group dynamics. Extensive use of case illustzations, forms, and procedures.
Detailed troataant of Intorviewing, counselling, and communications skills. Compre=
honsive ce'feappralsal chart In the cppendix. Executive sktils needed in the 60's
predicted from facis on hand.

Foundations of Information sory : by Amie! Feinstein
A concise but rigorous expozition of the fundamentals of the mathematical theory of
information .

WA Gutde fo Fortran Programming" by Daniel D. McCracken
This book is written for the person who wants to get a rapid grasp of the use of a computer
in the solution of probloms in science and engineering. Tie application of a computer

because it is not necessary to learn the details of computer operation.
fo such problenis $ "eet caily simplified the use of Fortran or a similar compilert
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"Introduction to Electronics" by Robert J. Hughes and Peter Pipe
A ""Yeaching Machine" book introducing the layman to electronics.

"Iterative Arrays of Logical Circuits" by Frederick C. Hennie
This book examines the behavior of one and two dimensional
iterative networks. It is written for persons working in the
communications sciences, and is especially pertinent to the
areas of information processing, switching theory, and com-
puter design.

"Management and the Computer" by Martin Greenberger
Compiled from a lecture series held in the spring of 1961 as
part of MIT's Centennial year. Contents as follows:
(1) Scientists and Decision Making (2) Managerial Decision
Making (3) Simulation of Human Thinking (4) A Library for
2000 A.D. (5) The Computer in the University (6) Time-Sharing
Computer Systems {7} A New Concept in Programming (8) What
Computers Should be Doing

"Microwave Measurements" by Edward L. Ginzton
This book is concerned with the basic forms of electrical
measurements encountered in the microwave region of the electro-
magnetic spectrum. The topics discussed provide a background
for all common microwave measurements as well as for more
specialized applications.

"Modern Packaging Encyclopedia '62 by Modern Packaging Magazine
The issue is divided into five editorial divisions and one
directory division as follows: (1) Package Planning, Methods
and Materials (2) Packages (3) Machinery (4) Merchandising
(5) Shipping and Protective Packaging (6) Buyers' Directory

"Transform Method in Linear System Analysis" by John A. Aseltine
This book is about the application of integral transforms to
the analysis of physical systems which can be described by
linear differential equations. It is an engineering book,
and most of the mathematics it contains is presented from the
engineer's rather relaxed point of view regarding rigor.
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"Ty ansmission of Information (A Statistical Theory of Communica-tions;" by Robert M. Pano

The book is specixically directed to graduate students and
engineers interesied in electrical communications. It
emphasizes the points of view and methods of analysis which
are likely to prove most useful to them in their future work.

"20,000 Words" compiled by Louis A. Leslie
A dictionary of essential words for businessmen, stenographers,students, editors, proofreaders, etc. The words are spelled,accented and divided.

R. Savell
2065 50%
2101 50%

The last two weeks have been spent cleaning up loose ends on the
Lawrence Radiétion Laboratory computer system and getting ready to
run acceptance tests. The tests were started last Saturday, but
were suspended on Monday due to probleas with the Potter tapes
transports thet are designed to read Remington Rand tapes. They
were removing oxide from the tave in laxge quantities. Potter
engineers have been here one and one-half days end feel they have
the problem sclved. Tests will resume, hopefully, today. The
tests will occupy two full ten-hour days and are quite thorough.

The first two Precision Displavs, Tvpe 31, are complete except for
alignment. We have found that the mechanism for adjusting the
focus coil and deflection yoke needs some improverents on the next
model, otherwise operation is quite satisfactory.

Lassen

We have a full agenda for next week's Personnel Committee meeting.
I feel that we have worked out several worthwhile proposals.
However, it is better to wait until after the meeting before
discussing them.

Our employee relations program needs more constant attention
especially as we continue to grow; therefore, I plan to spend as
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box, allowing the chad to fall directly into the box eliminating
the chance of clogging the punch. This will also allow the use of
a larger chad box. Most of the redesign for the punch is finished
and we will shortly have a model in operation.

The PDP-1 is to have a new logo to identify it as a PDP-1 and a
product of Digital Equipment Corporation. A sample logo will be
mounted soon for final approval.

Judith Ebner

The following books have been added to the Library.

"Navances in Electronic Circuit Packaging" Vol. 3. ~ by Gerald A.
Walker (also Vol. 2}

Proceedings of the Second International Electronic Circuit

technical papers contained in this volume are all written by
engineers and designers from leading electronics companies, and

comprise a complete and up-to-date study of electronic circuit
packaging. The areas covered extend from the microscopic to
the macroscopic, with particular emphasis on packaging
materials, packaging for outer epace vehicles, underground and

underwater packaging, high impact packaging, the problems of
mobile equipment, interconnections in packaging, and packaging
economies. The purpose of this Symposium was to examine as

many facets of the subject of electronic circuit packaging as

possible. In emphasizing technique. this volume will be of
practical value to the electrical, electronic, mechanical, and

chemical engineer involved in any phase of circuit packaging.

Packaging Symposium, held August 16-18, 1961. Sponsored by the
University of Colorado and Electrical Design News. The 24

"Anatomy of Automation by George BH. and Paul S. Amber

Intended as a basic foundation in the principles and philosophy
of automation, this book starts out with commonly known facts
concerning primary industrial practices and builds up to fully
automatic systems. The functional aspects of automation take

precedence over equipment design details. The two main

elements of useful work, energy and information, are discussed
thoroughly. By following the simple, logical framework
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developed in the text, the reader learns what levels of auto-
mation involve the mechanization of energy and what levels
involve the mechanization of information. The role of self-
correcting feedback control and computer control in automation
is carefully analyzed.

"Best's Safety-Maintenance Directory" (combined with The Manual of
Modern Safety Techniques} ~ 9th Edition - by Alfred M. Best Co., Inc.

The Manual articles provide guidance in setting up various
types of safety and maintenance programs and reference data for
some of the more common problems that may be encountered. The
product Directory contains concise information covering thou-
sands of recognized safety, maintenance, first aid, sanitation,
hygiene and fire protective products and equipment.

"Business Management Handbook by J. K. Lasser
A practical guide for the businessman covering various aspects
of businese in general; including taxes, insurance, financial
analysis research, etc. Contributed by individuals who have,
over the years, developed a high ability in their selected
areas of specialization.

"Chambers's Technical Dictionary" (Third Edition Revised with
Supplement) by C. F. Tweney and L. BE. C. Hughes

The aim of this dictionary is to give, in the light of present
knowledge and opinion, definitions of terms that are of impor-
tance in pure and applied science, in all branches of engineer-
ing and construction, and in the manufacturing industries
and skilled trades. It is @ dictionary of technical terms,
written by specialists, partly for other specialists but more
particularly for the technically minded man~in-the-street and
for students and interested workers of all kinds and ages;
indeed, for all who wish to understand what scientists and
engineers have to say to each other.

"Coding Theorems of Information Theory" by J. Wolfowitz
This monograph describes and proves most of the known existence
theorems of information theory. It begins rom first prin-
ciples and requires no prior knowledge of information theory.
Precise definitions are given, and proofs are clear and
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rigorous. The reader is brought to a point where he can embark
on research of his own. Among discussed are? the
discrete memoryless channel, compound channels, channels with
feed back, channels with stochastically determined states,
channels with memory, semicontinucus and Cone channels.
The monograph is designed to be read by anyone with a modest
amount of mathematical maturity. It will be of interest to
mathematicians, electrical engineers, mathematical statisti-~
cians, and other menbers of the scientific community conceraed
with this rapidiy evolving discipline.

"Designing for People" by Henry Dreyfuss
In this book Henry Dreyfuss tells how he has approached and
carried out his work during the past 25 years. He reveals what
he and his partners have learned about the average American,
what research they do, what he's discovered about the level of
public taste, what he thinks of today's automooiles. And he
describes the step-by-step procedure involved in an important
design assignment. He answers questions ~ the ones most
quently asked by people unfamiliax with industrial design.

The book (jacket, binding, end papers, typography and page
layouts) is designed by the author. He drew the merginal
sketches, too.

"Dining Out in Any Language" by Myra Waldo
The Round-the~World-Menu Translator ~ Everything you need to
know to order breakfast, lunch, or dinner in any restaurant
anywhere is here in the concise dictionary ot foreign menu
terms translated into English.

"Electronic Engineering Principles® (3rd edition) by John D. Ryder
This book maintains a viewpoint of e S ectronics as one science,
not two diverse areas based on the vacuum tuve and the tran~-
gistor. <Xt env the two basic devices wh ch achieve
similar results, and in many applications they may be viewed
and discussed jointly as ideal linear generators or inertial-
ess switches. As soon as the reader ands the physical
differences between the tube and transistor, he is free to
replace them with their ideal counterparts and concentrate on
studying the properties of the circuits associated with these
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ideal elements. After covering the physical aspects of vacuum
and solid-state devices coverage is limited to those processes
and circuits fundamental to Class 4 and 3 operation at nominal
frequencies, This defined area of coverage, plus the complete-
ness and clarity of the author's analysis, make this an ideal
introductory book.

"Electronic Equipment Design and Construction" by W. A.
Dummer, Cledo, cel, Low K. Lee

This practical manual provides reccrmendec techniques and
basic working data necessary for constructing electronic equip-
ment - from the initial stages of design through to testing the
finished preduct. it furnishes you with essential information
for designing equipment that will withstand the severe environ-
ments to he encountered in operation anywhere on earth, in the
atmosphere, and in space.

be

@ "England" edited by L. Russell Muirhead
A travel guide covering data on passport and customs regula
tions; currency and postal rates; hotel accommodations and
prices; lists of restaurants, theatres; methods of transport;
suggestions for sight seeing trips, tows; and a generous
equipment of maps; etc.

"France" prepared by Holiday Magazine
A travel guide covering money; tipping; transportation: shop~
ping: hotels and restaurants? major points of interests
sightseeing; museums; night life; language; etc.

"France 1961" ecited by Eugene Fodor
A travel guide of France covering how to plan your trip; when
to go; where to goy festivals; highlights of France? how to
go; what it will cest; what to take; passports, visas? customs;
money? hotels and restaurants; transportation; points of
interest: etc.

"Jet Age Guide to Zurope 1961" edited by Eugene Fodor
Coverage of all Europe, including the independent tourist
countries of Cyprus and Malta. A guide to Eastern Burope,
including information on visiting family and friends in
Communist countries. Selection of Europe's hotels and
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European shoppsny guide compiled by resident buyers. Compre-
hensive guide to museums, monements, cullural events, European
shows and night lise. Presentation of people and customs of:
34 countries. Forty-three city plans and map of Europe.

"The Low Countries - Holland, Belgium, Luxembourg precared by
Holiday Magazine

A travel guide covering when to go; how to get there; getting
around in the Low Countries: weather and clething; money:
hotels; focd and drink; maps, etc.

"The Management. of Time" by James T. McCny
This book sets forth a practical method for overcoming time
pressures today and preparing for the much greater time demands
of the coming decade. The methcdology is mainly drawn from the
work of Albert Korzgybski, as presented in his book, "Science
to Sanity". 'Fhe Appendim gives a background reading list of
books by scientifically orientated authors,

"New Horizons USA" published by Pan American World Airways System
For the reader's convenience the U.S. har been arbitrarily
divided into seven sections: Northeast, Southeast, North Central,
South Central, Northwest and Southwest and a new section to
include Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico and the Virgin Tsiands.
Following brief descriptions of the states within each division,
there are comprehensive sections on tre leading cities. Each
city begins with five introductory ca deseribing the
weather, location and history, characteristics, population,
size and how to get qthere. These five sections constitute the
introduction to each city. The material which fcllows is
divided into categories, beginning vith accommodations and
ending with sources of additional information.

"Paris" edited by L. osssell head
A guide book covering historical backgrounend; literary associa~
tions; farcus buildings and landmarks; passport ana
customs regulations; lists of nocels: reastauLrants, theatres;
museums and art galleries; maps; etc.
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"Paris" prepared by Holiday Magazine
A travel guide covering transportation; telephones; money and
tipping; where to stay; dining; shopping; sightseeing;historical background; nearby tours; etc.

"Scandinavia" prepared by Holiday Magazine
A travel guide covering when to go; how to get there; customs;
transportation; money and tipping; climate and clothing; food
and drink; some do's and don'ts? etc.

"Short Guide to London" edited by L. Russell Muirhead
Contains useful information about hotels, restaurants, and
amusements, as well as the underground railways, bus services
and postal rates; and it has 3 maps, 28 plans, and a full gen~
eral index.

"Travel Tips for France" published by Trans World Airlines
Most of the specific information is devoted to Paris, with gen-
eral information on the various regions of France. Briefly
covers history and geography, weather, language, money and
prices, transportation, holidays and events, customs regula~
tions, hotels, restaurants, theatres and night clubs, shopping,
sightseeing, etc.

D. Denniston, NYO

The following is a summary of some of the more important activities
in the New York Area during the last two weeks:

CUSTOMERS

Western Electric - Allentown, Pa. - There is great interest here in a
Ferrite Sheet Tester. I believe they approached us with this prob-
lem several years ago and we did not bid because of the intricate
test fixture required. Rese has built the two they now have. This
location, I might mention, has been responsible for orders totaling
around $50K in the last few months.

Bell Tel. Labs ~ Holmdel, N.J. - The move to Holmdel is now in full
swing and our first purchase order from this location has been
received.
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GRUMMAN AIRCRAFT, Bethpage, L.I., New York

We have recently received an order from Grumman, which is our first since | have
been with DIC. My thanks to Jack O'Connell for giviag a hand here while | was
in Chicage.

I think it might also be intercsting to note that interest in the PDP-1 is picking up consider-
ably, We have bean in contact with « good aumber of people whose interest in the PDP is
moze then just passir.g,

R. Doane

YUE Modules 80%
Miscellaneous 10%
fest Equipment Cermmitiee 10%

AH 3 etched wiring layouts are row comeleted. The ten flip-flop modules for Step 1 of the
VHF test system and for loan to APL are being consiructed, and the multivibrator is ready
for sereening. A tester for each type of madule has been builf.

The three layouts required about 1 week each. The latest standards for conductor width etc.
were followed, and the layouts for the multivibrator and logic board were redone from
scratch.

The logte diagver fer Step 1 pin connections and physical locations is partly on paper,
which shows prooress choist 2 V2 weeks behind the VHF schedule. Fred Shirley, a summer

employee who 1s a Sanior next yeas at MIT, has been helping since June 4 and has alseady
built two testers, | expeer with h : heap to be able to gain baci some time.

J, Cudmore

Module Testing 85%
Test Data Sheets, QC 15%

The second Mark ! A.M.T. has keen released fo test. This tester has the same logic as

tha first Merk but the mover refays have been replaced with a pracision voltage compcra=
tor. The Mm + for the test being made are set fia by 10 turn Halipots. This system has the

advantage of cate
sow since there is a ffinite setiling time for the meters,

Chitin, and sored, The reter ratay version is
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Judith Ebner

"Analogue Computation" by R. W. Williams
Analogue Computation is intended fo serve es an inireduction to the subject and litle
knowledge is assumed in the reader beyond a gresp of light current engineering. The
mathematics does not demand more than simple algebra and calculus.

"Automatic Daia~Processing Systems: Principles and Procedures" by R. H. Gregory and
R. L. Van Hos

This book deals with business-data processing. It is introduciory, requizing no previous
knowledge of elecironic computing systems. Computer programming end systems
analysis are covered in detail. More important, a blending of theo-etical and practical
approaches to data processing explains why, as well as what, and how. Some new
concepts in management information are developed and management tools and techniques
ave included.

Automatic Feedback Centro System Synthesis" by John G. Truxal
This bock represents on citempt to crganize and unify the background raaterial in the
following five fields: (i) The designer must have a working familiarity with the
Laplace transform which goes beyond the simple formal relationships between the time
and frequency functions. (2) The designer must be familiar with the fundamental
concepts of feedsack theory. (3} If ihe servo engineer is to appreciate fully the advan
tages inherent in the use of the Laplace transform, he musi be able to synthesize
appropriate compensation networks. (4) The designer inust be familiar with the statis-
tical methods of design If he fs to cope with the proklems asseciated with realistic signal
inputs. (5) The dasigner must be acquainted with the Masts techniques available for
considering non-linear systems. Emphasis is on the development of the besic theory,
alihough an attempt is made fo illustrate the discussion with examples of practical
significance.

Computers and How They Work" by James D. Fahnestock
A completely undersiandakle and comprehensive siudy of Electronic Computers that
describes in clear, precise terras the basic princisics behind computers. their manu-
facture ond kow they are operated end ranintained at a high level of efficiency.

"Cost and Budget Analysis" by John Dearden
This book is concerned with the fincncia! information that management needs for making
shori~term operating decisions. Specifically, the book covers cost accounting, cost

to longerun operating decisions.

CHGwalysis, d budgetary control. tt does not cove: pita! snvestment analysis, long-
term profit planning, or decentralized profit control techniques, because they relate
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"Creative Management" by N.R.F. Maier and J. J. Hayes
This book fs addressed to that segment of the Americon public interested in modem
problems and pressures in organizational settings. It is concerned with creativity and
conformity, with productivity and morale, and with the forces of change in organiza-fions. it probes the nature of cuthority, the real relationship between authority and
responsibility, and the meaning of leadership.

"Dynamic Optimization and Control" by Walerian Kipiniak
Dynamic Optimization & Control develops a general contre! theory for dynamic systemsof immediate interest fo elcetrical, mechanical, and chemical engineers and to opera~
tions research analysts. The author demonstrates the computation of solutions for such
practical problems as vehicle stabilization, trajectory control, chemical process con=
trol, and inventory control. He also explains how spatial analeg computers can be
applied as optimizing conirollers.

"Electronic Analog Computers" by Granno A. and Theresa M. Korn

problems for anciog computation is shown and examples ave given of practical applica~
tions, including set-up procedure, in typical problems of applied mathematics and
engineering desicn. The book also shows how to design analog computers, covering
circuit theory, components, and complete systems.

A practical and comprehensive treatment of d=c cnalog computers, used as differential
analyzers, equation colvyer ators d control components. How to set up

"Executive Skills" by Bellows, Gilson and Odiome
Among the Feotures of Executive Skills: Humen relations teamwork mathods based on
research in group dynamics. Extensive use of case ilustrutiens, forms, and procedures.
Detailed treatment of tarerviewing, ecunselling, and communications skills. Compre-
hensive chart in the cppendix. Exceutive sktils needed in the 60's
predicted from facis on hand.

"Foundations of Information Theory" by Amiel Feinstein
A concise but rigorcus exposition of the fundamentals of the mathematical theory of
informaiion.

"A Guide to Fortran Programming" by Daniel D. McCracken
This book is written for the person who wants to get a rapid grasp of the use of a computer
in the selution of problems in sclence and engineering. The application of a computer
to such problems is creaily simplified by the use of Fortran or a similar compiler
because it is not necessary to learn the details of computer operation.
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"Introduction to Electronics" by Robert J. Hughes and Peter Pipe
A "Teaching Machine" book introducing the layman to electronics.

"Iterative Arrays of Logical Circuits" by Frederick C. Hennie
This book examines the behavior of one and two dimensional
iterative networks. It is written for persons working in the
communications sciences, and is especially pertinent to the
areas of information processing, switching theory, and com-
puter design.

"Management and the Computer by Martin Greenberger
Compiled from a lecture series held in the spring of 1961 as
part of MIT's Centennial year. Contents as follows:
{1) Scientists and Decision Making {2} Managerial Decision
Making 3) Simulation of Human Thinking {4} A Library for
2000 A.D. (5) The Homputer in the University {6) Time-Sharing
Computer Systems {7) A New Concept in Programming (8) What
Computers Should be Doing

4

"Microwave Measurements by Edward L. Ginzton
This book is concerned with the basic forms of electrical
measurements encountered in the microwave region of the electro-
magnetic spectrum, The topics discussed provide a background
for all common microwave measurements as well as for more
specialized applications.

"Modern Packaging Encyclopedia '62 by Modern Packaging Magazine
The issue is divided into five editorial divisions and one
directory division as follows: (1) Package Planning, Methods
and Materials (2) Packages (3) Machinery (4) Merchandising
(5) Shipping and Protective Packaging (6} Buyers' Directory

"mransform Method in Linear System Analysis" by John A. Aseltine
This book is about the application of integral transforms to
the analysis of physical systems which can be described by
linear differential equations. it is an engineering book,
and most of the mathematics it contains is presented from the
engineer's rather relaxed point of view regarding rigor.
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"Transmission of information (A Statistical Theory of Communica-
tions) by Robert M. Fano

The book is specifically diracted to graduate students and
engineers interested in electrical communications. It
emphasizes the points of view and methods of analysis which
are likely to prove most useful to them in their future work.

"20,000 Words" compiled by Louis A. Leslie
A dictionary of essential words for businessmen, stenographers,
students, editors, proofreaders, etc. The words are spelled,accented and divided.

R. Savell
2065 50%
2101 50%

The last two weeks have been spent cleaning up loose ends on the
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory computer system and getting ready to
run acceptance tests. The tests were started last Saturday, but
were suspended on Monday due to problems with the Potter tapes
transports that are designed to read Remington Rand tapes. They
were removing oxide frcem the tape in large quantities. Potter
engineers have been here one and one-hal : days anc feel they have
the problem selved. Tests wili resume, hopefully, tceday. The
tests will occupy two full ten-hour days and are quite thorough.

The first two Precision Displays, Type 31, are complete except for
alignment. We have found that the mecnanism for adjusting the
focus coil and deflection yoke nesds some improvements on the next
model, otherwise operation is quite satisfactory.

R. Lassen

We have a full agenda for next week's Personnel Committee meeting.
I feel that we have worked out several worthwhile proposals.
However, it is better to wait until after the meeting before
discussing them.

Our employee relations program needs more constant attention
especially as we continue to grow; therefore, I plan to spend as
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much time as I possibly can working on projects which will help tofill some of the gaps in this area. Good employee relations arealso a major responsibility of all department heads and supervisorsparticularly WwWith respect to personal recoqnition, good training
methods, proper supervision, communication and counselling.
We must realize that DEC is no longer the closely knit informal
group of 2 to 3 years ago. We are now a steadily growing companyof some 420 people, each of whom are striving for individual recog-nition and personal satisfaction. This all adds up to an increas-
ing number of complex problems, none of which can be overlooked.

Recently we made a survey of employee terminations for a one year
period. Although many terminations were justifiable and in many
cases beyond our control, there were distinct indications that
personal recognition, particularly promotion fron within, is our

@ greatest single problem. We are obligated to recognize people who
are eligible for advancement. This is a definite responsibility of
each department head even if it means that he'll lose his best man.
Perhaps we should now form a Personnel Relations Committee with
responsibility for reviewing all phases of employee relations -

making appropriate recommendations to the Personnel Committee.

The girls have been going straight out processing the records of
the large number of summer employees who have started reporting
for duty. This appears to be pretty well under control except for
"production line" inductions over the next few weeks.

We are gradually working out some bettcr office procedure to elim-
inate much of our "seat of the pants" operation. Bach of the girls
has been assigned more definite responsibilities with an emphasis
on getting things done by system" rather than "memory. ' We still
have some weak spots which I hope to reinforce soon. The addition
of Jo Reilly has been a tremendous help in this respect.

Listed below is a list of open personnel requisitions which have
been approved by Ken Olsen.

1 <r. Accountant (R.Mills)
1 App. Machinist - (L.Prentice)

COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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R. Lassen (cont'd}
1 Machinist - (L.Prentice)

Sheet Metal (experienced) - (L.Prentice)
2 Sheet Metal (Trainees) ~ (L.Prentice)
4 Technicians ~ (G.Bell)
6 Secretaries (replacements) Sales, Engineering, Purchasing

Drafting
1 Secretary (G.Bel1)
2 Accounts Payable Clerks - (R.Mills)
1 Clerk-Typist (Drafting)

We are also keeping our eyes open for several other openings. How-
ever, the above list includes only those for which we have manage-
ment approval to recruit and hire.

R. Mangsen

Automatic Module Testing
About the middle of May, 1962, automatic module testing was intro-
duced to the Production Test Area. We now have some data on the
increase in production, due to the Mark I Automatic Module Tester
and the Tektronix Read-Out Scope.

The Mothers' Shift is the primary user of the Mark I and the Read-
Out Scope. The month of May shows the production of this group at
3,500 modules. To break this down to two groups, we have 14 work-
ing days without the Mark I and 8 working days with the Mark I.
They compare as follows

14 Working Days 8 Working Days
without Mark I with Mark I
1800 Modules Tested 1700 Modules Tested

This shows a 67% increase in module test production.

Now to compare the same type modules tested in both ways manually
and semi~automatically. 40 ~ 1103's tested manually would take an
average of 4 to 5 hrs. To test the same amount semi~automatically
would take an average of 2 1/2 hrs. Some others are as follows:

COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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Manually
4113 6-8 hrs.
1110 6 = 8 hrs.
1105 3 = 3% hrs.
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Semi~Automatically
4113 3 ~ 34 hrs,
1110 2% - 3 hrs.
1105 1 3/4 hrs.

The slowest part of the job now is the data sheets. Data sheets
take 1 to 1% hrs. to write up. There are some units that can be
completely tested in less time than it takes to make out the data
sheets. This problem is being worked on.

As of June 7th, we can test the following modules semi-automatically.
Mark I
1103
1104
1105
1110
Lill
1113
1114
1115
4102
4104
4105
4106
4110
4111
4112
4113
4114
4115
4125
4129
6105
6106

567 Read~Out Scope
1103 This takes two passes
1104
1105
1110
1111
4113

A104
4105
4106
4110
4111
4112
4113

6105
6106

Also inverters in the following units
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R. Mangsen (cont'd)
Mark I 567
1201 1201
1607 1607
4201 4201
4603 4603
6202 6202
6603 6603

+

COPYBIWEEKLY NUMBER
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As of June 7th, we have introduced our second Mark I in the test
area.

D. Adams

The following semiconductors have been tested since the last biweekly.
Semiconductors Manufacturer Units Tested Percent Rejects

Texas Instrument 4000 3.1%GA-212
MA~-80 Philco 20151 0.48%
MA~89 Sprague 1926 5.4%
MA~90 12774 3.5%
MD-93 2826 3.6%
MD-94 820 11.2%
MD~-95 6352 24.2%
MD-114 Philco 18711 2.05%
MD~114 Sprague 5664 7.2%
2N167 General Electric 200 0.5%
2N398A Motorola 300 8.7%
2N598 Philco 100 7.0%
2N674 1000 20 .0%
2N744 Texas Instrument 63 1.6%
2N1184 RCA 10 20.0%
2N1304 Texas Instrument 1000 2.9%
2N1305 22000 0.54%
2N1494 Philco 59 16.9%
2N1495 200 1.0%
2N1600 Transitron 50 8.0%
2N1613 Fairchild 15

me|

2N1719 Texas Instrument 650 1.5%
a 65 3.1%@ 2n1721
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Manufatturer Units Tested Percent Rejects

: :

:

:

1000
.820
.000:

Inventory Class Codes
, 1962.
assificat
control o

:

2
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CODE NO.RAW MATERIAL
Modules

Systems & Computers

Modules 1750
L751
1752
1753
1754

Computers & Systems 1770
L77L
L772
L773
LI74
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DESCRIPTION
Capacitors
D: z.0ode
Mechanical Components (Connectors,
Lamps, etc.)
Resistors 'Potentiometers, etc.)
Board end Panel Stock
Transistors
Transformecs
Sheet Metal Stock
Miscellaneous

Peripreral Equipment (Readers,
Punches, Ivpewriters }

Magnetic fave Equipment
(Fotters, eta.}
Printer's Huoupment
Display Ecuipment
Mechanical Components
Cabirets
Miscellaneous

1710
L711
1712

1713
1714
L715
1716
L717
41718

1730

L751

1732
1733
L724
L935
1736

CODE NO. OW

Etched Boards
Phenolic Panels
Transformers
Fabricated Metal (Chassis, ete.)

Sub~Assemblies {Wired}
Megnetic Tape
Disp. ay
Memory Stacks
Febricated Metals

Production Control Office is now coding all inventory cards with
the appropriate class code number and our inventory will be
processed in these groupings.
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T. Johnson, WCO {cont'd}

and on-call servicing of the computers end memory systems, of which we are accumulating
a fair amount out here in Smogville and the Wild West. (1 refer to Smogville in case some
should think we have it too nice out here.)

J. Cudmore

Automatic Module Testing 75%
Mag. Tape Sense Amp. 20%
QC, Test Data Sheets 5%

An AC automatic module tester hes been built and fs in operation. The cycling part of the
machine is made up from 500 ke logic. There are three controls on the machine, a Start
button, a Continue button and a switch which selects the total number of tests to be made.
The 567 scopes are not being externa!ly programmed yet. This means that for a unit that
requires two types of tests e.g. rise end fall TTT) two passes must be made. A new fest has
been added to inverters. The fall TTT of the input wave form is being measured. This test
has been added since a large number cf inverters have had the wrong size over drive
capacitor. This new test has located about twenty wrong value capacitors already.

The Mag. Tape Sense Amp. 1536 has undergone a change to increase its gain range to
permit the use of Mylar-sandwiched tape.

The "Spec" books are gradually getzing filled and revisions or new sheets will be sent fo the
holders of the books as they cre generated.

J. Fodiman

This report covers the period for the last three and one~half weeks. The first 2 1/2 weeks
was spent in Europe. The first job was to install the Automatic Core Tester, Mode! 2113C,
at Standard Elektrik Lorenz in Stutigart, Germany. Installation required a full six days, as
the Germens are very meticulous about seeing that their ecuipment meets all of the required
specifications. Furthermore, SEI. uses cn Aviomatic Core Handler which they built them-
selves, and which requires a considerable amount of work in order to operate properly. The
only difficulty with the machine was encountered because the Power Supply 1562 had too
great @ temperature coefficient; we ove rezlacing this with a different unit. Furthermore,
the drifz in amplitude of the current drivers was noticed, which we later traced to the coarse
amplitude potentiometer. In general, however, the installation was satisfactory and feel
that SEL will be very happy with our equipment.

| next visited the Siemens plant in Munich, Germany. They cre interested in the purchase
of both an Automatic Memory Tester and an Automatic Core Tester, and they are probably
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J. Fadiman {cont'd)

our next mostly likely customer in Europe. The main drawbacks are that our price in Europe
is high and also that we do not have a servicing center there. However, | think that we
have a good chance of making two sales to Siemens.

The next place | visited was Philips Electric Co. in Eindhoven, Holland. They have done a
considerable amount of work on our Memory Tester 1516B, and it is now operating consider-
ably betier than when we had delivered it. {This is one of the few cases where a customer
working on a machine has improved it.) The only remaining problem is the drift in the
current drivers, which we are solving, by repiceing the arnplitude control potentiometers
with those of a smaller value. | aiso spent a considerable amouni of time discussing Memory
Exercisers with the two engineers responsible for the memory development work at Philips.
I think there is a good chance of cur selling them a Memory Exerciser in about 6 months
from now.

My next visit was to Stemag in Siegburg, Germany. 1 visited with Mr. Gunter Huwe. They
are interested in purchasing a Ramsey Handler, Model CH60, and sometime thereafter an
Automatic Core Tester 2113. i expect that this sale will come abeut in about 6 months.
Sometime in the more distant future they might be interested in the Automatic Memory Plane
Tester, but at the moment their volume of business does not warrant the purchase of such an
expensive piece of test equipment.

During the past week, several systems were shipped out. The Memory Plane Tester 1516G,
which is going to go to Hitachi in Japan on July 1, was shipped to RCA in Needham as a
loan. The Automatic Core Tester 2113E was shipoed out to General Electric Co. in Phoenix,
Arizona. A smail sense system was assembled and ship,sed to the Bell Telephone Lab. in
Allentown, Pa. The Anclog~to-Digital Converter was also shipped cut in the past two weeks
to MIT. Final checkout is proceeding on the PEPR system for MIT and this should be shipped
out about the middle of June. The Scanner for the University of illinois is finally about
ready and will be shipped within one week.

Work is proceeding satisfactorily ca the other special systems under construction at the
present time, namely, the Typewriter Buffer System, the Automatic Core Tester 2113B for
stock and the Core Tester 2113D for Hitachi. In addition, we have received an order for
another Automatic Core Tester 2113F for Hitachi Central Laboratories and ail parts, plug~in
units etc. have been ordered for this machine. Work has also been staried on the next
Memory Plane Tester, Model 1516H, for General Electric in Syracuse. Negotiations are
still underway conceming the Memery Tester 1520 for iBM in Owego, but Dick Whipple is

arranging the final details of this today and everything should be settled by the end of this
week.

As people may have heard, the Systems Group is moving iis offices up to the middle of
Building 3. This move is expected fo take place by June 1.
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Our recent capital equipment acquisitions are as follows:

H. Crouse

#129 Whitney-Jensen Power Punch Presses
(Loren Prentice}

Contronics Semi~Automatic Diode Tester
(Richard Bess)

Precision voltage comparators
(Robert Hughes)

#49687 Dupl-O-Scope
{Loren Prentice}

NRGM Automatic Eyeleting Machine
(Cy Kendrick}

Smith~Corona Electric Typewriter
(Judy Ebner)

Dejur-Grundig Transcriber
(Velma Grasseler)

Spray Etch Machine, Model 700
(Jack Smith)

Dumont Oscilloscope #766
{Dave Denniston)

76-02 Dual Trace Plug-in Unit
(Dave Denniston

74-03 Time Base Plug-in Unit
(Dave Denniston)
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$ 625.00/ea.

5000.001

580 .00/ea.2

340.00

103000

263.50

234.13

3485 .00

545.001

475.00

345.001
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The following books have been added to the Library.

"Adventures in Algedra' by Namman A, Crowder and Grace C. Martin
This is a Teaching Machine" type of book. The Library now has two copies. All
DEC personne! who have vead the kosk are very excited over the method. Cozaments
are somewhat as follows: "Why hasn't someone iold me about this method before?
This is reaily exciting ~ you couldn't possibly read this book and not learn basic
Algebra."

"The Arithmetic of Cornputars" by Norman A. Crowder
Another "Teaching Machine" book,

"Thinking Machines" by lnving Adler
A iayman's introduction to logic, Boolean Algebra, and Computers,

"Boolean Algebra and its Apsiication" by J. E. Whitesit:

for students of mathematics end engineering concerned with computer design, control
systems, or electronic circu iry.

his book offers cn introductory ment of Boolean Alas desi d : 9 the readera

with a limited formal mathematical background. Writien for a ore-cemesier course

"Engineered Castings" by Glenn J. Cook
Covers the field in breadth rather than on just a few topics in depth. Suggastions are
given as to sources of information for those whose neads cali for more exhaustive
technical freciment of specific subjects. How castings are used, how castings cre
made, how to design castings, how fo select cast maierial specificutiens, and now to

buy castings ave ali covered.

:

Progiassive Dies" by Daniel B. Dallas
Following ts the author's definition of a progressive dia: "A proarcasive die is a press
fool containing a series of mathematically related sieges which parormn a sagtrence of
discrete operations upon an advancing vanel. As a to this definition, it
can be said that progressive dies represent industry's first approach fo automation.
Automation is, of an cbused and overworked word-«a cliché bied

indiscriminately to any and oll semi-automatic manufacturing processes. Nevertheless,
the reativy of its existence in progressive dies ts underiiable."

p

for Ensineering end Scisnce"" by Tyler G. Hicks
Provides a basic and comprehensive coverage of the field of modem techni<al writing.

ke

?It coy. sii wiiting uses today <= reports, ai

papers, menvais, and specifications.
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R. Doane

Extensive experiments with printed delay lines proved their feastbility for use on VHF flip=
flops and delay medules. The flip-flop has been layed out using the iaformation obtained
to provide the two 10 nanosecond, 50 chm lines required. Double-sided clad boards are
used, but the need for exact registration Is avoided, since the location of a stripline with
respect to ifs ground plone is not critical in loteral directions. Basic limiting factor is the
location of plug-end connections to the two surfaces; + 1/16" tolerance between sides is
required at the plugeend - + 1/8" hes been allowed at the handle end of the double-length
board, and more can be arranged if necessary.

The delay and logic modules are katng layed out presently. The layouts are taking much
more time than anticipated in the VHF schedule, and as a result | expect to be behind
schedule 2 weeks by the first of June.

A. Blumenthal

EN-2174 (ADX-~5) 60%
Miscellaneous 40%

ADX-5
This machine was shipped to ITT in Pararaus, N. J. on Saturday, May 19. The shipping
date was originally set for May 15, but tlle four-day delay did not cause any problems from
{TT's standpoint. Acceptance tests, consisting of programs prepared by ITT, were run on

Thursday, May 17, and van satisfactorily emcept for a minor bug in the Mag. Tape system.
This was corrected ot Paramss rather than dalay the shigspiag of the machine. After
correcting several minor problems caused by broken wires, bad packages, and wiring errors,
the acceptance tests wera rerun withous further problems and Installation was completed on
Wednesday, May 3.
A meeting was held with 8ob Beckman to schedule ths phasing over of computer fleld
service to the Customer Relations Department. The following steps were agreed upon:

(1) On Monday, May 21, Bill Newell would be transferred to Bob's group and would
terminate all his dutles and obligations connected with computer production and test.

(2) Jack Shields would be loaned tn Bob for a three-month period beginning May 21, to
essist in familiarizing Bob's men with che PDP-1's in the field.
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A. Blumenthal (cont'd)

(3) I will supply Bob with a list of personnel contacts at each of the computer sites and Bob
would draft a letter to them explaining the functions of the new department.

(4) By June 1, I will have compiled all the existing service data in a manner that will makeit useful for formulating a servica contract. All records will then be turned over fo Bob.

A rehash of all PDP=1 cable schedules is under way in order to make them more usable to
production, test, cnd service personnel. Four new forms have been proposed in discussions
held with Norm Perryman.

L. Prentice

General Engineering 100%

My time for the past two waeks, aside from Administration, has been devoted to the studyof tooling for sheet metal and dies for the production cf printed circuit boards, Orders
have been placed with Burgess Bros. In Norwood for production of three dies, one to blank
12 holes, one to blank the outlines and one to punch 2? holes all in our standard system
plug-in boards. These dies should be available in about four weeks. Drawings are complete
on the cut-off and piercing die for S.P.1.U. handles and 3 vendors have been asked to
quote on this: Burgess Bros., Duval Experimental Machine Co. in Dracut, Mass. and Jonal
Pracision Ce. in North Woburn. A top quality die set has been ordered for this operation,
as it is expected to be in almost contizasous use. This new die should be available to us in
approximately 5 weeks. We have on hand somewhere between 21,000 and 27,000 handles
at the present time. Of course, some of these are In transit and some ere at vendors, but |

believe the handie situation !s now in the best condition for several months. The first line
unit Printer (Anolex) is nearly complete and ready for shipment. This is a culmination of a
profect started sometime fast December. Design changes have been completed on the Mag.
Tape door and have been tumed over to Drafting for the proper revisions. The two display
31°s that we have are oparctive, but we believe a more satisfactory design can be dene on
these units and they hope to have time before any more are built, to complete a redesign
of the adjustment for the focus coil.

J. Burley, DCO

Activities for the post iwo weeks of the DCO accounts Include the following:

National Institute of Health, Washington, D.C.: Dr. Thompkins hasn't ordered the modules
to build the Link Computer but should in the next three or four days.

Applied Physics Lab: Nothing new to report except that they are very quiet. -
COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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J. Burley, DCO(cont*d)

Westinghouse Air Arm Div., Baltimore: They ore progressing on thelr system design using our
equipment. Received a report tact their requirement may end up being as much as three times
as large as reported earlier (§50K reported.) Still ne news on the OGO contract = the real
big one. Our position appears fo get stronger by the day here.

Diamond Ordnance Fuze Labs, Washington, D.C.: A new application for our gear here.
Our past unfortunate experience of working on shotr problems only to be under bid at the
last minuie should not repect itself. The interested parties at DOFL cre aware of this
incident and will take steps to see that It doesn't happen again. They much prefer to use
our equipment. There are now thrae specific requirements here that could use considerable
equipment. Two of the three would be for the 4000 Series, with the other our 10 mc line.

Westem Electric, Winston-Salem: The whole No. Carolina W.E. complex is supposed to
phase out most of the military work and concentrate on industrial contsacis to establish a

better industrialeto-military conizact ratio." This fs to take place starting July 1 and could
be as they siate it or it could be stated this way due to the shaky situation of Nike-Zeus.
At any rate the W.E. people are taking hard looks at Industrial business and are interested
in digital logic and its possible uses. The Test Planning Group here {s particularly Interested.

Wester Elestric, Burlinaion: This already six-figure cusismer has another requirement for
approximately $20K coming up scon. They have good talent here and can make good use of
cur equipment given the opportunity. Hes the potential of another APL. This group feels
this $20K is just the start of some solid activity.

Bell Tel. Labs, Winston-Salem: Three systoms totalling some 8K {ts tmminent. This group
could be very active in the future. Stveng believers In our equipment. The fellows up at
Whippany let the word spread fast of the successes of theirs using cur equipment. Makes it
easy for the rest of us.

Philco, Lansdale: Smal! requirement here for an optical scan control system. Not big now -

den't knows the real potentic!, though they sey the product could become commercial
indicating fatrly lerge requirament.

U.S. Amy ERDL, Fe. Belvoir: Working with Basic Research Group on extremely accurate
.CO! degece F) temperature contreiler. Don't know potential yet. Doubtful

that If would be lage.

Welter Read Hosoital, Weshington, D.C.: We lost out hore to Tech~Serv. Price was the
ons consideration and this was recommended by a representative of D.O.F.L., of all
people. (D.O.F.L. ts the cutfit that resents using equipment other than DEC.) There
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should be some interesting developments heve since these are psychology people and not
E..'s that will use the geer and maintain tt. Thay also bought some Wang equipment.
Interesting.

U.S. Public Health Service, Washington, D.C.: They are about io set up a digital lab and
will equip it with our equipment. This should be a nice account.

Comments:

A week~=plus fighting a bad cold pretty well slowed me down this Bi-Weekly period. How-
ever, with any luck at all should be caught up by the first snow fin Miami, that is).

Am more and more convinced that those annoying iittle leads we get by the basketful are a
real gold mine of business if we could just find an efficient method of elirninating the
nogoodniks. Anyone have any ideas?

Here's a good one: Hewlett-Packard told Westinghouse that the zeason they vse such an
unreasonable code (4221, not complementary) in their printers is that Berkiey Instruments
claims to have patented the 1248 bed code. H=P was reportediy very serious when saying
this. (Should we patent the 1-10-1000 code ard sue the Treasury Dept?)

R. Lessen

I'm pleased to renot that we have recently addcd three bright young men to supplement our
administvative needs. Bob Maxey will graccte from Submin scon ond will report to work
on a full ime basis as an assistent to Nick Meaxzarese. He's bean receiving some orientation

will soon provide Jim Myers with some welconie assistace. Tom Whalen will join Maynard

just completed 3 years as a line officer with the Anny.

on a part time scheduse after classes. Bill Famum, a product of Harvard and the Navy,

Sandler's Production Conizol Group on May 28. Tom graduated from B.C, in °59 and has

Our IRE recrviting finally paid off with the addition of Emile Chevrier from Canada. He's
an electrical engineer and will bagin his career with DEC in the Circuit Design Group.

We currently have three engineering offers cutstanding; iwo for the Comput er Group and
one for Scles. Steve Lambert cnd made another trip to Wentworth in hopes of finding
additional technictuns. Six men were invited jo the however, no decisions have been

made. Two additional Technician Trainees were selected frora a group of Worcester
Industria} Tech people ~ one for George Gerelds and one for Roland Boisvert.
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Barbara has been able to locate 3 Junior Secretary/Clerk-Typists and one Cost Accounting
Clerk. In spite of this, our secretarial problems keep mounting. All recruiting sources are
being used, but response has not been overwhelming.

In spite of our new hiring rate and fairly prominent advertising, our continuous search for
assembly girls is stii] a problem. We are adding 2 or 2 avery week but this has been offset
by recent terminations. | have been in contact with otxer companies in the area and find
they are having the seme problem.

Identification badges have been handed out together with a memo to each employee
describing the basic procedure for distributing badges to psrinanent employees, contract
workers, visitors and temporary situations. We will, of course, coopenite in every way
possible with raspect fo visitors and contract workers who visit us reguicrly and who are
physically located away from Bvilding 12. Please remind your supervisors that if an
employee has not been issued a badge or if he forgets his badge, he is to obtain one at the
Personnel Office immediately.

@ Vacation schedule fonns were distributed to the following people:

K. Olsen
H. Anderson
J. Atwood
R. Best
M, Sandler
B. Gurley
R. Melanson
H. Crouse
J. Fadiman
L. Prentice
S. Olsen
R. Mills

We have asked them to prepare their vacation schedules with thelr supervisors and group
leaders and subralt them te Accounting by June 1. If you report to any one of the above
mentioned people and they have not met with you, please remind them to do so.

Our summer employment schedule is almost completed. Principal areas of emphasis wil! be

a great deal of this project and !'m sure she'll be glad to have It completed. Next year
@ I think we should all make un effort to project our needs sooner and more definitely since

undoubtedly our summer replacement problems wili be even greater.

Assembly (mate and female), Engineering and Maintenance. Barbera Chamock has handled
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J. Atwood

Two POW h on the docket: (FIP INTERDATA 62 ja Aurich August September 1,
ead ISA (Instrument Seciaiy of Amevica) at the Coliseun: in New York, October 15 thie 18.
The Munich show will be handled by an agent worse luck i, bor the ISA event s all ovss.
Aico we have tentative desss tor the North Caroling IRE Section Meeting iz, Greensboro ~

etther Octobe> 12 aad 13 of Ociober 26 und 27, depending on the loved football schedele.

Recsints currently in the works include the PD folder (F-41A), the PDP-? manual
and -he Form Catalog A-7028). The of Loatc Handbooks is disappear=

sions of of replacement for this worthy document. Colonial Pross in Clinton, poeket book

adding some 40 so pages of text, Sounds inveresiing

a

fast,ny GN We WHE foo" p io the propia of what io nrirt aext as an expan-

extraordinary » reer PROT OGn MaKe his inte a regulatic: pocket book oy

Still up ia the a e are the Trainixa Module euialog, which is being checked and rechecked

what torm the catalogs should ial-e.

ky Applications, ond the Classroom catalog, which hos sever bees. Decisions on
the > OXpendeJ are needed? +o

Jim hes ma'liog, to be made advance t sales trips We
feel these can be invelrcbie in paving the way tes and producsive canvussing,
and we are fully set up to hurdle inese on whatever of seluction yeographic, indus=
High rash the Glee us h ee

+

:

ai G
2

weeks lead time before the trip starts.

Preran tome ay ards vay Fee tho nes bulk cart il in. has

revealed a large b of acdress chenges which ur Laing incorporated the muiliog
list. This editing process will be fceliltated gieatly when our key punch is delivered and

we are cble to work d tly on the cards curseives.

Pulte Relations

ihe hese oa 4 rhe next heing svcd dh ry the ke ger
ea fhe7 managemen a

mcre important to keep open c channe! of commnicaticn, Ono of our strengths
ha always bean Tih informed and interested work force. This would he a pace time 2
the bali.

>

One thing to remensber, however, is that the house organ is ut hes? only a poor substitute

for face=to~face contacts, cun never fake the place of the siaile, the nod and the kind
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word. There seems to he a growing tendency for some of us to become ico preoccupied with
our own cffairs fo take any notice of the people around us in the plant and in the office.
This cain hurt us badly, particularly with those who have been aboard for several years, who
remember when we ail worked side-by-side to get the orde:s out, and on whom we depend
to indoctrinate new employees in "our way of doing things."

Two other publications currently process are a naw pian? folder, designed for distribution
to visitors and for recruiting applications, and a new version of the employee handbook.
We feel the latter will be a vast improvement over the original version and will neip to solve
many of the day-to-day problems involving the obligations aad benefits of a job at Digital.

Two special projecis should come up for consideration as soen as we feel we have our house=
keeping reasonably well in hand. The flest ts a series of individma! toues for editors of area
newspapers and news editors of redio stations in the vicinity. These follm can give our
recruitment efforts a major lift by providing favorable coverage of our expansion program.
The second project to be faced is cnother public open house. Lest fali's effort, while quite

time that even those who attended before would enjoy another go-round.

ee

hat § lofi yould-be attendees disappointed that they couldsuccessful, was so fimifed
not get in a visit during the hours we set. In additicn, we have so much move to show this

Technical Publications

Latest word on the PDP~1 Maintenance Manual fs that final copy is due around June 20.
Present plans are for us to reproduce this in ous own shop. By spreading the copy among
those who have been enjoying the benefits of IBM Executive typing, we shoutd be able to
transcribe the corrected draft in record time. Meanwhile we are rounding up the necessary
photographs, diagrams and layout sheets so they will be ready when the time comes.

Bob Buyer's PDP-4 Manual (F-45) will probably be handled the same as the PDP-1 Manual
{F-15). Since this is both a sales piece and an instruction manual, it deserves proper
packaging. The PDP-4 Maintenance Manual, on the other hand, can be an in-house job.

Nothing more on the Workmanship and Quality Control Manuals so far. Are these still
alive?

industrial Design

The new lobby in Building 12 should be pretiy well completed this week. Aside from a new

floor, some new furniture and some appropriate wall decorations there is little left to do.

Judging by visitor comments, the new look is maing a reasonably favorable impression for
us.
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J. Atwood jcent'd}

Our perennial problem of letterhead and business card design has been turned over to one
more supplier for a look-see. As has been the case with many another organization, this
matter of finding just the right design to present us as we would like to be presented has
been a tough one to solve. We and others have come close, but not close enough.

In this connection, it seems to me that we should not be satisfied with our present PDP=4
design. Granted it is an economy job and we have tried to cut corners wherever possible,
it is not up to our usual standards, even for peripheral gear. Surely there are ways and
means of adding substantially to the appearance without adding substantially to the cost.
That many of these machines may go into industrial installations is noi sufficient reason for
us, as G company, fo fall into the "plain pipe rack" category.

Deparimental Operations

The new press is in and is being installed in the new press room in Building 3. This should
be a big help in getting oust test data sheets, interoffice memoranda and other 8 1/2 by 11

number of copies to be made on the Xerox without special approval. We will also get in
some preprinted paper mesters for the offset duplicators which will help the girls in position=
ing the text for memos and manuals when they type the masters.

inch jobs It should also help to take some of the present unwarranted burden off the Xerox
copier. As soon as the press is operating properly, we wiil probably put a limit on the

As the work load gets heavier, our procedures tend by necessity fo become more strictly
defined. Schedules have to be maintained in order to avoid jam-ups in the photo lab or the
press room er the mailing section. If we seem a little demanding at times, it is only because
there is less and less opportunity for last-minute work to get through the mill in time. if we
seem too demanding, however, let me know. With the cost center deal still on the horizon,
1 don't want to lose any customers.

One thing we are trying to avoid is having people interrupted too many times during the

day. It is not uncommon for a customer to call half a dozen people, from the girl who is

trying to type the copy fo the man who is trying to print the job, to see how his particular
project is progressing. This not only slows down his project but delays everything else we
are doing us weil. iv you have a vestion about a fob 11 process, p ease call Helene Shebak
or Jackie Micklay in our "production control office." : is thelr job to get your answer for
YOU «

General Comment

The for better information flow between operating departments seems to get more acute
with every passing day. Certainly there is plenty of evidence that | am not the only guy

for better information flow between operating departments seems
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J. Atwood (cont'd)

cround here who is flying by the seat of his panis a good share of the time. And since we
don't spend nwch of the work day on cur seats, this is hardly an enlightened method of navi-
gation.

I certainly would not recommend a retum to the Friday afternoon sesstors of a couple of
years back. We are a ittle too large, and Friday afternoons are a little too valuable.

I do think that we would all benefit greaily if the department heads were called together at
least once a month but preferably every Monday moming for a brief review of current
developments and a discussion of matters requiring Interdepartmental coordination and
cooperation. It could then be our responsibility to pass along to our individual groups the
information they need to do their jobs to the best interes! of the company.

Some fairly successful ovifits have found out (some of them the hard way) that an informed
employee is a more helpful, more productive, more loyal employee.

K. Larsen, WOO "
I spent lest week at Maynard picking up some new ideas and the latest information on
PDP's, Thanks to everyone for helping to make my trip successful .

On my return trip, | stopped et Denver and talked to the poople at Stearns-Roger Manu-
facturing. They ave looking at a CDC-160-A now fer their engineering department. Their
work involves PERT and Critical Path program techniques. They expressed some interest in
Itek's drafting machine system.

I have been working with Bob Weise of Electronic Memories, linc. to improve testing of
their wide-temperature cores. Apparently additional progzam repeats are necessary to
stabilize the core's operating range before testing. Two variable width strobes have also
been added to their tester as part of this experiment.

Gene Henton fofW.C.O.) will retum from Maynard approximately June Ist. If you haven't
already met him, | hepe that you will make a point fo do so. He is attending the PDP~1
maintenance class and will be contacting many of you for maintenance ideas end programs.
When he returns to Los Angeles he wil! be doing the computer maintenance in this area,
and any help that you can give him will be appreciated.

Ron Coleman of Beckman Systems has been giving a number of demonstrations of his curve~
fitting progrom. His program tries to fir a curve with one straight line, one quadratic,
two quadratics and four straight lines and then determines the best of the four. A by-product
of these demonstrations is the calling of attention to the PDP-1 and its capabilities.
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Jim Kuffert of Beckman Systems is moving along rapidly to the completion of systems cheek-
out, All the interface modifications have been checked-out and entered in the drawings
package.

R. Mills

So we will realize what the capital equinment expenditures ave, following is a list of Capital
Equipment Purchases exceeding $500.00 for the month of April.

Vendor

Ailen Stationary
Ferris & Larkin
Ferris & Larkin
Hollis Eng., Inc.
Etchamatic
Tektronix, Inc.
Eubanks Eig. Co.
Teradyne, Inc.

Edward Segal, Inc.
Amp, lnc.

Description
10 Letter Files
5 Desks
10 Desks
Comb. solder flux unit
#700 Spray Etcher
1 Oscillescope
] Wire cutter & sirioner
Computer transisior test
instrument
1 Medel NRGM
9 Hand iools

Amount

$ 579.50
534.00
947 .50

7,130.00
3,467 .57
688.15

2,852.50
6,348.10

1,065.00
517.36

$24, 123.68
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H. Crouse

Vendor vacetions will begin shortly aad cur procurement has been scheduled so no shortages
of material should oceur.

Twelve additional memory stacks were ordered from TMi on c scheduled delivery.

Purchasing will be moving shortly to Building *5, which will make our vendors happy at a
minimum.

F. Kalwell

On all S.P.D.T. Toggle Switches ordered from Cutler Hammer, they will supply us with
6 1/2" wire leads with a 3/8" siripping on each switch.

We recently purchased a spray etcher for the Silk Screening Department at a cost of
$3,450.00.

The Drafting Department recertiv tecsived the Zerox 1824 printer which duplicates a micro-
film aperiure curd onto dalS" x 24" drawing.

guaranteeing us readily available siock.
! recent!y placed o blanket order for our y erly requirement on thin wall teflon tubing

R. Blackwood

We have installed a visa! bord contro! sytem to facilitate fighter contiol of outside jobs.
This system should result in fust and more eccurate replies to inquirics concerning outside
vendor information.

Vacation schedules of subcontractors cre compiled and will be forwarded to parties
concermed. Excepi in a few cases, we do riot anticipate any intersupiion of delivery
schedules due to vacciions.

Printed circuit boards and assemblies are being raceived at a steadily increasing rate. We
now have four sources for assem: lies and hwo for the etching and lugging phase. A good
liason has been established with all subcontractors.

R. Hughes

niques and have digital readout so that times ond voitag: .s may be read directly as numbers
We received two 567 scopes from Tektronix May 8, 1962. These scopes use sampling tech-

instead of interpolating a scale reading.
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These scopes arc DC coupled, and one may read VCE SAT und other voltages directly on the
scope.

These scopes are for use in the Production Test Arza to speed up testing time.

G, Bell

lam very happy to say the PDP-4 performed well at the SJICC. The PDP=4 group would like
to thank all those who heled make the relatively tight delivery schedule possible. Although
specifications were for POP=1 for some time, no charges or drawings oceurred until
about February 15, Hopefully, we will go inio a fairly modest production schedule shortly -
until then, we will stari by incking machines with these deliveries:

"KARE,+

1, June 15 = Nabisco
Z. June 22 ~ ~ Scies ~ Prototype
3. July 1 - Coming Glass

The testing and assembly wii! require 2 wesks, thus all components must be delivered 2 weeks
prior to the above dates.

The Initial machine will be used for module testing.

R. Doane

VHF Modul«s 45%
Raytheon Digital Encoder 35%
Miscellaneous 20%

The VHF multivibsetor testing has keen completed, ond so has the testing of the flip-flop
module. Since a taste: for the flip-flop rc been fam mow b : ween one and one-
half weeks schecule. Two very knetiy proviems in the mu account for the
slippage. Borh proolens were princi tly matters of cliovil geouiciry, raiser than speed.

:

in 1906 potch-ponels. It worse me The mater SPV aM is excessive lead lengths,
Since | feel we are resparsiisie tor thei: cet "nowtuc thet 1906's are oF usable for 10 me

hands, for which we are cusraing them only ihe price of ine 1501s.

Raytheon (Norwood) built a soshisticated « encoder csing 10 ins packagestoed
:

systems, have made a wiring layout for 1901's. We have hed it wired, and it ts in their

A new layout for the 4262 with a new method for providing logical delay wil! soon be
tried by Tom Russell, who has already built a mew 6202 tester. Hoped=for improvements:
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R. Doane (cont'd)

1. Less noise on FF outputs
2. Greater complement sensitivity
3. Tighter conte! on delay, cllowing reduced maximum

total transition time specification
4. Faster rise and fali times at FF outputs

J. Cudinore

Mag. Tape Sense Amp. 1536 5%
Automatic Module Testing 70%
QC, Test Data Sheeis, Spec Books 25%

The Magnetic Tape Sense Amplifier 1536 first model has been built, but due to an error in
the sketch seni to Drafting the layout is being revised. This package has the same pin con-
nections as the 1549 but has a trimpot gain and a ivimpot balance adjustment for each amp.
This package should obsolete the 1549.

The Mark Automatic Module Tester was used for the first time on the night shift May 10 to
test 1103 inverters. The Sampling Digital Read-out scopes should be in use in making
relatively simple tests within the next week.

The copies of the "spec" books are finally being made. There will! be approximately twenty
copies of all the test specs.

Barbcra Stephenson

Customers

Two of our geod customers, Brookhaven and CERN, made quite a splash in the news with
their simultaneous announcement of the discovery of a f W fuadamenial particle, the
anti-Xi-minus. The theory predicts 36 fundamental serticles, (clus some others, which are
in dispute) and the onti-Xi-minus is the 2Sch of these to be found. Since the anti-Xieminus
exists for only about 0.1 nanoseconds, its discovery was quite a feat.

Pseudo random number generators for scrambling and unscrambling secret messages seem to
be back in again. The ingenuity thot people use in this crec is realiy amazing. General
Eleciric's Laboratory has i placed an order for about $34,099 worih of equipment
including a 188 Type 4216 flip-flop, which they will use jus? to build one scrambler and
one descrambler. Raytheon, Bedford. clso considering cur to build four,
1é-stage scrambler~descraimblers. Their method is basically a shift register with an
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Barbera Stephenson {coni'd)

exclusive OR at each stage.

Doug Hogan of N.5.A., Fart Gsorce G. Meade, Maryland, visited here last week to look
into the possibility of purchasing . and 32 chana-s of A anc A-to-D conver=
sion, They have 26 PACE FR-19 enaiog cor: yers plus a number of analog
devices which they would like to combine with a Aigh speed: comestar to make a
mixed analog-digital computation system with high speed daa trensfar beck and forth.

Jey Bail over at 88M is using our wedules to build a new typa of audio transmission system.
He is converting the audio to 6 dightal signal and treasmitting bina: y bits, but Instead of

increase or decrecse signal 1 level ai cach thas. This mecns that considerc-bly sess bits must
be transmitted, since cudio h a show rate of change, cad mere econotiical system all
around.

* of the at given ties, he is traasmiiting thetransmitting

:
5

The Nationa! Radio Astronomy Observatary in West Virginia has seni us a request for quote
fer a 100-channel 20 megacye > correlator Fe rc Wor invol wo siages of
a 10 megacycle shift register end 32 stuges of a 20 meyacycle coun'er.

:

Cambridge Electron Accslercfer sent us a request for quote, calling out our modules, for a
display systern which Hi, or whe. will all be
displayed on indicator lights. The interesting

+ abovt } te ts that the reac-out will not
be numeric. To load it the wilt look inte res benk of 2A) lights and teli by the

2 oe 40-stage s'

counter in the fights the information ne waats to kncw.:

2311

The Multiplexed Digital-to-Analog Conveiier was sh to MIT Friday. Hurrah:

Judith Kbner

New books available in the Library:

Tahies for Agkin Mecher : rd Calton, Raymond R. = 25 most frequantly
sed yobies with exnicoations and tibia of squares, squure roois, cubes

and cube rocis, ef : t
Sd ales:

Handbeak = &!ey Editfon" - Mer: can Society for Metals

Advanced Mathematics in Physics Agthur - This taxi is

ed primarily for students in
pirysies at the senior and graduate !evel.
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Frequency Response for Process Control" - WU; Leon
eT ee tive techniques,This book explains the analysis of compl. by moais cf

nd gives typical solutions to many prac : : :

Mor heswatics" -Cvech ROY. = This bok is veities fo of mathe-
matics, iz, hy and Creer sciences
reached the fevel of

wuchg.ound has
b eSe

Graphic Chart Paoers" - Codex Book Co., lace ~ Show the construction of <
and the use of sion cherve. Alsu aives a list of b-
reading. Paras

plemenial
dow to Char. ov Wola We'd

: of this booKeThe Practice of = y i Peter Fe F
is widely secogaized arc: tris countiy ond Europe for his ond unconventional
studies of modern industry.

Theo of Markov Processes" - = The sent vok aims at investigating the
og!

"Adhesive Bonding of Metals" = Epttein. George Weis tn s+ this) cok fo give
sufficient dejaiis so that on b joining iwo
materials witli bo able ts

what type of achesive io <c'ect, fou. fon "oy ihe adie : da. on the jornt
fer optimum perfosnansa. in echaives are ch ore reosi generally

or feclruciun fore :

yiar
employed with meiais

Total Quality Control" + Saige?' ree A.. ~ This book gives you on how fo
ite, > Veplan a qual tar struct

po andcms, ards the resu f in
terms of costs and sroduct Gu tevels.
functional :

*Annua! Review in Automat 2

Contains pavers wit
probierns of a commen

ns 2 % @ ee
s =| O x = W
e

w
he m
s

ve
s z Fe
)

W
w <

i

de
d

2oming" Second Yolume+ Editoy: &

4 Ce : a we waene, Ramo,
a. weg ASimon id Wi a

4

Tecminoiogy B bse ct Pritam end
Data Processors ~ 13.) Design of Curputer » .) Design and Anpiication of Analog

t t7 :

Computers F.) Unusual Coir, ater oy :
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7:

Wid
& handbook «ff. + unwanted": :

e nature of noise, its measu : a:

a oo, fransportat . community discussed detail.

a tO
q ysts which is:

compatible or the modern: :

We' speod ove ey wat very substane:
Tum Sa and by hand or: '

slicks re : > a des4
6

inary to large=sea'e computation in cose

Uo os onary"
of vications

Fo A compiiation of terns ised in the fields

ey

Digital Commute ® *

pe:
5san tnmeductioa o the fundamen=

ty. threugh : programingtals of die'
of al "ps computers + who:

by the suthor of the Cush ryXcyisicr Company.
hove had so previous : computer cpertion. from a inating course given

aad (Reinhold Publication) - Gashum A.

t
> 7

: sr a : :
:

meaning fo1
4

solve f x amie 7

. Emphasis : : : On on me bas the: +

date as an end in wher 2 «5s, ten, a : al
tion, butor 2 compiled : rhe per ay
specific decisici: problems. Ai! topics cover! on sampling, skilis in computa~
tions

oe S. Demonstrates, with practical
examples. haw and easier, How to

with everything fr.

with drafting cnc blueprint works Guring cduinisirative assistant to the Crie? Engineer.

"Who's Who in America" ~ Marquis-Who's Who in America
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Judith Ebner

cn 1 gives career 3
This hovk contains two

noteworthy inparsers

the craftsman for a while, io try for hinsel?.

show you fe be toa'e una mc bods with
which the estimedor weeks, Oer fFundamentais asc in @ cdiseussion of the
teiation of cost $9 ane » ena of such basie as tec. muchinabile
ity, and cutting=tool s.

seeral importan' classes of

= Pressman, Abraham |
= Using

and driv. capabil: ies and
reauiren.sit Of

und uiding
factor are ansiyzed in

Handbook of Ca. ~ The me. presented stems
Foa ~ ten racturing experience and senvesents
the coiloctive fort of She

jo Chu' < Wrtd. Shows the of ose of grarhic
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National Institute of Health, Washington, D.C.:
+

puter rather than PDP=4 (no tape) an mvestment)1 :

progressing

September.

e reported nghouse

nghouse
nghouse

nghouse

acceptance pproxima

Corporat

generated

nghouse

; Command
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responsibility fOr

@ requirement

mere $C our
mo ona will da bus ts.

a oxicd, Ssy- al syssens ia
mace business ou: of this BEC esiented

8 each
ft

210K 9 +5
yt

hati,

Comments:

Lest yw marvelous
nile Show

Pan cy for knowledge
booth ara should result

witha Model 2

9 Ar: IOV OC

Reliance of Crovc land.

sotscble fae Chowk. Fuse > 10 csays for cost of
27.00. wou, +9 7 Ges SiMe inieresting
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J. Burley, DCO 'cont'd)

design features. The cest fs aitractive, too, Manufacture is Cherry.

Again { close with "business locks better every day" = all we noed are more modules and
more salesmen.

R. Larsen

! would like to again emphasize the new personnsl request procedure.

All peronnel! requests now on record with the Parsonne!l Office were refumed to their origi-
nators for re~subimission to Ken Olsen. fa the future, all new personnel vequests will go

recruit or hire an employee withcu: management cporoval. Thus far, we have received no
directly to Ken Olsen, Tho Personnel ice does net have authority to advectise for,

approvals = thare ace O OMA LIONS to this, The kes:an of your personnel needs does not
Pee : her in presenting your needs and plans to top managein

ment, the company philosophy of io leok for exceptional pecpic has not hanged

We ara in the process of improving aye office procedures. Margaret and Jo Reilly have been
cataloging ard indexing cur reference files. \Wa have as & some unnecessary and
cumbersome records which have accumutated over ihe yeors. We are using loose leaf
binders for our survays, employee fisis, contact references cnd wage sirustuves thereby
eliminating the "Where is it routine.

Seven men have now accepted from Wentvorth and wa have several ather good men from the
loca! technical schco!s to whom offers be made Hf we have the need,

lam very much relieved censoming the decision to stabilize our hiring rate. Our selection
process of iate hus besn on a 3 : line basis - an extremely dangerous situation. We
will have time for co inove thorough icview of the applicant and | plan io propose some

aptitude testing in the near fuiura. | fee! we can be even more selective, especially in
view of our increased hourly rates.

The next biweekly will cantein ca up-icwdate personnel break down together with a report
of tersination of employment for c cne yeu period.

K. Flizgerald

EN 1600 50%
JN 100--0-0 50%

Attended the ASME, Design Engineering Show in Chicago, April 29 » May 2nd.
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K. Fitzgerald jconi'd)

The beoth activity wes very encouraging for es our digitech | logic wes concemed, however,
I think that we could have been much mcie tmitressive ifve hed had some tiferature on
PDP-4, cs wa had many questions along the lam of process conivol sysiems efc.

Also fond at the show thet Lamson & Sessions Company § s curreatly producing a special new
Hook-Hurl bolt which we ere considering using fo cliaian the misc: Egmont of cabinets
when they are bolisd together. Also, it was that the peogle who are presently
meking the "Pem stud" thet we use in all of our indicator nd conirol panels are coming out
with a brand new design which will not protrude through the froni susface. We are waiting
for samples, prices Corad delivery on these now.

On May 8%: attended the ASTIAE Too) Show in Cleveland. where the primary concern was
investigating different companies thet produce intermohangecbts punch and die units for
multipie punching of some of eur standard parts. aand investigating mathods and means of
increasing our Chromiceay capacity hore in the plant. As a result of my observations at the
show, found that the best meit.od for increasing our Cheomicocting capacity was to build

coating, As far cas nev punching armingemenis, e pre with use the Whistler magnetic
die ond pinch set-up + pest p larger sass to complement
this set-up later on. There was a sccicity of sheetmetal wovidng scaple at the show, so |

somewhat ge tomate the
method of dippisg the? ve ave now using. Also, we should maintain more uniform control of
the temperature and the "ch! at : : insuring amore oven

could nut observe aay of the shears, or presses thai fv hepes of sesing.:

i. Prentice

Genz =! Engineerin.) 70%
Plant Security 1C%
Chicugo Desiga Engineering Show 20%

During the pest two-week psr Od atl engineers in ko Mechanica! Section visited the DesignA

Eaginceri: how tH and INIT taly 2 days, This is our first exhibit at
this show and booth duty wes sharwed by the Sales : and the Mechanical Engineers.
lam sure that they gerned
customer requests Teo yore mie ci the Showy. Response t our exhibit at the Show was

: as to customer and

greater than i had anticipated, and a greater interest was shown by those who did call at
the booth. Friday moming was spant in the usad machinery soction, Clinton Street, Chicago,
lookiag f r used equipme.d, primarily « our Sheetmetal Shop.

A meeting wes held this rast Tucsday with Ken Van Dyke of Van Dyke Associates, who have
he wast. We ave exploring the possibility ofbeen ou design
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|.. Prentice (cont'd)

further consultant services on ihe reqular basis. He is to rate a proposal in writing as to
what he thinks thai cur requiremanis are, aiid what the cost for this wil be,

A meeting was held yesterday to resolve the sty 7 ing for PDP=4. Acecrd was reached and
four cabineis wili be immediately ordered house four computer atc te brig up date
the items discussed at this meeting. Judying from the interest expresad at tha show
on process contro! computers, irere should be a recsonub!y large vewme scias on PDP--4,

Requests have bean rece'vad from BBN to up-date their Mey, Tape doar section on the last
unit shipped to thom. This wilh be done tomorrow. We will try to sta os fast as possible
the door stops oni che computer snag tape deers to prevent demage to the paint due fo over
opening of this section.

A request has been mace from [TY to update the three cchinet Hine unit with doors matching
our present doors and trim maiching our 2. syston. This is being worked on by Ken
FitzGerald, and ix quite possibly iscy be necessary fo send several people to Paramus fo
install these.

More emphasis will have to be extended cn getting a new system installed for increasing the
production of printed circuit boards. p of quotations for dies has been extremely slow .
Ron Cojetet has worked on Display 31 «7d it is drawing to a conclusion. These uniis should
be finished in the near future unless further modifications are a necessity.

A, Blumenthal

EN 2374 85%
EN 1054 10%
Ei! 1056 5%

ADX=5
The lost area remaining to make fully cparcticnal is the momory 4 thru 7 bay. An 814

power contra! has he + nodified to make fr cycie up ana down the nial: power

a bad coax cable no definite rosulis were hed.
sequence. Some have bean mace Dut Gsice from showing upy

A. crosstalk problem which plagued memory #3 was solved by tenaincting the MB and MAD

token on memostes 4-7. The duoiex tu system has bean checked out with a single tape
control at €a time on fine. The 1602 relay units, which will make it possibie to run a

complete jest, are due for delivery this Monday.

2, The seme measure will belines. This also improves i Haran on
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A. Blumenthal icont'd)

The machine will probably be shipped Wednesday or Thursday of this week.
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. Fadiman

a

nny for : ree' io install the systera. | will

d out os schedule to Standard Elekirik Lorenz,

ond the vest of time trind fo cle up all the remaining
troubles on our Memory Tester

The Sezat~Autormatic Core Tester 10% for RCA, Needham hes been completed for two
weeks, and is still waiting For Mode: 52 dogative Gane

Model 71. The machine bean che al,
received if will be shipped off 3 o immediately. We are already over three weeks late

j our aA seen os these items are
da Curreni Calibrator,

on delivery, most cf it due to the lack of the negative 'rive:

The Core Tester 21132 for Ganevot

remaining two Automatic

ts

cys Co. wilt ba wired ofier that. Werk fs proceeding on the
ae STORES OF wizing and the 2108E

1for Ampex Computer I G
Gre and the Mercury Tester | ? 16€ for hmo Hitac We will

soon be waiting for modules on ail of systems.

Duving the last o waeks, the Mamory Exerciser 2 20 for Daystrom fnstruments was put
together and }hecked oui. Final checkout a f

done now and we will ship the on s May 1.
troubles with this machina.

techniques and inake some Immodiuie changes.

Ful ice sales:

cf the output plugs ere being
There cppear to be no serious

Ered Could has wade cnothe to roMonmouth for the last two:

> found 7 has beer damage to

me tor cadding and better supports

of .he Memory
*

these buffers in shipment. fn hip such Cy
Vioinstruracni as i

which cas be easily tossedfor our in the
about. Fred Gould and om rai together ic beter packing1 a J :

Wor on the design of this
eyne to Hitachi

'Tha firm purchase order for this

We should finelly receive the : days for the Memory Tester

1516H awe ss Rav es

sysiem. We have aM,

i -week delivery schedule.
Central Laboratories thru.
machine should arrive } : bou i nwo woekte, with

incidentally, Lockheed ts

i Ge Memory foster iS16A at Lockheed ElectronicsDick Wiippie hes just come 3 Mery + : fo the West Coast in

which rook o7 a
+ 22238, which is an Automatic Core

care
NG ih? -
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Memory:
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4
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t from

: '2

purchase
4 : Memory Fes We are

worei : AA

improvemen. : &. felines, Systems, since:
ag SR, Of course. sy are:

However,
: :: : :

fA AGEL 7

a :

~ at aCe

CUSTCF5C

an

50%
50%: :

minute changes Field
completion pulse ale goes

well, a snes achiewable. AType 52 mag. tape
coor AL Thy Gta, Gwa ting the comp' stion o: sequence

ae

1 7

:
:

:

Higt "perationa may $ u modific: the4:

connectors o- rave and: es

J ? Ps ute t

has begun. tras weele: 3:

te 3 week.

> trap panel about:: : :

consumed
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A. Bhimenthe!

chew ody the

for if.
tion of control over

tom ny netting the
ronaced programs ic vir. A yc

co.8, Phys prepared. be used ror
WT mach! .es

Inguities hava haaa usess fo the te of a service contract

otten=

A é

4

He io Peel ce of weuks
before it is comp

"Pe. vagy break are bein, wi"! be
OF the central

a "ious. than the othe Inc wav storm
photograp) onic viscy en.

Producttat test procedures
c2. P we PRG:

Tha a ig " Show. VEL

in Chicage roxt wots,

Ive.) "out x idometer City,
sore of

«

t

ym
6 7 cS) c

frequenc ' ~ 3 ~ Or
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D. Dennisten, NYO nt

lheve clso keen at Ft. Monmouth in tae Avo weeks. My fivst visit was to meet
Fred Gould to and Grd cf which was damaged
in shipmeni. Th orst problem wwii "he Memory that the only ary scope

€

3 esuld ns, wes fast in
1°69, oe. at sce ot. ous d madutes. I

exceptfora i th- eyeliis. fs Sho dest time this hos happened.
mignt say, at this de net bother to excemine modules
reported fautiy oy

= Memory:

tab. :
f : :

brought aber? 1 thes: ar: d datective,: g :
:

IngRow: tase todutes:

deh :

This weck I wont to Lockheed : 4 Metuchen,
t fam prensring an estimate

for a "Remoie Location **. os bis ect, apelication am
will be used to regulate

: :

also took a 727 Eppany on : and brought thair
newonobeckio e aevipsl he

secondary. Wiis cs havc, 1. he aupes to onswer some of the targer
: 3 :

requests for anu corks.

ih +. Monmou' > «ic fi rly and:

4 VY. along wv ith:

my "evelet o A

co :

t
} ab at by DAES 10 week

0 cfr t

become a card manufacturing facility.

€

i

Minnea fi Honeywell, Pottstown ~ y dec'ded to "standardize on
that Pottstown fcaneir own in-company eve oped og! :

G.E. = Missile & ta They ave peesanilyce Vehicle Div., Phila. ~ oY.:

i iat allus ng B, Reese, an 3C's, now ft e or incicate 17

account could be : sarge

abouthe at ? aha? USING
a4 SeOUT at 7
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J. Burley, DCO (coni'd}

ey
This fs an ASWW ques fo sisi
fortunate to be here

legie techniques. We are

h DG. = Taya ER to order a good omcunt
wing 20 days: S:siem cards;of conics

to build a Line Comprar (Saa a PDP-4. John Cooley should bero,oe a

ordering szon soma 30-75 series ctyas.

lied Physics Lab = Thay will be us tn evaluation and testing of our VHF
ine sometime in June the. ol, t lsen. Regular orders appear to be

a?

Crna >
coming er 2

7 :

some 40 systems, sce': soquiring 5
chance of getting order3 ::

~PENG ry T 'wy7 :

HIV: WK wok w Saries
ther theVeo at

Georgetown Univers ty success here would to other similar
sales. Another small

Westinghouse, Baltimore
here would be for some

Martin, Marietta ing fs

interested in our
: feiyecto: c ow ee: :

: ad 3 a 3 535.:

Southwestam San Aristo Money rats big bog purchase
an X- C Converter 1 7 unnecessary).

7 between: oc",

te,
necessary

:
7 a

as inarfoce

x the specialYE Oywi + an 32:

digital bicek fas oven

(Advanced fis,
Scomputer ca BS be trying get soin2 feeabask from

NASA pougle on "Own.

NAGA - first PDPoI

th ce
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+ 44 *a

1

Ae 4 ng farther :
:: :
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Nu : Outs not3 ::

doing so is putting : 'compet... : ty, we
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enemies for they |

ne &

» strong

:
: :

ch AS
22

were
mscary, : r ce' « ensued :

undergoing fi ;

Shee 6Hebbdon
Doering

. tanks to ex
Coatings - for removal

today with Liberiy
a F

*
~

* Ce
t So
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L. Prentice (cont'd)

to what we require, but they seem capable of mekin the necessary adjustment for this.
Our own progivem was reviewed lest Tussday when a considerubie amount of work has to
be done preduciion of dies, holders, fixtu-es, ete. to boost our production. Some
small start has been mode, as reported in the tasi to gat proper templets for

:

the Nawhide machines his be put OV G far croduction basis Parts
have not been received ye? io wake up a drill machine, especiciiy for producing templets
for the Nawhide Machine.

R, Lassen

We are returning all open personnel roquasis te thelr originctors for revsukmission to
Ken Olsen for his review. fn the future, oll for perscanel will Sisy be submitted
to Ken Olsen. Tho PPersonne! Office has avauthority to eltheradveritse for, recruit or
hire an employee witicut managemen? cpercval. Theza

utilization of the employee requested.

! be > exceptions io the above
proceduse and all requests much f be signed by aa authorized macaeger. ! would strongly
sugges? that the raques! boy pesonnel contaia @ plan for both the Immediate and future

| feel that the above procedure will provide oie of tho many conirols so necessary for the
: teffective development of a dynamic qndws Cerre wed G that allow

top managemen: to kesp in clesar touch wathn oUF growin and will, Hicrefore, provide a
tool for better plenalicg.

Recruiting for female magnonbi zs ed oof ke plicants were as a:rn - : : :

direct result of CL Or1 g
as "the word geis aro. id," hovover, Pen came" tec a scive our long termbbs

labor problems. | i : : 42 i + exhaustes et to draw from

We have had poor results with respect fo recent engineeriag offers. The reasons
fos losing seme ct those woople sale foesToit, Iype of work and iremen-

OF, en Quite:

lik Recently been
:

runnin into fcr ond what the market wii! bear.

Recruiting efforis at the technicct schools ara cicrring te say off and we are starting to
receive acceptances, inc uding three koys fron Wentworth.

Barhara will start conesitrating on secretarial recruiting this week, as we soon will be
losing some of our "army" secretaries, per: iculary in the Sales Group.
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dD. Ad :

These semiconduciors hove besa fesied since tha fact resport.

Semiconductors Mfr. Percent Reject
2.53%
1.2%
0.36%

95

1.86%
0.0%
0.4%

Ho

0.91%
4,0%
0.3%42

1.56%
0.0%

2N 1055 ty 300
2N 1721 Tex. hist. FA

New 9oks p c in "ary:

Arme: : : : : :

B
day co presented atats d

Ardea Conference:

~ fa this report,
tell way and how

Shaning a Nav Cone: ay 2 : az :
: a: :

: : :

hve +

o's Fan-t a the samefor managements:

kind of phosis . cat, ini been accorded the market-este : :

ing, manufacturing,
+ lopment, functions.

i fo) ginal!y at the
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Optimum use of Engineering Paice

BIWEEKLY
REPORT

Developing (Competent Subcrdincites - tby Jumcs M. Black

end Developing the CompanyOrganization Structure" = Part | deals with the
dynaniics Oy organization. ts is oan ana ysis of the major problems os they arise at
various siazjes of € grow'th. Per : 2 with the mechentes of organization.

the ind:vidual company.

eas we

lt offers detailed ovidence for onctyzing tructure ond modifying or
changing it, in che light of rae best 63:2 practices, to conform to the needs of

"Mancgerial Performance Standards" ~ y Virgii K. Rowland

"Classics in Management"

aThe New Mathemetics b levi Adler 7mis for anyone who has had elementary
algebra and plane geometry. it deals with the nea matiods and conterits of modern mathe-
matics, revealing that? ef edvancsd mathematics lie hidden in the elementaryce
mathematics we all learned in scheol.

Ameri xn Codesation of Infonn. tion Process=
4a Societies Pub icat on is work is based on the 1°61

this meeting Computers = l:ey fo jovel control."
Joint Compu:er hoid i December 12--14. fhe theme of: :

Communication and Electronics Volume 79, Part | (1951) = American Institute of Elec-
trical Engineers

Digital Cemeute Fux : a
: by In this b 1s GSstumed that:

principles3 andthe rca din:: :

which would be covered ina f kanwledge of elementaryre4G
:

algabra. It deals only with the : fundamental of digit! computers, covering
the important asvecis of the subjecttin an introductory 'fashion.

Handbook of Automation Computation and Control ~ Volume 3" - by Eugene M. Grabbe,

B. MaManufacturing Process «=tCi*éEContro C. Chemical Peace Cenivol Instrumentation
D. Chemical Process Contra! Systems - E. Industrial Conrroi Systems - F. Component

Ramo, Simon and Wooldridge) - Gystems and Components A. Systems Engineering

Selection - G. Design of Components
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Judith Ebner (cont'd)

"Mathematics Magic & Mystery" by Mastin

"Modern Dictionary of Electronics" - by Rudolf F. Graf (2 copies} ~ Electronic Termin=
ology and their functional definition.

How to Desier ond Sractfy fo Circuits = This pre-P :

sentation the know-how ploneer firms In the manufaciure of printed
or printed wiring devices with to manufacturing experience on thousands of circuit
applications. individual masiher ti will provide additional and mora deiailed

hou F

recommendations on consultation.

Tha trestment of the electronicLt. JteAnalo
differential conta: rig was wr ae cn aid to the computer operator.
The presentation of he int is such thet { crage person with a knowledge of the
Ohm's tew, Kirchoff's lows and a baste knowlege oquations can read and
understand the tacjority of tha material presented. n a few isolated instances Leplace~
transform notation is used fo prove & The re. Im cbhicined, however, are
stated in such a renner thay they con be appiicd to the sctup of computer problems with=

4out a knowlecge cf Laplace-: om theory.

Conenaretal Ack ~ guide to whet happens when printingThe Second Colos"
nes are CORbinations. (Color

fayCempute Written for:

the rr
4 te in the field of

COMPLIES.

This boak pre=:pi loisa :

Intemational note... .with cn Intespretatioa of design objectives and values by
George Nelson.

Jerontrects of

"Ceraputer « Vol. 5° - by Howard W. Sams Organization, Programming and

by 4 Merkus - Significant industrialHandbook of
for quick reference.

: D . This book 18 written for the
>

lt provides a general introduction fae entire Nerd, with emphasis on the basic
nro, am computer.
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tO. oO tor people

: now what is:>
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ad availaa

rich are

a specimen _ .ie tris
tic« together iv + concepts a developed

ne k

foes involved : aadhe : conceived
thorough, <asy--to~: : ::

:
:

a f°

Handbook Tha of

: comprehensive
Gad

sy 9 emphasis charactert--: of

:

® availab

:
re oO. d4

'G.W. : @h:
: :

elementary . ical vi :

iSs: i:

O Faas countered
measuring - > phenomana

*

er

OF

cue lucy,
4 . mathemat

be

fe

The Compleat Strategyst" - by J D. Williams : : aE:
: :

f games of strategy As guished from gam
7

: Handbook" - :i Vion, > A reference >

x ot! choses of
& os4
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Pege 12

The following maps are mew in the y:

Newion
Needham ard Wellesley
Somerville
Astingtan and Rolmacin

and Watertown
Lexing fi

Map of Graater Boston

:
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thes ty > Pel Mode fur he

the hole: that 8 Aneiex Reader,et. » . Jers . TE se changes

Chan 4 t7

In tha : te
3

7 :

: : : : :

Memory Ti fe : of7

: Ore ::
: :

:

sh Ad ba r :4 : + . completed
aed «ule sed to D Chon = Cun of
the vdere puntch PDP 4, for delivery
tomorrow Apri 1o. Yoo, 2 metal sheath
fo. Teletype bola eos Sys en fo

Files, orc. @ an ade- + complete

Me at

af
a 2

3

bs Pe reed UC :

this.

Projects rove tape to be used: preces: : : :"The first . istingAr
for 304 discics should or anspection:

Di ill templates cies aif
bows d low hard aluminum7a $ :

templates 4 production:

bess lope eg

thar drilling. the above noationer "t % V@ anise en
on te.

r

mor users! fool.

M, Sandler

Hoping allay your doubts and fears about : d module production, = wen' ic make

you alf awere plans and programs.

fon Material + Labor

Mevo ie! ts inert cod onts folobe ge iis fore from MAMTA
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ha Sandfer .cont'd)

add' Hore! empioyues «our hiring too ferminations. Our new rate structurery Ne eG b
with undoubtedly us Ores a:ed:

Leo hot ws mey be eddec ne. 2 3e0n the labor
ion of assembling com ic bourds, isa : cur vive supptad only 140

:

5
*

gssemb*
8

OU day 0 COT. ICES +

plani vistis, we
« . confident 6 400
assemble; per day, aad | am saasouaoly cartaha thai the y rate will rise gradually and we

By1

wre;
bed

wid b fo commit or this hat shift labor
hoes spant on component GSS at Ue to of sc iderinig confectors and
final assembly of

Later hours may be saved by methods changes. We Isok forward fo significant savings by
chaaging the method of adding Cas

We will need good planning and follow-up by cur stock and purchasing people and
better ancl better delivery performancefrom our : in : materias Fiowing
in jabor hours, whether added, or saved must ba fo wejerisl to give

:

:
+ a

us production.

nl look ahead AO

Gaze wider way to ou we will sow be able to
atT€

ves, cad again, faa
neve pooplo eed,

dW. +A nd ou mus: , out remimber Material plus Labor
frodvetion i avy pertod is ended.:

VHF Modulos 70%
int : 10%

oy :
4 D

4

Bofors announeginent
then, Thaschedule has

beoF y 1mr
te fm nic her built to

t: 5 hedwalls for expasimcitswe on a system of 21or
y

th. ae

modules be completed by su:
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Mag. Tape Sensa Amp. 1528 30%
Auiomaiic Module Tes 20%
Test Data ange' Re : Torre : 2%

:

Technician inverviewing, Quality Controf and Miscellaneous 30%

The Meg. Tase Senses Ano. 1536 ha: been This package has the seme pin con=
nect ons and cain cud frequency chevacteristics os the 1549. This pockeage contains two
variable gain difference cmpiivic.s. Lach amp: ifior 4 a ra have a balence pot as well as a

pot and will resuit in an improved tape seuss system.

The aujomatic module jester for performing DC tesis should be fully operational in a week
to fen days.

i spent some tima talking to Maynard of the Institurs of the Deaf in St. Louis.
He is building a "Linc" computer oud is 3og our iaamery modules and Lincoin Labs selec-
tio technique. "Linc's" memory a dicde decoding scheme and: : t :

modified 1972's and results 2 a grouk saving ic: packages.e I have been tn fairly consient eontuct with Gil! Shot's of Johns Hopkins who fs visiting us
and lecrning our module testing fechiiaues. He seems very impressed by the test procedure
and hopes fo set up Gi fest cenier for Digital meauies at Johns Hopkins.

D. Denniston

MMe Gna Gh ay again
te h

Bi-Weekly. We will 'again in the New Yous avec for the past: a: :

four weels

I hove mada over Rell bubs : HHL, Mew Jersey. Thore ave several

Fort Laks in Whine

:

b ne' have Doen: : :

bey : : VERN CATt wre ail usin
for '= : ta: :

has be br 4
7

: : : :
: h

: peen ae
:

:

t also have visited several companies in : IG. Mav Jersey during these past 4 weeks,

There is a fentastic number'o potenti: cusiomers
namely &.C.A., Forrestal Research Cenicr, : and Wester:

this OPER. 32,
of be geiting down4

fo Peinceton very son again to do a missionary work.
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D. Denniston (cont'd)

I stopped in at Ft. Monmouth R & D Lcks as « result of the 1.R.E. Show and have prepared
an estimate for them on what we have celled « "Pulse Interval Counting System". The use
and some concepis are classified, but it locks interesting irom what | do know about it,

Speaking of the 1.R.E. Show, we haven't even begun fo scratch the surface regarding the
work that can be done as a sesuli of this show. The number of reply cards we have been
sorting is in iiself amazing. We have alse been suddenly deluged with a vast amount of
literature and information requests.

Jim Burley very nicely presented a map recently in the Bi-Weekly which will eliminate
confusion that up until shis time existed as for as our territories were concerned. At this
time, | would like to present another map which ! feel might also eliminate a little con-
fusion as far as New York State is concerned. This map ovilines the counties presently
under the New York Office in New York State, cnd, of course, like Jim's map the bound-
astes are ttpenetrable when necessary" .

J. Fadimen

Checkout has been nearly completed on the Automatic Core Tester 2113C for Standard
Elektvik Lorenz in Siuvtgart, Germany. We pian to ship this on April 18. All wiring has
been completed on tha Semi-Autcmciic Core Tester 27 10B for RCA, Necdham. We are

g modules and drivers an] plan to ship this machine to RCA on April 19. Mounting
penel wiring should received tomorrow for the 21135 Genaral Electric and the
2108E for Ampex Computer Products Co. Front heve alrecdy been compleied for
these systems. The Memory Testor 1516G for Hitachi is completed, and we are awaiting
modules.

The FAA Buffer 2009 hes finally been Inctalled down in Texas. Unfortunately, the Air
Lines dropped the Buffer on its q cind Fred Gauid had to rotura with it, repaty ft, and
then go dewn with it second for mo * However, now FAA is extremely happy
with it end they are seviously ing ordering COTS one in the noxt fiscal year.
This was the flest machine inai hes -vor boes damaged transit and we hone if won't
happsn again. However, the cusicmer is very Lnpressed by the speed and efficiency

€ 4
: :

with which we handlod this diffieuli situation. Thanks to fred Geuld?

The basic design hes been dane oa the fcur Navy Buffers for Dum Neck, Virginia and these

are proceeding cicc2sding ic schedule. The work is now in Drafting for these Buffers.

| have spent a considerable amount of thae in Field Service Work last week. We modified

speed of 10 per second. Others of their Core Testers may have fo ke similarly modified inthe RCA, Needham Testers forone of use the CH70 Ramsey Handler, testing at a

COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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J. Fadiman {cont'd}

the future. Other Field Service Work has involved a service trip by Lee Butterworth for
modification of the Daystrom Memory Exerciser, Mocel 1513. The display system on the
Memory Exerciser 2207 at RCA, Neednar hes also been finally checked out, so that that
machine is now working completely satisfactorily.

L. Butterworth

| just returned from a field trip to Daystrom in Archbald, Pa. where | made a modification
to their Memory Tester 1513 (Memory Exerciser), one of our early models. As per telephone
conversation, they requesied iwo additional bits, one in X address register and one in Y,
for 256 x 256 operation. The modification was done, but this did not turn out fo be quite
what they wanted. The initial problem here in this case was that over ihe telephone they
could not expiain whai they waited because of their lack of knowledge of our equipment
and logic. Afser spending some time talking with them, | found that their system is made
up of four separate 16K stacks. In essence, what they needed was a separate 2 bit counter
from which they could decode four logical states. When they finished with one stack, it
would auiomaticalty step to the next one etc. to all four stacks, with the contrel feature
to hold on any given siack. The Exerciser was modified for this type of operation and
Daystrom seemed happy.

it seems there is a need for some of our customers to learn more chout our equipment. This
could be accomplished by on-the~job training here at DET and it gives us something fo think
abour.t

L also wish fo say that am grateful for the opportunity to make these service calls, as 1 am

learning, too.

G. Bell

in the evant § make « request for a service of some sori, i.e. modules, ctbles, panels. ete.,
iy is for the 3 ng Computer Conference, and a delivery decay of any sori now will make it

impossible to "announce" the PDF : ut the show. Please heip send us to Sen Francisco.

PDP-4 is going to the Spring Jont Computer Conference on April 27, 1962.

Berbera Stephenson

When custcmars use cur modules fo build up a system, they Inevitably seed a variety of

for recommendations in these areas. Since we have had a fot of experience with a variety
of these things, it would be a well eppreciaied customer service if we couid make some

equipmen: for communtcatine trom the system arc, They lock to us:

COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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Barbera Stephenson {coni'd)

definite recommendations other than just mentioning names of monufeeturers. | have outlined
below the genera! areas most frequently inquired cbout. | also mentioned who I have been
recommending in the past. If anyone could moke some additional recommendations,
comments, or corrections, | think it would do a loz 40 promote geod will.

Core memories ~ primary interest is for a complete package, including read~write circuitry,
which can be connected io BEC standard modules. | have been giving them a list of core
manufacturers and meniioned Telemeter spectfically because | know they do make a complete
peckage which we can drive. | don't know if any of the others make this, or which is best.

Delay line memories and megnetic core shift registers - these are inquired about quite often
when memory requirements are really too small to mae cores economical but too large to
use flip-flops. 3C's and DI/AM manufacture these, tut | rather hesitate to mention them
so | have not been making any recormendaiions.

Magnetic fape - here | have been mentioning Ampex and Potter but there are a lot of ques=
tions about the drive and contro1 and signal cempaiibiiity. It would be nice if we could
just hand them an application note and say, "Here's one typical system. Take it from this
and extrapolate to what you want."

Puper tape - | have been recommending Yeletype as a good source for low speed equipment.
For high speed equipment?

Printers = Numeric and alphanumer c?
Keyboards for inpui ~ Principally numeric?
Shaft encoders - Gray code, BCD, sine, cosine and incremental?

Analog-digital conversion equipment - for high speed | have been recommending Raytheon.
For higher accuracy, Packard Bell (if there cve any other who could compete here and
who don't manufacture digital modules, if sure would be handy).

Sample and hold ~ customer requirements range from 1 to 30. For 20 it is not so hard to

find, but for people who need fust one, it would be : ce if there was some one who manu~
factured a circuit that could be used with our power supplies.

Analog equipment - there are a lot of custemers who need cnalog equipme: along with
their digital cirovitry. | have bean recommending Appiied Dynamics and burr Brown.

Power supplies = principally tj roqulaied power supplies for the A-D conversion equipment.
Present recommendation is Waldon Associates.

COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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Transmitters and Receivers ~ generally they know what they want here but there are a lot
of questions on how we connect things. It would be nice (like the tape systems) to have
an application note for one specific system from which they could get ideas for other
things.

Plug boards ~ for switching signals in and out, making secret codes and such?

Mechanical counters?

Indicator lights - for BCD we recommend 1..E. {soon Nixie also). For individual lights
we seem fo have tried a lot, but which are the best?

Relays - what ones can be driven from our standard levels?

Cabinets - recommendation here is Colonia! Cable.

Cable what is the general feeling on Teflon?

B. Savell

1000 15.4%
1055 5.6%
2127 19.9%
1058 247%
2101 8.8%
2100 14.25%
2065 9.35%
2099 2.8%
1024 1.87%
1048 1.07%
2042 7%
1046 18.7%

The Systems Research Laboratories computer system (PDP~1 C~17) left today for Wright-
Patterson Air Force Base, Dayicn, Ohio to be installed and have customer acceptance tests

run by Leo Gossel. All the people invelved in the checkout of the computer system here
deserve a "well done" for compressing an already extremely tight schedule of five weeks
down to four weeks from the beginning of checkout to shipping day. This achievement is

all the more impressive considering that some of the people involved had no previous
n PpPts e that one of the Central Processor options, High Speed Data Channel,exper ence

was a new one that had never been previously checked out, and that a last minute

COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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B. Savell (cont'd

modification was made in the operation of the Type 51 Tape Centrol. Cradit is also due to
Production for delivering a Cenizal Processor with a minimum of wiring evrces and to all
deparimenis for the excellent cooperation received in handling the shor notice, fast
minute details that always seem fo crop up.

R. Lassen

For the past two weeks we have keen interviewing the June grads from Wentworth,
Franktin Tech and Worcester Jr. These men have bee. visting us during their school vaca-
tions as a result of invitations extended during our recent recruiiing visits. Offers have
gone out to several promising young men in the effort to fill cur many technical gaps. One
boy has already accepted,

We have made offers to two young electrical engineers recruited at IRE. | have hopes that
one (who hes expressed interes!) wili cccept our offer next week. A third product of IRE
visited us from Quebec on Friday; however, we have made no offer as yet.

We've all been going straight cut for the past week in the attempt to squeeze our
"advanced" July Merit Review in between our other ectivities. The whole thing went off
fairly well thanks to the cooperation of cll the depariment heads. My spacial thanks to
Barbera: Charnock, Margaret Rend, Eleanor Packer and Lucy White for their greatly needed
extra efforis. The resulis of the seview will go fo Ken and Andy on Monday, April 16.

We have made an offer to a male Personnel Assistant and | hope to report in the next
bi-weekly that we have him hard at work. | plan to split the resvonsibilisies of the office
so that we can see more faster. This ts the most imporiani aspect to consider in
light of the tremendous up~surge personnel requests during the past month. We will also
assign service and project reszonsibility to each of us with the expectation of eventuaily
having ao better and more well rounded personnel program.

As we grow larger, it becomes mere difficult to focus citantion upon our people
esrectally with respect to promotion. One of the things that makes it so easy for me to
discuss opportunities within our company with prospective employees is our readiness to
promote : fherefore ge all of to look insid: f when you have nwatoe u

opening in your section. There probebly is a nerfectly acapabia parson in your depariment
er in some one else's fust to be moved up. It might not be a bed idea to review
corefully the current fob openings which are Hsted in my bieweckly for this purpose. [am

can effectively be handled on moreiving seme thaught as tohow is systematic basis.

COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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Our current personne!requirements ars :

Mechanica! Tachaician Giumenthal}

Junior Accy.
Advertising Traince Atvrood)
Office Service Summvisor (Mills)
Clark Typists Beckman, Sandler)

3 Field Service Techs, 'Beckman
Jr, Progyewmer

Open = Asseinbiers giris) 'Sandier'
Wiremen "Best, Beil

+

Mont :

Saies

: we

Open = Technicion T

: 3hnictans (Medel Shop)(1)
Enginezsrs (Eloci. foot, i Gavell) (1) (Hughes) (1)
Tos! Crib Attendent
Engineering Wiiter S,
Mechanical (Prentica)
Electrical Drafis.nen
Mechanical Drefremean

1 Cost Clerk (Milis)
} Drafiswoman (Melanson)
1 Secretary-Recentionist Towle)
1 Secreiay (Biuvaenchal)
1 Purchasing Expediter

We have received requisitions on the above. If you have an apening in your department
and it is not listed coove, ploasa submit the usual form for manoger ent approval ,

J. Hamilton

Current Grivers 150%

Texi:
iat tude wers festad ond recoired in our Test P Only 3 of 8 worked

initially Tho joilowing faults were corrected:
eA,

a. Wires Serr €d fs wrong connections; output and pots
b. Wrong comecnent installed

Resistor: ccrrect colcrs but wrong sequence

COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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J. Hamilton (coni'd)

c. SBA8A were changed in order to get pulse shapes required

B. A variabie air capacitor is being installed to replace the small Argonne capacitor
in both the 52 and 62's. The plastic separators in the Argonne ccpacitor stretch
and wrinkle over a long period of time.

New Projects:

1. To see whether a current driver will supply 123ma te a 33uh coil and have a rise
time of less than 100 nanoseconds.

2. To sharpen the wave forms.

3. Write a reference paper containing wave forms and common troubles encountered
in troubie shooting drivais.

4. Investigate the possibility of replacing the 3 2N1719's required in the negative
current drives by another type, preferably by a sinle power transisiar.

D. Adams

These semiconductoys have been tested in the lest two weeks.

Semiconductor Miro Units Tested Percent Reject
D-001-3 Cievite 57234 2.5%
D-COT-1 fransitron AFA 4.65%
D~003-1 Clevita 46 5.3%
D-S52-1 21239 0.5%
D-652-1 1o6c0 0.35%
D-664-1 Clavite $036 1.02%

Tex. Inst. tOR00 9.83%
Q+6~100 Inter. Diode 4 0.0%
IN 469 Hotfinan 39 3.2%
IN 645 Tex. inst. 1032 4.9%
TN 788 Transiiven 61 0.0%
IN 1217 Westinghouse 1400 25.7%
IN 1220 400 0.0%
IN 1227 0 1129 2.7%
IN 1998 U.S. Semicon. 74 2.7%
I N 3005A Motorola 6 0.0%

Trans:

COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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D. Ades (Coord"

Percent RejectSe Units actad: :CCUG: af :

IN 3756 AA 0.6%2
IN 3209 50 0.0%

MD=95 Shorgve 18S-° 17.5

2N 76? 500 1.4%
2N 1665 Gen. Inst. 14 0.0%
2N 1146A Clovite 100 6.0%
2N 1184 RCA 7.5%
2N 11848 16.2%
2N 7218 Syvsnio 250 0.5%
2N 1205 Gen, Elect. 5600 0.72%
2N 1494 Phiico 1é 0.0%
2N 1779 Tex. frist. 35.2%

MD-114 3.2%10045

495
590

250

K.

EN 109 15%
100-00 B5%Ji

For the past the Shoo has boen cunning well. We have very lrttle

to be removes for the electronic : check-out procedures. these pacts
must svay wie tho orighai e's ure for the
unit aad that they will fv. Whenever : org : from the «

lec oa shoo,

difficuliy in assembling thy a cuiHng cut completed mechanical «ssemisties for:

Computers, : ein es rd to cabinets:

: :

~ ouch os Joes, erd panels. ete.in the pos: OT se:

>These are on ROOM: haveA

:

when they: :

shortage t
4:

4

cho sey with 7 be mechazical

We have bean ork Como : : : Northeastern to alternate

+3
:assedmbly status OT shortage crs duplicated tv She: :

Shon, : : :
: the time of: :

: :

> Wes i ponents su 5 as doors and
toateend : 1 Stixyed, ora + 3y A

:: f :: :

were DaveSever, department... ac: therefre contiwuity to the work:

th~ Dave :
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K, Fitzgerald icent'd;

The Machine Shop has been werking on many new styles and types of machines to help
avtomate and speed up the production of modutes. They aze presently working ona
machine for cutting and tapihg the wires which ave d between the module plug and the
board. This machine, wher completed, will allow tha girls io ad all 22 of the wires
at one time, rather than one at a time as in the past. They are also building another

and rejection procedures for diades.
transistoz lead cufting machine and Joe Gill ts working on device to automate the festing

J. Burley, DCO

Tuesday thry Friday of this week was spent going to end attending the Southwestern IRE
Convention in Houston, Texas. The attendence was average. Because of very poor per~
formance by Ratiway Express, my 550 new catalegs did not arrive until the show was half
over. Nevertheless, 450 copies were eagerly grabbed UPy enother 50 Bingo cards filled in.
Our Rep, J. Y. Schoonmaker Co., wos very helpful in guiding prospects from their
excellent booth location io my "not so exce!lent: location. Theve is still a decided lag in
the firms of this area taking advantage of Digital techniques to solve their problems, but
I sense this will chenge drastically in the next 6-9 months. Our competitors showed only
thru their reps' booths. Over-all, | judge we did a succe:fyl job at the show ~ it was
worth our investment.

APL still leads the pack in promise of large orders to come. There is a very confident air
at APL for continued, weli-fincnced activity. Westinnhouse/Eatiimore still looks good for
$50-150,000. Rem=Rand/Biue Beil continves to buy n respectable quantities despite
their di ppointment in our delivery lead time. Telemetrics (Falis Church) is interested in
the PDP=1. They are bidding on a contvact in which is specified raa PDP-1. It is yet too
early to estimate the possibilities on this.

isa

The meteorological satellite activities, Div. of The U.S. Weather 2ureay, proved to be
the most exciting new prospect. The task before them fs to collect weather data from
"Nimbus" and other weather satellitesat their ground station in Fa :ybanks, Alaska. This
data (virtually still raw data) would be carried over a couple A.T. & T. 48KC lines to

Washington, D.C. where it would be reaeiced and studied. An iBM 7099 would be used by
the Washington, D.C. Facility as a study tool. There will be extensive requests for pulse

govemmen? with confidence fs estapiish other ground stations and daia handling facilities.
The possibilities are enough to couse Maynard Sandler to lose a bit more sleep.

handling systems, hence, eur partisipaiion. Success of this program would provide the

is difficult for me io hold my enthusiasm for the business prospects in my area -- they are

very, very good. We should ail be buzy for a long time te come.

COMDA MV
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L. Prentice

1000 85%
1020 5%
1062 10%

Mechanical Inspection has made its first outside of plant inspection at Colonial Engineering
on some cabinets that we returned for rework. A deviation from the prints was presented to
Colonial Engineering to clicw rasasuring from the tup of the pan fo the top of the cabinet
which would be 64 7/16 inches minus 1/32 plus nothing. This was due, in part, fo the fact
that Colonial Enginsering in mounting the brackets for the rvbbar feet that go on the
bottom of the Mag Tepe cabins? hed ground so much away fran the wald thet it's almost

impossible to get an accurate mecsuramant from the corner of the bottom of the pan. They
are to reinspect these on this basis. The seven units are definitely out plus probably some

others which they are now in the process of reworking. The use of a new catch made by
Camioc for the Mag Taps doors hes been demonstrated. This vill be applied to all Mag
Tape units now on the floor as quickly cs possible. [It is hoped thet a still better method
can be found fer holding the Mas Ta However, Caraloc method will be applied to
all production units until a betier method is found.

New drawings are needed of the Mag Tape door. Complete revision. The Mag Tape door

parts ave broken down in the simple drawings cad ore, for the most part, not properly
dimensioned.

Will those people who received the Inspection Proposal, as it applies to vendor

parts ond procecures for supolying persoanei with proper drewings and poper work, please
contact myseif or Bob Hughes co that this can be issued as a general memo ond these

procedures applied as soon as

The Accounting Department has bean asked te review the recerd keeping procedures for the

Tool Crib. They have pe fo come up with a more satisfactory mathed within the

next few days. No satisfaciory ap-lican? hes yct been found for the Too! Crib Attendant's

position. A mon has us found for the pesivion of factcvy mecnanic and will report to
work Monday, April 2nd.

We have experienced some difficulty with ccm of the perts for Display 31. These are now

undergoing re-design and rs-work and should be available very soon. believe all
mechanical parts for Color Displays heve now been completely assembled and delivered to

the Production floor. Final elements for the mein frame of PDPry should be completed

within the next few days. Items remaining to be designed and drafted are the Table

Console, a combination Reader-Punch housing, and a housing for Tel-Type units. All
these wiil be preliminary designs end wii! be gotten out as quickly as possible so that
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L. Prentice (cont'd)

production of Systems printed circuits. A proposa will be made shortly to design and
build the unit for producing templeis for the Nawide machine so thet this machine may be
put on a ragular produciion basis.

they may be ready by May 30th. Some preliminary studies have been made Improve the

R. Doane

VHF Modules 60%
Test Equipment 5%
Current Drivers 5%
1.R.E. Show 20%
Miscellaneous 10%

Except for transistors, the logic module mods! and flls-flop module model have been put
together. The mulifvibrator module is fuactiontag but needs much improvement. An order
for about 60 units may be forihcoming from (BM Watson Labs, if early summer delivery can
be offered. The first formal announcement will ke made May Ist, though a news item
appecred during the IRE show in an electronics news magazine.

E. Harwood

The Beckman machine has been moved info the test area and should go Into initlal Central
Processor test on Friday, March 29, Wo jus? have the minimum number of modules for
this machine so the initial testing will just include the timing chain. We are still lacking
the memory and the high speed multiply and divide logic. 1 m pretty confident we will be
able to ship this computer by the required delivery date of April 18.

ADX-1 machine

Leo Gossol, Paul Gedatra, and | made c trip to Paremus install the Memory Field Exten-
sion Type 15 on the ADK? machine. Theo instellation went flae and we were able to
complete it in 3 days. This Inclucdad complete checkout of the memory switch.

BBN, Cambridge machine

We are picaning to install the second memery in the BBN machine on Monday and Tuesday,
April 2 and 3. {am also planning fo ship the Mag. Tape 51 for this machine on Tuesday,
April 3. It should be installed on the Sollowing Monday, April 9. The only other area

Meg. Tape 51, would be the installeticn of the new drum and all the logic changes in the
Cenival Processor required for this.

remaining fo be done on BEN mechine, after the Installation of the second emory andtho
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E. Harwood (cont'd)

ITEK machine

On Tuesday and Wednesday of this week, March 27 and 28, Paul Gadaire and Bill Newell
installed the new Teleiype punch on the liek machine and removed the old Tally punch.
On Wednesday, John Shialds went down and assisted In the checkout and this job was
completed much chead of schedule. We had quoted from 3 to 4 days, but due to the Fine
effort by Paui, Bill and John Shields, the whole job was completed in 2 days.

3. Fadiman

During the past tvro weeks, Systems hos concentroted on construction of systems already
designed. The Semi-Automatic Cora Tester 2110A for RCA was checked out ond shipped out
to RCA yesterday. One problem that we encountered was Interaction bebveen the step
repect ond pair repeat delays caused by the fast rise times inherent in using high speed
plug-in units. This wos remedied by sultitvting twisted pair wire for strip cate for all
delay controls. The 21108 is now being wired and will be roady for shipment In about a
week, provided the plug-in units are available. Another Se: .i-Automatic Core Tester
2108E ts now being construsted for Amoex Comruter Products Co. This will be ready in about
4 weeks, provided that plug-in units ore evailable. The mcunting panels will come back all
wired for the 2113 for Geneval Eleciric Co. In Phoent: next Monday. Thus, construction
will begin on this machine next week. Wiring will be c- mplzted on the Memory Tester
1516G for Hitach} by the end of next week and we will be ready for plug-in units to start
checkout. We have made a change in the Memory Testers sucgested My Philips, using
separate buses for the positive and nagative drivers. This requires a change In the Read=
Write switch 1977 to a new Read=Write switch Model 1984. This modification is now belng.
taken care of in Drafting.

All mounting panels are comoletely wired and cll front panels have been received for the
Memory Exerciser 2709 for Deysirem. These are now being wired together ond we expect to
make the recuired delivery date on May 1, 1962.

The FAA Buffer 2009 has been shipped out to Oklahoma and Fred Gould will go down there
next week to perform the installation. Memory Buffer 2C07-5 has clreacy been sent to
Fort Monmouth and 2007-6 will be sont next Wednesday. Fred Gould vill meke the
installation there in about 2 weeks. This takes care cf all of our commiiments on Memory
Buffers except for the four Mode! 2Ci0's for the Navy in Dam Nack, Virginia. Mechanical
design will be started on these next week.

Several letters of quotation have beer sent cui directly to companies in Japan who are
interested in our Core Testers and Plone Testers. | expact thot the results from these should
materialize during the summertime. The purchase order has been received and the technical
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J. Fadiman (cont'd)

specifications written for the Foxboro job. Work will begin on this in about one week.
Delivery date of the entire system is July 31, 1952. For the Systems division, this work
involves several Buffer Registers, a few counters and control flip-flops, and an A to D
converter.

E. Towle

A new experiment in Air Force - Contractor relationship took place during a two-week
period beginning February 25 and extending through March 9, 1952. A Data Processing
Seminar was held ot tha Wright-Patterson Air Fores Base in Dayton, Ohio, and all manu-
facturers of Data Processing Equipment were invited to attend. The purpose of the
Seminar was intended to acquaini ihe contractors with the "Logistic System" employed by
the Ais Force so that future Data Processing Eculpment could be designed to meet their
application. The Seminar was conducied in cscneration with Ohio State University and
consisted of four lectures caily, during which the entize logistics system of the Air Force
was described in great detail, frem Requiraments and Procurement, through Transportation
to all bases and Commands throughout ihe world.

Each system was described by cn instructor from perticular izcility, and near the end
of the period the Data Processing Ecuipment currently being used was described in detail.
Incidentally, IBM Equipment ts predominant, with tha exception of two Univacs and one
Burroughs. As could be expecied, this situation did not please the other companies
represented, and tended to inveks much discussion.

! would like to mention here thet DEC wes the only smeil business concern represented at
the Seminar, which in itself sesmed to distingulsh cur compuny from the so-called "gicnts."
It was interesting to rote that while mest companies wera sompsi tors of each other, DEC
is in the advantagects position of furnishing equipment to all companies represented, as
well as the U.S, Air Force.

As would be expected, the tvo wecks of classes produced a considerchle amount of
information, much of which | was cble fo reduce to an outiine form. Also, a sizeable
amount of literature was givsn fo me describing the entire Logistics Command. The course
outline and ail pertinent Information haves bsen tumad over to Stan Olsen and will be
available io all interested persons.

In conclusion, | wont to add that although tongible results are difficult to obtain on a visit
of this nature, the fact tha; DEC was interested enough in the problems of the Air Force to

send c represeniative was a signigicant boost in prestige for our company.
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K. Fitzgerald

IT? Console Bed 25%
! Engineering 10%

TQU-00 65%

During the cast twoeweek perlod we have ..ved Cabinet Assembly Slop from the
Sheetmetal Sion io : : headquarters Building 5. We are presently working on fias
and : e to Pret vn. and ur : the assembly of these We have
iso niuced an order wisn Donnelly ig. in Wocnam, for three more ITT Console Ends to
cover the existing orders In the housz.

:

37:

have devised a new Shop Rectisiticn Form which | to be asia to uso offictally in the

very near furs. However, i... @ some questions been asked abovt this
requisition and procedures, | ty fo clarity some of those new.

:

1. [fond when we ge to this new : they will be col" rine or throw-away
carbon fins, so aol' mt oe necessary
four tines.
2. This form is deeierad to incorporate al! of the pertinent Information Temded by four
diffa+* departments. fa tag (ine Shop) Production G.ai.oi, iviechanical
Inspection, «iii Cos! Accounting.
3. It is conceivable that cone cot have use for all of on the

ace Engineers : be cone
a : : : a

Work Requisition, '>. on EN numbers...
ceredv

:

.4 r

: the tes
«

as he can and the ani roving, xehodusing, cau inspection, oic., wil! be iancied by otters.
A, The :

we a> to expense of having at product sat : up. So i weuid dike to

Gsk for any Comey ata

HOVE a favs x 4 on @ fied bests beforeforce. which I hye ws try :

: €

The new for a TD IB r we has boen set up ond:
:

for one of ov. misting machines which we have
3}hove

at" disp : + Meansga :

thei we must have a 7
ordesed.

No further progress con be reported on the Techiticicrs Teol Boxes as the resulis of the initial

survey have not been compiled as yet. Hewever, we cre working on it.
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A. Blumenthal

EN 2133 100%

ADX -4
Checkout of this machine commenced on Thursday evening, March 29. The module
complement wo ot at this time, but we were abi2 to procede by relocating certain
modules to sult the kelag performed. Memory is due to arrive Monday
moming and hopefully of the missing modules will arrive ecrly In the week.

An extra set of line units has been added to the system, thelr assembly will take about three
WOGKS.

J. Burley

The res! news, of course, Is IRE ond cur booming success there. I°ll pass to the more
eloquent to desmibs tis phenomenon.

News since the last Bi-weekly:
1, Westinghouse lande a lerue NASA contract Gee Bi-weekly, March 16) which could a
use $100 K of our equipment. We look very strong here.

2. Welex is bidding on an Obustesd AFB contract which DEC "no substitute" anda
requires some ning ecch using aporoxtactely 250, 4CCU Serias cords. If Welex
doesn't get the find cut who did for foilew up by area sales office.

3. No dacision at NASA Langley yet on which vendor will be the chosen one. Very
difficult a evacucie this group since thay are new fu the digital field.

4. Aaother $25 coming from APL soon.

Work backlog and IRE prevent my being move complete. However, the overall picture in

my arsa is very good ia the sense | am not short of prospects, big ones at that. Will be
keeping my oper: for os to help ft all If this activity level is maintained.

G. Bell

lam randy to tele orders on PDP-4, end will assign delivery dates. There will be only a
few options ofterad ly, That is, only those which are in production for PDP=1 and

apoly to PDP=4, The machine consists of 250 modules, and ti: 's number wili rise slightly
betore the production model is ready, because a meimery field protect feature, built-in
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G. Bell (cont'd)

block data transfer, and law-instruction" will be added. As soon as the present
modifications cre made { will order five PDP=4's, to obtain checkout, construction, and
operating statistics.

George Rice is handling the [0 equipment now, doing a bit of customer liaison, and will
be responsible for coordinating the F-41 (F-11 type) brochure. Bob Buyer, our technical
writer, will write the (F-15 typo), which will cover more basic programming and
include the 10 characteristics of PDP=4. When this is done, I would like him to work on
a conventions, procedures, and standards manua!. A production oriented critic and
designer must shortly consult on making PDP=4 producible.

D. Adams

Semiconductor Testing 100%

Semiconductors tested during the period from January 18, to date.

D-003-1 Clevite 11600 5.0%
D-662-1 Clevite 73454 0.52%
D-664-1 Clevite 13862 3.7%
Q-6-100 Intemational Diode 200 5.5%
IN67A Transitron 2000 1.5%
IN429 Hoffman 200 1.0%
IN469 Hoffman 100 0.0%
IN750 Texas Instruments 50 0.0%
IN758A Transitron 12 0.0%
IN764 Transitron 100 0.0%
IN964A Motorola 100 0.0%

IN1998 U.S. Semicor 4 0.0%

Semiconductors Mfr. Units Tested Percent Reject
D-00l-1 Clevite 228832 2.7%

IN1217 Westinghouse 31.8%10
IN1341 Westinghouse 50 0.12%
IN1876A U.S. Semicor 10 0.0%

1N2970B Dickson 10 0.0%
1N2974B Dickson 1100 0.0%
1N3024B Motorola 100 0.0%
IN3 156 Motorola 34 0.0%
IN3114B Dickson 10 0.0%
IN3116 Dickson 100 0.0%
IN3208 Motorola 1000 0.4%
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Semiconductors Mfr. Units Tested Percent Reject

GA~212 Texas Instruments 1000 0.2%
MA~80 Phileo 12575 0.44%
MA~80 Sprague 10544 0.62%
MD-93 Sprague 3222 4.4%

4579 4.3%
Mice PS Sprague 0.62%

Sprague 800 0.62%
MD-P14 5000 0.62%
S188A Texas Instruments 250 1.2%
2N157 Generul Elecivic 450 0.22%
2N398A Motorola 1000 0.9%
2N456A Texas Instruments 400 0.0%
2h599 Philco 5500 1.2%
2N556 Texas Instruments 10 0.0%
2Né74 Philco 1675 5.7%
2N711A Texas Instruments 2000 0.25%

2IN995 Fairchild 29 3.4%
2N1065 General Instrument 4000 0.9%
2N1 124 R.C.A. 600 5 .8%
2N° 204 Philco 1000 3.1%
2N1304 Texas Instruments 3000 1.2%
2N1205 Taxes histruments 60000 0.75%
2130S Texas Instruments 26 0.0%
2N1208 Texes Instruments 27 0.0%
2N1310 Generel! Instrument 500 10 .8%
2N1472 Philco 60 3.3%
2N1494 Prileo 288 0.0%
2N1495 Philco 100 1.0%
2N1496 Phiico 43 0.0%
2N1499A Philco 1600 1.7%
2NT499A Sprague 1000 0.7%
2N1719 Texas Instruments 155 23.8%
2N1754 Phileo 13456 0.5%
2N2099 Sprague 41 0.0%
45XIC741 General Electric 11000 0.67%

@
Total Tested 490,832

COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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2N744 Texas Instruments 500 1.8%
2N759 Philco 300 6.66%
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B. Stephenson

Without a doubt, our booth at the !.R.E. Show wes quite a success. The digital module

catalogue was a best seller, five a minute. During the latter part of the show large numbers
of people came up specifically to ask for it. Many also requested to take, or have us

send, copies for friends. A lot of old customers stopped by the booth and, with only one

exception, they had nothing but good things to say about our modules and were quite
happy with the way their systems were working. One customer from M.1.T. announced that
he had been around to view our competitors and decided there really wasn't anyone that

presented cny competition to us. Brookhaven, unfortunately, was a little unhappy over
delivery ond miscellaneous other minor things. There was also one prospective customer
who had heard soma bad reports on our curzent drivers and was somewhat dubious.

A large number of people stonzed in to di.cuss prospective systems, Among the most

interesting ones were G soecia! pinpose computer for Commercic! Banking, o pulse height
analyzer to fit into a terpedo, and a digital missing puise detector.

@ Most people were quite impressed by the fact that we hada 10 megacycle line, but a
nuniber of tham often inquired os to when wa would be able tu supaly then with higher
frequency
a 10U megacycles.

Customers

The week before the show. we had quite a rush on bid requasts - mostly for special systems.
We suggested that consider wsing our modu!es to build if themselves ard in many cases

we jaciveed an estimate of the moduime that would be required. these bids included the

University cf Ceiffomla, the U.S. Navy Underwater Sound iaks., Aberdeen Proving
Ground, White Sands, Holloman Air Force Base, and Mariin Company.

3S

The University of Wisconsin, ond Avco Corporation sent us letters requesting detalled
Information. ii appears that both these groups are expecting fo be placing considerable

Among ovr recent visitors to the plant, were a croun from 8.C.A. in Burlington, who are

planning a distributor system for random cuises, General Electronics Laboratories, who are

building o lezce scale coding and decoding system with our 4000 Serics modules; and

Hars Standard, wio cre clensing a system for reading mag tapes into computers with o

temporary siore between the magnetic tape unit and the computer.
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2311

Lee Butterworth hos checked out and calfbrated the first rine channels of the 2311

multiplex digital-to-analog converter. The remaining portions of the machine will be
completed as soon as we are able fo get the modules for it. Marla Moody has prepared
a draft maintenance manual.

R. Hughes

Components

We are now using Texas Instruments' type GA-212 transistor In place of Philco's type
2N599 transistor. The price of these devices Is $0.85 and $2.20 respectively. The

performance of these davices Is Identical except that the GA-212 is slightly faster. Yearly
usage is 5000.

The 2N1754 and 2N1499A type transistors have en replaced by the MD114 transistor

saturation spec. fo guarantee thai it will work in our civcults. the price is $0.85. The
2N1754 was $0.90 and the 2N1499A was $0.95. Yearly usage is about 100,000.

(Philco and Sprague). The MD114 has al! the featuves of the 2N1499A and a spectal

2000 2N1305 transistors have been ordered, with the equivalent cf transipads molded right
onto the case and with leads cut to length. Our goal fs to solder dip all transistors in the

boards and eliminate the use of solder lugs.

The new D.C. Coupled Sense Amplifier 1538 will eliminate existing PRF sensitivity problems
in our computer memories. This unit requires two transistors to be mounted in the same

can. In the display system for this fob, wa used the FSP=2. After a meeting with Dick Best

and Ben Gurley we desided that the FSP-2 wesn't good for elther job because the

differential base to emitter voltage wasn't specified as a fuxction of temperature. The

result was haf the display system we are going to use a 2N2ZC50, which has a defferential

Veg specification of 5 micro volts per degree centigrade over the temperature range =55

to +125 degrees centigrade. This transistor will be used in small quantities and cost about

$50.00. The transistors used in the 1538 sense amplifier have a spec. of 25 microvolts per

degree centigrade and will cost $7.00 per thousand. This compares well with the FSP-2

price of $23.00 per thousand.

The 2N224 and 2N1370 transistors have been replaced by the General Electric 4)X1C741.

The price on these units is $0.73, $0 .43, and $0.45 respectively. The 4JX type has

higher voltage and better saturation than the other types.
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During the last two weeks, one of my major projects has bean the installation of the Beck-
mon machine. | was quite surprised after assembling the machine and applying power, the
machine ran the program that wos In memory. | understand from Ed Harwood that the last
progrom run at Maynard was a checkerboard program. It was quite a surprise to see It
after being shipped across the country by truck.

it was Interesting to note that BBN had a crash program that involved data reduction of
digitized PCM telemetry data from the Titan Ii launch at Canaveral. The task was to
reduce the criticel informction data in addition to their normal vibration study and give
the Aerospace people information needed that might influence decisions Involving modifi-
cations to the missile before the next firing. The responsibility for this part of the program

computer able to rapidly output the charts necessary to have this detailed evaluation. The %

computer program reduced the data and displayed it on the scope ond they took photographs §

story could be aptiy headlined, "7090 loses to PDP-1".

was actually STL's, but their computer department did not have their programs ready to
decommutate and analyze this data BN was the only company to have programs and a

of the scope and reproduced them on ozalid reproducible vellums for distribution. This

Two groups at North American Aviation, Space & Information Systems Div., are sertously
looking at our machine for thelr Apoilo space capsule checkout which would involve about
10 PDP=1's and the Satum S-2 booster ground support equipment which would involve
several PDP-1's.

Beckman Systems Div. is writing another proposal for a large system that will include another
PDP-1 °

Aerojet-General, Azusa, Is considering a PDP=1 in a system to monitor the test firings of
the Nerva nuclear propulsion engine. The PDP-1 was recommended in their proposal to
NASA.

H. Crouse

New books available in the Library:

Adler, lrving - "Thinking Machines".

A layman's introduction to logic, Boolean Algebra, ond computers.

Eisler, Paul - "Technology of Printed Circuits"

This volume concentrates chiefly on the production of electronic circuits by the
foil technique. it is a report and guide to actual practice and also on account
of more general and academic aspects of the subject.
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Gille Associates, Inc. (Publisher) - Dato Processing Annual"

Varted information in the Data Processing Field including: Computer Guide
Updating; Forms Design; Colleges, Universities and Private Schools giving
courses in the field; Computer Users Organizaiions; Local Suppilers of Equip=
ment and Services; Books in the Data Processing Field, etc.

Hossey, Eleanor F. (Editor) ~ "Microminiaturization of Electronic Assemblies"

Twenty one papers which were presented at a Symposium held at DOFL
(Diamond Ordnance Fuze Laboratories) on September 30 and October 1, 1958.
These papers include information In the specific field of micromintaturization,
where the term "microminiaturization" is defined os the design of electronic
equipenent to produce size ond welght reduction of an order of magnitude
below thot of subminiaturization.

Hoyt, Samve! L. - Motels Properties"

e ASME Handbook of metal properties.

Hurley, Richard B. = "Transistor Logic Circuits"

Both logical mathematics and transistor logic circu'ts are covered fn an Inte-
gmited treatment in which oth areas benefit from each other, thus offering
the student of reader a mere profitable experience.

Korn, Granino A. and Kom, Theresa M. - "Mathematic! Handbook for Scientists and
Engineers"

This book gives reference to definitions, theorems, and formulas. In addition,
It provides a connected survey of mathematical methods. Notes and cross
references show the inter-relations of the various topics and their importance
in science and engineering work.

Raskhodoff, Nicholas M. = "Electronte Drcfting Handbook"

This handbook presents the principles and practices of elactronic drafting. It
is intended to serve as a reference guide for persons doing electronic drafting
In private ndustry or for the Government; os o text book for students taking a
ccurse in this specialty; and as means of assisting individuals interested in

e
furthering their carers in enginsering drawing through specialization.
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Schwop, John E. and Sullivan, Harold J. - "Semiconductor Reliability"
The contents of this book have been gathered from laboratoies ofmajor
producers and users. Results, analyses, and conclusions of many large-scale
test programs are given. The viewpoint throughout Is empirical and practical,
rather than theoretical.
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Suckling, = "Bicwlectricity"
This werk explains elocitical theory and electronics in a loncuage thot Is

eostly undesstcod by physictans, physiotogists. eas Wi boc 'si fs general .
"Boelactricity" posse. oH insight iate what the OF fs

trying to do alectronic icians, engines.s cid pasicruns can better
understend the type of equipment they should desigi.

:

ist

Stanier, Willian Editor~in-Chiat) °Plent Engineering Handcock"

This hendboak provides enginesrs and management with Information to more
eiiicient use of men and machines.

J. L. Atwood
We did very. very wel! at tha |.R Show again this year. Booth traffic was good, interest
in ovr equipment was nigh, and the acceptance of our lit-rature was most satisfactory.

Our estimate on catalog distribution was that we would poss out an avercne of 3,000 a day
during the four dayNe of the show. To ea on the safe side, However, we seat a total of
20,000 copies to the Coliseum as rapidly as the binder covid compiete them.

This proved to be « happy precaution, in view of ihe rasponse. The da'ly breakdown for
catalogs and Logic Handbooks distributed and for reply: caras "le; tad wis as follows:

Catalogs Handbooks Reply Cords

2. 55 240 285

Total 15,565 1,185 911

Monday, Mor. 26
Tuesday, Mar. 27 4,785 317
Wednesday, Mar. 28 5, i75 620 370

Thursday, Mar. 29 3,05 325 ii?

Another 40 or 70 reply cards were taken along : y people who did
not want to lug the cata ogs with them:
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So wa have pretty solid evidence thai approximately 23 per cent of the total 73,479 regis-
trants at the Convention stovped at cur booth at loast long enough to pick up a catalog or
a reply card. It scems as though this might bs c!most enough io convince the show manage=
ment that ws rate the exira space we heve beer requesting. At least we will give them a
chance to think it over.

26
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R. Beckman

Several months ago, in my first contribution to the Biweekly, | climbed up on a soapbox and
spouted off about how important the Biweekly was and how we should not neglect the respon-
sibility of contributing to it, I°d like to think that my efforts he!ped a little in restoring the
Biweekly to its proper place as a useful and informative pub!ication. { haven't retired the
soapbox, however, and I'm about fo climb up on it again, on a different but related subject.

This time I*m disturbed about the fact that very few people get to see the Biweekly.

The Biweekly is not supposed to be a company newspaper and is not intended for wholesale
distribution. The primary purpose of the Biweekly is to serve as a vehicle of communication
between different departments and, as we grow bigger, evan between different persons in
the same department. To be effective, It must contcin information about situations and
projects that must be kept confidential to protec? the company's interests. For this reason,
the Biweekly is classified company confidential and its distribution is limited.

Unfortunately, the Biweekly migh? just as well be classified "burn before reading" for all
the good it does a lot of peopie. In too many cases the Biweekly does not go beyond the
person who originally receives it. The classification and limited distribution of the
Biweekly is necessary to conire! the disseminaticn cf seme of the information it contains.
It is not, however, intended to prevent the dissemination of necessary or useful information
to people wishin the company.

The people on the Biweekly disivibuticn list are, for the most part, in fairly responsible
positions. As regards the Biweekly, they cre responsible for safeguarding the Information It
contains. Their responsibility, however, does not end there. They are also responsible
for insuring that the Information gets to the people whe can uss it. This dual responsibility
Involves routing the Biweekly through the iecesscry people and at the same time impressing
ypon them that the material is contidsntial. How the Biwaekly Is routed will depend upon

to everyone as c matter of routine. At the ofher extrerns, only selected excerpts from the

Biweekly should be published and then probably af rave intervals. Obviously, the subject
matter involved would affect the distribution. For example, Gordon Bzil's ideas on

scheduling are extremely interesting and important to a great many people, but of little
use to the women on the module production line. On the other hand, Steve Lambert's
voluminous and informative veports on computer installations could be very valuable in the

production department as a mezns of pointing out the need for careful, accurate work.

the department and sacticn invelved. in some cases, the eniize Biweekly should be routed

Another evil inherent in a system that suppresses information is the fact that the people who

are the source of much of the infermation are discouraged from producing it. A high
percentage of the useful and signiflcant coniributions to the Biweekly is made by people
who are not on the Biweekly distribution list. We afl have a certain amount of ham in us
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Page 2

fand this ex-Virginia hem w 2 ll to moze then hls share) and it's pretty de-motivating to
be asked to contribute fo a publication thet you con never expect to sce.

Thare fs still another category that should be considered; the people who, under nonmal clr
cumstances, would never seo c Biweekly, but who shouid be aware of its existence so that
they can contribute fo it when they have something significant io say. It is quite possible,
for Instance, that John Cuikins and the people who work with him (without whom none of us
would have an empty basket fo throw trash in) could have just as important as
that supplied by Ken and Andy (without whom none of us wavid have a basket).

In the Navy they have a saying ebout "tha 10% that never gets the word". I'm afratd that
at DEC it's more like "cnly 10% (or less) gaits the word".

As long as I'm on this soapbox, | might as well take advantage of it. New subject.

I'd like to talk about quality now. (I'm talking ekcut QOM, Ben).

Recently, there have been several complaints from customers conceming the quality of our
products. {na fow cases the trouble has been caused by just plain carelessness. For this
there Is no answer except bestar training end Increased vigilance. lost of the complaints,
however, cre more nebulous in nature. They have to do with methods crd opinions as to
what are the proper methods.

For the most part, production and quality control have been held responsibls for the recent
complaints. ! do not entirely agree with this. To a great extent, | think thet we are all
responsible. Many of the complaints involved have been encountered on a smaller scale by

if and other DEC representatives in divact contact with customers. And some of these

complaints date back fo fest summer. The point is, thai if these things had been adequately
reported and considered when they weve stat! In scale, they vould never have become

large scale problems.

Sometime ago | suggested the adoption of a "quality defect form" The dea

these defects. | even went so for as fo make up a rough form of what | had In mind and
distributed it to various people. The profect, however, died on the vine, apparently due to
lack of cultivation. I'm pretty good at throwing feriilizer eround and now that I'm in the

provide a meons of reporiing defects In delivered materic Gi

vineyard permanently, |°m going fo try to revive the whole thing.
"Customers" are

not just the people outside the big brick walls who buy DEC products. For example, when
Ihave, however, changedy opinion as what constitutes a customer.

Drofting does something for the Engineering Department, ihe Engineering Department is a
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os a toc? and reference bs

Cyburtek fer manuals en she vericus PDP=I opt.2ns aad a maintenance manual
for PDP=4, MagTepe options highest priority, wiih the Maintenance Manual
a close secend.

Tentative procedures fave bcan established to insure thet the necessary documentation
out with exch computer. This Involves the mainienance manual, block schematics, clrcsit

with bcters the computer.

date of « particulor computer, « of these
At the ime the machine

and

Most of the services that !: 0 Customer Relations sax Hon wi fy to provide are presently

of the Computer Division in setuiion to these
tyne one te o minimum the Nimo and efor required

Present Business:

stig people
very horse with the machine. Memory 20794 at Fort

Wark by both Fred Gould endLeo Puttocewarth. Fred Geuld hes kan mek some modifie
cstians on some of cur cider Automatic Cora Testors at Needham, '.2 Butterworth
hes hoon cere of some Mine! corrections on Momery Exerelser 22507 ct RCA,
Needham.

Wiring s proceeding <i schedulefor the Memory Tas*s7 1516G "for ia Japan. Work

very rapidly. Tho tcng tn coming, but cow thet f is complete

is cisco procead Deystrom Instruments, nc. This is
iS ROW

ponels ald,

the cost cf the aunstru te easily. Cenctretion of the

three machines ave al! icing by Lee Butterworth.
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checkout - completed 01 fer

i: Memory. A
completed, SHER ue missing

Monmouth. Monday : :

checkout 5MonmouthMemory

The Automatic Casa Ter a e new
awalting

tongs Automatic ne

Automatic necessary made

checkout.

completed forck schedule) How :

importing . machine to : vidently itay

Py pte tnepurchase
completed awaiting modules Grives,:

machine for loaning

we74

Caw Soon teAytomatl proving Construction
completed plug-inNeedham, Involving:

MR Be fo:

ef Ine. TOP74 :

> "oped ugeta Needham. We have We7

In Computer Company - Angeles construction of ci!4

:

New Business:

We cre construction
Virginia ately:

: "y 3fF)considerable
: Computer. Wve tor the

pores Sy na bey manufacturing for

Nabisco he : + iJ

11 Syracuse . Memory 1+

a Sylvania VG, 1 Semt-Automatic Core

complicated 3 from
4 for: :

receiving wk

machine dasa"
Japanese business continues *
fe making who as Intrestd inpromising «3 god 4 at ime has

:
:

3 companies:
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J. Fasiman (cont'd)

ove equipment . deelded fo errata try Scene rey oovingay @$ ovr exclusiveto

representative Japan : ai dfrectly with be Le 38 IN Japan bur will go
18.through & Com

Personnel:
ih ye ayyt. Di-k TringaleAs the, Systems

has bean devoting and perhaps
the mort complex sete a

:

age Wh ul | teke care of
the. "st & + business 5 capable help of .= - Technicians,

@ rapidlyy

leaming:: s§- design - way, has been
Bilder, EY OB way Is now busy

GES ay EEN nut dea. Fou. Ee 2 core of soma of
aditiongreat y

5
th

a :: :

i ordering K of gad 618 Guso cone: :

dic Shies4 48 @tributing jx tay hoe rer
Doss Geiyorme PES82s) of cinyene?

Engineer.

L. Prentice

85%
:

7

2 702 a

Mechanical Inspection :5 becoming - an wo» soy working full time.
x trate

Ca
::

We eva afte es heve tc : a : tine. Proposed3 :

procedures; Implementing LaInspection vendor's '. procedures &

supplying inspection personnel drawings a+ 1 ore +9 Interested
Sl ota bya

constructed : : Bullding 2 working facility. PrposedFER AOS becA Poel of ::

terested:

4te 3. h Promcontro
several applicans. Ore

checked : fe. :
+

position shortly.: :

De drafting mechanical : POT are well under way and requested

delivery t
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L. (cont'd)

A rev: typewriter designed for PDP. five aw defs Oise ow being made and
the moa: seiseted ch. considerably 'cs costly tc produce

:

Orhc> projects
im he dows cute aly s Improvements in tie iy.BES for computers.

improvements in the 4

Cobinets, particu-:
:

U re:

The new hae finally shipped from Ohio cad should arrive Friday or Monday

H. Crouse

he

D e> peditor; his efforts be the area of
Production's

Glazier wy ts:

Ames Corporation : : ™ tentatively complete : of dOF6 word memory stacks
433 6 Feroxcube Corporation, with a bal-as: :

GNCO Gr ven, 'ea : completed i ;

New books added to the library

Evans, GeorgeW. Il...)Perry, Clay ~ Programming ond Coding for Automatic Digital
Computers"

a5> essential to programming <i+ 5 computers'echniques, methods,
ffictently - brought together is : it highlights «.:

!- enhance programming explains the computer's :sic
design : : awe

:
: :

Gabbe, y Shen Deen F, - Handbook of Automation,4 Ve i

Computation and Control - Vol. es) Gystems and Components)

Ledley, Robert S. - "Digital Computer and Control Engineering"

os

v elementary engineering textbook Manged for senior
undergraduate oF é graduate

hoe :

Lehman, Warren - Parliamentary Procedure"

Randall, Clarence 8. - "The Folklore of Management"

a : discloses the Fetes cad folk ore of management which are often the
ave taken oni practice; sometimes

:

tie, half-truths of cits. cl e oversimplifficctions .
product
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H. Crouse fcont'd)

Robert's Rules of Order" (Parliamentary Procedure)

Schwartz, Jacob T. - Matrices and Vectors"

Anelementory ireatmen? of the subicct; a combination of geometric material of the
"vector analysis" kind with algebraic matarial.

Stegal, Paul - "Understanding Digital Computers"
In tha lost chapter of this kook the author offais a detailed description of a specimen
computer and tics together tha concepts end principles that have been developed
oarties in the book.

Gebhart, Benjamin - Heat Transfer"

This beck is presented in the form of a t F but the content and method of presenta=
tion will ciso serve the general ssacder cid the practicing engineer.

A.S.M.E. Handbook - "Metals Properties"

The Cambridge Communications Corporaticn's "Abstracts on Solid Stute and Computers" is
now available in the litrary.

R. Blackwood

Dick King, our former expeditor, hes me In cubcontracting. Up to this point, | have

expedited only those outside contracts far which Pye hed a snucivic request to expedite.
This addition will allow us to follow-up on al! purchase cvcers.

Two requests fo you, the requisitioner, to further afd . n getting material in the house

correctly and on time:
:

1. Plame furnish two prints clong with coch requisition, be : t for sheet matal work,
wiring, silk screening, painting, cr wha? have you.

2, Allow for as much lead time es possible, yona wiring job. A job of
this type requires cur getting together (penels, end pistes, wire,
connectors, efc.) to ship to vendor. This iaas, in some cases, as much as

two or three days to gather he materfal cnc he days before the vendor
starts the job, which means that five working deys cra lost and your lead time

:

suifers accordingly.
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D. Denniston

Somehow, our fees? Bi-Weekly contribution te cur office and the final

1 took a trip to Princeton University, af thely request, It seems
thet they were first Introduced tc GEC by same of the at National Labs,
and they hed a few questions way of logical Cesign

It of a renly card.

:

I tock another trip ever to Aviation Corp., in Foentngdele, L.1., to pick up

assembly, wes froma its to iis mounting A fie:yod leed to the capacitor
was in intermittentcontest transformercescmoiy. crs now ewalting tha
arrival ef a replacers ani Maynard. Meynerd bas shipsed them a 721
replacement on c loan basis until iicirs is cepatred and reiuraed.

thas faulty Model 721, 0 : gover supply over here at theye. We looked
office and it was anied the ca which 5 pea tua Bayt of tho transformer

:

After several attemnts fo reach Den of Information Systems in Pompton Lakes,
I finally toccted him end asked HW fmight drop up fo cry : end pick wo some of the
ecuipment he hed there on loan. Me. Killen was aot upon my arcivel, but at
least the equipment has been returned.

| have been to Fs. Monmouth avics in the lost week foi visit tc each of the sections using
our training mocutes}. Ax the Racer ! Founsevere!minor troubles, the most

witheut cay elecivical connections -hoek ing of which wes a 9010 mcunting PTET t
: ad

ust the bere rack.

{also visite] General Ceramics in Ko thts wek. They did have a few questions
about the equinient they hove there, 4 Lad a few slig!:: problems: :

We have heen devoting suite a bit ef cur time to fe of rerly cards,

almost encouraging.

J. Cudmore

EN 1624 65%
EN 1090 30%
EN 1010 5%

letters wettian by Maynard, cnc various c ~ prospects look

@ EN 1024 - I hava spent some tims on the Rem.-Ran-! Unives tape system and the trouble fies
in c form of PRE sansitiviiy, os yet unlocated.
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J. Cudmore (cont'd)

fam also checking cut a new 1549 tester which gives a more comprehensive check to the
uni? Since the 1349 hes uadersone mony changes, cad che tape head manufacturers can
only provide heads with a 20% isicrance amplifier with a gain pot and a balance
pot is being designed.

EN 1000 - | am still following up test data sheet and tester modifications.

R. Deane

VHF 80%
Miscellaneous 20%

The VHF multivibrator is being constructed in its final high frequency version.

The VHF flip-flop and the VHF logic experimental beards are being etched.

All modules use the principle of current switching. All transistors stay out of saturation, but
they do tum completely off.

A VHF burst generator has been constructed for use tn testing the modules. The burst
generator uses a resonating coax line to genorate the pulse train.

The latest issue of Technology Reve (published by MIT} kes the latest thought on the "Think"

the investment of « game's worth (ecughly equal to that amount of enalyiical thought
required for o hard~fought chess rses cn whatever problem solving prcizci comes to mind
each day would provide the thinkes with great heacitis. The author shows that many famous
people spent only about a game's worth or two every day.

slogen. The article is A Geme's Worth of Thought", and the auihor proposes that

K. Fitzgerald

EN 1000 15%
100-00 85%

The Engineering Department Too! Crib, which was originally designed for servicing the
Sheet Metal and Machine Shop, has been structurally completed. Candidates for the
Attendant's jcb have been interviewed «rid we should maka an offer scon. The operational
scope of the Crib hes been Increased so that now we are probably going to service the whole

Engineering Department. This wiil mean that ihe Crib will be handling approximately 85

person Including Engineers, Technicians, and Shop people.
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A Sheet Meta! worker's beste tna' bux be keen and os scan as pud=
locks are raudy ty:ay oe de ber asad ite. bo. ra, at ep, and
purchase too! bexas fcr the FON: Engineerin @ > Engineering Depart-
ment In be

them in to the too! rcv Inventory, marking ad ere? sho box. The box wil tan
be relssved to tha Individual with « padlock cid these boxes wii! 62 re-Inventoried

Ape te :

: tee Vet rf
clreulated th wh Engineering Department 20 a Bi ae

present
cen be detevminad. Th!s Is necessary ine quantities of toolsGi » determine 33 «

which are missing fros foc
replacement fools wel be purchased «2d <1! : 4 wity tool boxes be required to tum

periodically.

The Tool Crib will maintain on adequate stock of <ll spectal roo's end Infrequently used
but necessary fools. Tine will available fo at Sne. Cooperation on the
initiai Inventory of tool boxes is in se to get thsprogram ar way.

Most of the recent difficulties th : have boen experienced : Shops for the past hyo
weeks have probably to the :

moking daly on time. EF theare saturated with word: end cre ray cut 52

biggest problems bos born fie a "ech on

painting department. Vc
whsn they are received

heve EEE in contuct thor engineer.
problem on future ordcis.

been eliminate
tn the past, tarting co clin a NEE pire

We have received, an' cu? into operatio. two=weekst : quantity of
special steal carts t racks whic': we purchased c HESd t

yids?

designed to hens. wie s 8 7 4:

workingprewired by Ife GF a that:

they have a need for special caris or our source cis 4205 ifome Is vary
good.

A. Blumenthal

EN 2133 INS
EN 1054
EN 1031 62%

In an attempt to meat the pronosad PMe.* 9 engineers
have been edded to the

COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
monihs. Their initial

3 Be 4t&
to DEC wes accunushe wy a ata
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A. Blumenthal (cont'd)

of lectures by Rob. Wilson, o
be permanently employed

was very grateful. A to
Kone : for the next lectureBee.

A 43 el ob 7 vt sh~ adition of a
:

Fe tah: be
, standard diode fist ey we? DOTY

1 added. existence : ge os vce revealed.

fated
:

:

Choe wWeihs Ths §: x 4? wie 8. TRS AGT:

Akos. atic! affected only 0 found to bs ad by snise on
ut the typewriter caused by 1 «s switching

wit. hrough. different * permanent x 2.

:

: wal

The display aligned from thls, has enjoyed
rere caress bi-weekly pete.

a :te

ALKA

much encouragement ior ye

processor + eompletel) d AnotherThe
checkout. hundred supplted Their

te available position on b se priority 1iss doesn') give:delivery dered

The fleter Y wilt be available ur March 22, with the hare) optional cnits coming on

Aprit 2 and 9.

The operator or : indicator :

sw j ae done:73 gam & &t 31 :
> 4* 8,

With the new avis to coordinate thines that were:

installation and,
To: 4

te j : k toGY tar :

Being responsible machine accompanied on accurate cnd complete set of

drawings a ate shipment, I find myself 2 through make all
the corrections.
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J. Burley, DCO

Pege 13

My time hes bean abou? equely divided bstween working with and prospects and
getting the PCO organized to aperaie by my methods. We will be flacing ways te better

shows promise is tha pry cupticaticn of repeating infornaiton on the sales call reports.
On those accounts wiih WOR we work a lof, we ere casing spirit masters to cun a stock of
semi=blank reports. We will print tho company rama, dhvsion, address, telephone rumber,
area code and pertinent facts for isouling plant. Some ec. thote should start showing up in
Maynard soon. (Lora hes bean til this week. Are tecrotartes really ?,..ask ma?)

utiliza : : t a? ove experimentingat :

ON CUTTING OUT he por, te ner to help me more. One aiverni shat

My most shining prospect, sales-wiss, is Westinghouse Ale Arnanent Division, Baltimore.
Thay fee) they ava certain fo fend a torga NAS) iva in observatory work on
the sun. Delay wiil be crit cal, ct the earth is In the proper position for such studies
only anca a yaar. The cost of fatives oviceat. This purchase would Involve some

ts an altamate to SCs at Westinghouse,OG cur 45AF
but Eisart Dragon

me
Begy: Shet wa acy kheve because uf the breadth of our line:

and cur relatively goes packing e'fo

Waltar Reed Hospital nave of Research s tntarstted fr. our fogie te replace tholr relay
logic used {fc sth ced The courses here
is Dr. John J. Poren. Our fy atition appears ic be The sostal evihori=
ties discourage my giving a cenaid epinion of t : swuiz., Lut to neophytes | suppose a
FF for $9.95 is atiwactive even if it shouicn*t work.

Two more cells indicated thet stondardizat - n on one supplier of moduies is a growing
thirg. N.S.A. oF fe

2 Meade °
: th

37 which, | understand, cre cood ~ ond fast. Along thase
lines, Ketht (ey lezdar) end 1 did a bi! of g t Se nicht for one of
N.S.A.'s togic circuit desicn engineers. Understond DickEast7 will now talk with him.

NASA ot Langley AFB is the other locking for a of modules.
My 2-hour dens and icik will prove effective, | !hope. J yas nuatbor & fo give talk.

Anothcr promising new customer ~ Chemstrand Research Durham.

The Impossible happens! fast Friday nicht when ! got @ linenr varlable cviput from a
A-D converter Indiected this is possible4209 FF

7 : rad Inveriess driven by ihe outputs of a 1547if one gates the direct sat Input
D.A., bich is, fom riven y varying differential inputs. (Please note th this was
unintentional. Merci: Don't assume the eusfomer "mows even he most obvious CHECK 3)
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To eliminate confusion re the division between Deve Denniston's and my ss'es area, the

following mp Is offered. This is meant only to bu 2 guide = the dotted is penetrable
when necessary

I cuqgest we af! prepare for the iiJa! wave of work that typleally follows the N.Y. IRE.
Ciear your desks, sooth present customers, end siock up on aspirin. It's going to be a
whopper.

F. Katwel

The Basning Sters reproduction machine hes and is operational in the Drafting
Department total cost of the s.rchine is 96,5/5.Cu.

Brand-Rex Corporation hes supplied i thhon eabie at @ costof $98.0/M f-et. They are

approved «'s a source with deliveries of 0,000 feet on March 20h and 15,0001
:

feet one month kunce.1

Benak Vault Service and Lock Co. hes sup: ted « flor sats fer the Accounting
Department at c cost of $725.00.

J. Koudela

Introduction of us. Bowsty

finity ww becciag cc writ her.

lo De vant)4

: about months age, Tt eenoar to be Important to
This ts haces har

Although Beverly

NEC employees cid mony of tiese have not had the oppor-formally ber at fs Involving more and

con ctmore personal
: th :

Beverly graduated Cur Lode from Cental Michigan University with a Bachelor of
Science te + CS e Ske : c iit Kappa Mu Epstlon (honorary mathe-
matics soelety) «id Kappa Ceiia BT (honorary education society). Prior to co:aing to DEC,
Beverly High School in Michigan. Ste is married,
has one son, and her husbosd is Hevie: .znt in the Amy Finence Corps at Fori Uevens.

:

TASTE

As c full-time procsamner for the Beverly is org nizing, buitding, maintaining and

distributing the program il and will soon be and formal

gramming courses for prosggge, DEC percarel. Because of this activity,
she will be one of the primary users of DEC's own PDP-T,
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R. Lassen

Our current personnel requirements are:
F_
__
__ Clerk=tyeristCrarketspist

Secretary
Drefiswomen
Technical typist

= fomale
Tesinaas

Approx 4 Wirancn
4 Technicians
1 Wirersan
1 Tachnician
Technicion

2 Wiremen - Technicians
1 Sheet Metal worker
1 Adm. Asst.
1 Cemsuver Chael<out Tech.
1 Eleciticai Engineer
1 Electrical Eagtneer
} Electrical sry:
3 Electrical Grckcman

1 Purshesing Expedi*or
1 Machanical Inspector
1 Jr. Cost Accountant
1 Sarvices Supervisor
1 Switchboard Receptionist

Pemmvel Assistans (vicle)
1 Reseivar
1 Mechcanle
1 Tool Cstb Attendant

Custodians - Maintenance
Mairon

COPY NUMBER

DATE March 15, 1962
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M., SandierJ. Myers
A, Blumentha

R. Hughes

M, Sandler
Hughes

Mode! Shop
Model Shop
R. Savell
G. Bell
Model Shop
N. Mozzorese
A. Blumenthal
R. Hughes
R.J. Fediman

TSO
Crouse

L. Prentice
L. PrenticeJ. Culkins and G. Brown

We are also trying to make contact with Engineering Writers, Programmers and Field Service

people.

We have added the following people since the bi-weekly of February 16:

1 Shipper
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R. Lassen (cont'd)

1 Computer Check-out Technician
1 Electrical Engineer
1 Engineering Writer
5 Assembly - Female
3 Technician Trainees
2 Cost Clerks
2 IBM Operators = Femc!e
2 Wiremen
1 Purchasing Expeditor (Maie)
1 Programmer
1 Administrative Assistent
1 Mechanical Inspector

Offecs have cone cut to three graduating Electrical Engineers only ons has expressed
interest thus var.

Wa also have fer Sscountin Toot Crib Attendant, Electrical
Maintenence Mechante cad ite.board.

7

Engineer:

The next two weeks will bs My woil folios up with roe viting for Technistans at the local
tachnical schools and then tu tale

We are currently
' non-2xempt categories.

ease whan this project Is conrad BOCs it will enaisie fo esntinucusly evaluate our

Barhare Charnock j :

clerical jobs which most app fo eur swucture. I wilt fest more at3

wages with rss3ect fo the : a3 of each nor-excurtamoryse. Please
t* mind 4

7 : fo the jobemp
thing- ifts zortething ro be dona periodically

when jime permis' ani it is not to individcal perforsance or merit rating.

Barbara Charnock

On Thursday, Merch 15, 1%2, DEC hald the March mecting of the Twinbrook Personnel
Association in the ixecutive Diuing oom.

I wes culte pleased that the attendonce wes creater than ithad hee: at the past couple of
meetings. ITS Cli to alii

members May werd Scadter wos te be the guast andcnd as Maynard ts

known and rerssontad of aur several people attended that
have rot airended previously.
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Maynard $i 3 on tho teak of d Production" to Personnel We always
heve « speaker or a of a speaker and moving piciucss at earn meeting, but of
those tha? have spoken sis, | fed, along with several other mesabers, that Maynard
offered a more inhrusting und speech.

Maynard sizeszed the imscviance of while automation is here and bacaming mere and more a
part of Industry the by elemens will alwoys be on important factor, Ha brought out the
factors invoived in cycle = tiny relating fo produc: iviiy and Iwas quite surprised at the
reaction in that the gensrel foc Hag among iacny personnel poole hed baen "Fill the job
openings anc les production wory as to hev: the pesple ara going to jum out."

These monthly meztings hinve ecebled me to leam «: lot about the variance in personnal pro-
cédures within ditiarent The DEC policy of alweys tying fo get peeple that
will Reflect the luge and not becoming penicky and fowariag our standards at
times whan the propar personnal cre not readily evaiiable, has resulted in our not having
some of the problems and psrsonnel turnover that othar companies cra experiencing.

3. Atwood

The end of the DIGITAL MODULE CATALOG job is In sight. This has been « back=breaker,
as I think you will reaiize whan you see the completed Nothing less than the com=
piete cooperation of Dick Bact, Barbera Stanhonson, Bob Beckman, our freo~loncers, and
the entire gang in the Adveriis'n Depariment weu'd have let us accomplish this project in
the required jime. While it rently ten"? fair to single out anyone in our group, | think we
are all agreed that Fraak Howicnd did a truly remcrkable job of ramrodding the paste-up
portion of the job.

A 5000-copy reprint of the LOGIC HANDBOOK, with the "Supolement" Incorporated, is
in the works, Like the catalog, this is dus for delivery in time for the |.R.E, The PDP=1
MANUAL is next in line for regzinting. This one has strung out a bit because of the number
and nature of the changes which have to be made. However, the pressure is on.

The !.R.E. booth is differant" - to say the least. Our for a real in-depth display
utilizing the extra space behind cur becth went up in smcke when we ficured out how much

of thet extra space would hava te be set aside for iiterature storage. What we expect to be
a day's supply of catalogs will make a pile seme 8 feet wide by 6 feet deep by 6 feet high.
We also seem to be a bit short of scme products we had hoped to exhibit. So we will
probably have to confuse them with our footwork.

@ Next big one ~ the Spring Joint Computer Conference and the Introduction of the PDP-4.
It looks as though we wiil have a chance fo pull ou? all the stops on this one, and that
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Wea ere ohh looking
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3. Cudnwore

EN 1000 90%
EN 1026 10%

Like everyone else, | have had my tym with the cold ' 399" and spent thrce days out last
week. ! am currently and following up ali the

changed slightly and a few have been cedas'ened.

in the tesk of chacking, COTTE

test data sheets. | never realized so mzny similer af cowie be che ked mn many
different ways. Wher this prolact is completed, cl. units "it be tested ina con-
sistent manner ond, hopafuily, he test data Many testers have been

E. Harwood

The Beckman #1 machine wes aned out cn February 28. This was apovoximately two weeks
late according to the de livery dete we hed planned on. This moashine was in the best
physical and elecivies! condition ofany of themechines we have shipped out to date. It

in good condition after being on the road for ubcut ten days.
also was the first one to have a tease DEC aesepicnee test performed on it. | hope it arrives

:

The ADX=O machine is still in the house under checkout. We hope to be able to ship this
machine out on Marsch 2.

The CRC #1 machine is in checkout. It hes most cf its options on Ii at the present time. We
are currently missing the nultigiy/divida package end some assorted :acdules. Also, the
in-out indicator panel is still missing on this machine.

The CRC #2 mochine 1s still infine!assembly and wiring stage and it is missing a number of
its options including mu i : 'divide and sequence system. !t alse is missing the in-out
indicator pane! and a larce nbs
week behind in its schedule.

ucneri, cpsroximately one

The SRL machine is olso in final assemb:y and ng and at the current Hime it is approxi
mately four days behind scheduvie. 7 ave missing a large number of modules on this system

:

also.

The ADX-4 computer on schedule ot ihe moment, but a general consensus is that we under

estimated the time involved to checkout this machine, so unless we can speed up the

schedule, there is a possibility of it being late.

Status of modifications for B5N in Corbridge ~ At the present time, we are in the midst of

trying to get the new memosy system working on the BBN machine. 1 have brought the old
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system back to the pleat for modifleation end we will take that down and Install it in approxt=
mately one week. | figure at this time thei arc at "vo weeks behind the schedule
Andy quoted to BBN which said that we would be cone with the memory and mag tape by
March 15.

H, Crouse

A commitment was made on February 28th to Potter Instruments for 20 Tape Transports;
delivery to begin May 15, 1952 and to continue at the rate of 2 per week. Total cost $130,000.

The receiving department for cl! engineering and ;roduction materials is now located in
75.

New books available in Library:

A.S.M.E. (Edited hy W. A. MaecCrchaa) "Sasi Plen' Management"
This beok is based on c systematic sMc'y of small plant activities fn different
indussries by the DEN Peat Committee of the ASME. It Provides a wealth of
information on such aspuets a3 small as ontis, manogement tasks,
solving important problems of small plat 4 end ti : future of the
small plant. The vevised Second Edition beings 5< * abreast of tucios develop=
meas in tne field ... he' ps5 Yous achieve « bolance Letween tme-honored
techniques and more modsra devices fer better ement

A.M.A. "The Commere'~"fox "or Re
in this report, ext with experience In all phases of long-«inge planning
and researen management the ve aspects of a sucenssiis! development

"Commerciclizing Research Results," hold by AMA's Research Development

fe

program SporeAf} rigiv.2i: y presented at a speci conference on

Division at The Hotel Rooseveis on Jawory 10-11, 1957.

The DuPont Chart Sysiem cs appliad te systematic reporting of key deta to theA.M.A, " Executive Committe Control Charts"

executive group by the financial staff of the company

Graf, Rudolf F. - "Madern Dictionary of Electronics"
Electronic Terminology and their functional definition.

Jacobs, Lewin, Minrath and Murphy (Compiled by) "The Van Nostrand Chemist's

Brings together the information most naeded by the chemist of today. It covers
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such terms as Inorganic and organic, analytical and physical es well os industrial
chemistry ond-chenical engineering. Also covered are the chemical elements,
radicals, iors and type-cemsounds.. reflecting ihe latast termino:ogy in naming
compounds of silicon and phosphorous.

National Electronics Conference, Inc. - Proceedings of the National Electronics
Conference, 19) Voi. 17"
This volune contains the technical pocess gugganted at the 1961 National
Elecironics Conferonee, Infenctienai Acnphithasive, Chicogo. The papers cover
the following areas: Comrauaications Systems, Optical Communications, Space
Communications, Antennas, Microwaves, Network Theory, Solid State Devices
aad Civcuit Miczoclestronics, Apptieations of Ceremics, Bionics, Digital
Control Systems, Digital Data Transmission and Logic and Switching Theory.

Philosophical Library - "Modem Computing Mathods"

computations which cre not of a triviel natura; second, it provides a basis for
courses in numerical analysts at universiites and colleges of technology.

book, wzitten by members of the ccaff of Mcthematics Division, Nationa!
Physical Laboratery, Teddington, Middlssex, is Intended to serva two purposes.
First, it is a working manual for all scientists and engineers wno engage in

Shigley, Joseph Edward - "Theory of Machines"
Part 1 is weittan both for the student of enginsering and the practicing engineer.
it gives the reader « solid background in mechanism anclysis. Covering the
field thoroughly, it stressss basic theory and builds sirong methods of analysis.
A strong of Part 2 is its use of the unit vector approach from the
beginning to determine the siutic end dynamic fevces in machinery. This method
is of grect valve for analyzing static foreas bearing in gear trains

dynamic analysis of linkages, diag space machenisms, and to introduce
momenium concepts.

composed +f -rur, helical, bevel, and werm esers. ft ts also used for the

U.S. Department of Agriculture ~ "Wood Hendbock"
Kesic information on wood es a material of construction with date for its use in
design and specification.

A College and Technical School Catalogue Shelf is in the process of being organized in
the Library. Particular emahesis will be given to information from schcols offering courses
ralated to our activities at Digital, in order to serve those people Interested In furthering
their education via our "Tuition Refund Pian."
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J. Fadiman

Memory 'ester and "... Tester we CE (Japan) (EN 1037)
Memory Tester S.A.) (EN 1037)
Special (EN 1038) 10%
Memory ad, + Checkout (EN 2123) 8%
low-up 6 Ramee note TAD (EN 21322) toes

Ge ges cet (EN 1000) 15%
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J. Fadiman (cont'd)

the best and the one most likely to do a good job for us is the Nissho Co. However, no
trading company can take the place of direct discussions between DEC and the engineers of
the companies involved and good service done ky DEC and tha engineers from the companies
who will buy our equipment. Reese has sold a good deal of equipment in Japan. | believe
there are about ten Systems there. All of the cempantes are dissatisfied with Reese equip-
ment because it does not work wel] according to the original specifications. Also, the
after-service, os the Japanese cali it, is very poor. This 's the thing that hes hurt Reese
more than anything else. | thir wa can do a good job of following up and selling our
equipment there and showing thera that not only do we make good ecuioment which is
reliable, but that we will make sure that it is well maintained.

During the time thet | was fn the Far East, the first new Automatic Core Tester 2113A was
shipped to Ampex Computer Products Ce. on Fabruary 14, 1952. Tho report from
Ken Larsen fs that Amzex is extrsmsly hapsy with this AGC. Ne and there are no problems.
in addition, the Memory Suffer 2007-4 wes shispad to Fort ionmouth on February 21, 1962.
The report from Fred Gould, who was handling this, is that there cra no problems there
e ther.oat

The Memory Tester 1516F for the Burroughs Corp. tn Phiiadelohia has been fully checked out
during this waek cad will be chipped today. Very litte checkout time was required on this
machine. | guess our techniques are f te kocwoving. The Mesacry Buffers 2009 and
2007-5 have baen complstely wired and all peris have been completed. We are
only awaiting plug-in units fer final checkaut. Wirtag on ths Core Tester 2113C for
Germcay Is ebout 75% completed, and this machine should be seacy for shipment by
March 30.

New Business

going to buy a Memory Tester 1314 with seme improvements. Price will he in the neighbor-
heod of $55,000 and the purchase crder should be veceived within « month. They are also
interested In an Automatic Cure Tater with six drivers and compistely flexible programming
such as we have fn our Fulse Generaio:s 2198 and 2110. We will figure out

sale ave also very geod. We cre moking an Automatic Cor> Tester 2113E for General
Electric Co. in Phoenix, Arizona. This ts a standard machine with only slight changes in the

Computer, which Gcrdon Beli is taking care of, and a good deal of additional equipment
which the Systems section will provide. The quotation for the Systems parts of this will be
given on Tuesday. In addition to these new orders, we save 8 or 9 machines under construc=
tion at the present time for deiivery during the Spring. | expect that the Japanese business

as well as some new systems will start coming tn during the early Summer.

The people from Generel Electric in Syracuse, WY. were wave ond they are definitely

GS

what the System will cost end make them proposel next week. Chances of making this

programs. We are a so going to do job for the Foxbor Co. This involves a PDP4
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K. Sizoerad
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x, Fitzgerald (cont'd)
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R. MIS

VHE Multivibrator 50%
Solid State Circuits Conference 20%
Miscellaneous +e

Biweekly Report 2/16
a

2 1/2 vol? 10 usee pulses:

€ censtruction ts well along. Thecan be
reactances ta the will ba by a of 1), so thet tho repetition rate of
3 Me mextmum will simulate IB Ms Mo Uhis measvea will allow refinement of
cireult geometry and proof of design soundness na gencral way without requiring the
solution of ali simy reactance ros from the start. The brator is expected fo

scon, as pr :

34

provide the only source of tightly stendordized pulses in the VHF line (the gated pulse
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R. Doane (cont'd)

amplifier re-standardizes amp! !tude but not width). The clreuit should provide the clock,
delay, or pulse generator functions without modification. Period of the one-shot will be
remotely controllable without sending VHF signals to the remote controlling location. The
output pulse width is to be standardized by R and C rather than by R and L, to limit
tolerance to an acceptable amount.

the International Solid State Circuits Conference in Philadelphia left me with some

impressions about the directions in which new developments are proceeding, based on the
presentations of 15 of the 45 papers, discussion sessions in the evenings, and conversations
with other engineers. These impressions are summarized here:

1. Microminfaturization: The emphasis seems to have shifted In two ways.
A. Motivation for microshiinkage is increasingly from the wish to reduce the
time required to communicate from place to piace in a large fast system. Results

already obtained seem to have relieved the pres<re to reduce the weight and size
of small systems that fly; this seems to be implied by the fact that I never heard
anyone mention satellites.

B. The Inevitable transfer of attention from the size of components to the size of
Interconnections between components Is taking place. Nobody any longer measures
a single component to calculate how many could be contained Ina cubic foot.
The wild creaming originated by the invention of integrated circuits seems to have
abated. Thin film multiple-function circuits are very much a current interest,
but there fs a growing awareness of the need for practical methods of interconnection
which can take advantage of size reductions without hamstringing test and
maintenance, to say nothing of ease of production and reliability.

2. Digital Speed:

laboratory is 1.2 Ge. Along with the increased maximum measured rate under ideal

conditions, there seems to be Increased emphasis on the problems of utilization.

The number for maximum bit rate claimed to have been achieved in the

Nobody claims to perform any useful function at 1 Ge, and the fastest speeds
claimed for usable systems with the best tunnel<diode circuits is about 150 Me bit
rote. The fact that bit rate Is far from a complete characterization of usable

calculating speed ts being recognized, as more people plan practical uses for the
cireults.

Of all the systems of logte circuits proposed, a simple elegant scheme by IBM

impressed me as being the most useful for solving real problems. Significantly, no
number was given for the simple bit rate of these circuits. Delay per stage and

"fan power" (a composite of fan=in and fan-out) as well as the time of 0.45 psec
for 64 bit floating point multiplication measured in a system with 20,000 transistors
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R. Doane (cont'd)

was quoted.

3. New Areas:
« Distributed logic

B. Snap-off diodes

C. Conductivity modulation in semiconductors by electric fleld control .

Biweekly Report 3/2

VHF Mul tivibrator 70%
Interviewing Job Applicants 10%
Finding Loading Characteristics of 1201 10%
Miscellaneous 10%

Tom Russell, a senior technician who recently has done design work on magnetic core shift
registers at Sprague, joined us a week ago. For some time he will be occupied in collecting
data on several of our standard products, as follows:

1. Delay and transition times for Flip-Flops and Inverters as a function of loading.
2. Detailed date on terminating resistance vs length and configuration for cables

carrying high-current pulses (52 and 62 Drivers).
3. Speed vs current for Current Drivers; also output capacitance vs oufput voltage;

also speed vs transistor Fy.
4. Speed measurements on VHF circuits; also loading characteristics.

At present, data on 1201 flip-flops is complete.

Design of the VHF multivibrator has been tested partially at scaled-down speeds on the bench.
After several changes in the circult, printed wiring layout for the circuit has been completed.

Use of a new transistor from G E promises to solve the problems of pulse rise=time experienced
In the present logical gates, and also allows Increased flexibility. The next step is to make
a new wiring layout, and try this new circuit.

L. Prentice

1000 85%
1067 5%
1069 5%
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L. Prentice (cont'd)

Several people heve been added tc our squad since the last Biweekly Report. Mr. James
O'Loughlin, Apprentice iMachinist Mr. Richard Hebden, Sheermetai, Mr. David Clark,
Mechanical inspection, Mr. Richard Gaboury, Mechanical Inspection.

We are very grateful to have the help of these people, but this only stops the Hde for a
short period. We are cesperaizly in need of two additional inspecters, a factory mechanic,
and a tool crib operator. We have interviewed several applicants for the factory mechanics
position but have had no raal siséactory applicant to date.

St Access way from Building 5 fs well under way. This should be completed during
the com ng wei. The new stock room Is nearly complete. Delivery of our new lathe
hes been postponed again. This item wos ordered the latter part of November and has now
been postponed for tiie second time. All parts for Color Display have been delivered with
the exception of the Orerator's Control Panel. All parts for Dispiay 3i have been placed
with o vendor or orde-ed from our own Shops. Delivery of all pasts sould be complete by
March 15. Design work for PDP-4 has been started and Is proceeding in Drafting. A
pattem has been ordered from Maynard Pattern Works and the Van Amn foundry for a new
casting for the Type 0A Display. First casting from this pattern should be in our hands
for Inspection by March 15h -

A. Blumenthal

EN 1031 100%

The Beckman 1 computer (PDP-1C-15) completed test on February 23. It's checkout was
probably the most thorough of any thus far. This was due to the smooth progress of check-
out and the fact that we were not pressed for an early delivery.

The acceptance tests required by Beckman were extremely rigorous and consequently
compelled us to evolve a procedure which will hopefully be refined and used as routine

procedure. Only two troubles occurred in the process, one In the tape reader, caused by
inadequate tenston on the tape hold down springs, the other a bad flip-flop in the punch
logic. The resulting down time was far below the maximum they aliowed for the two day
period.

Line voltage marginal checking was also done for the first time on this machine. The results

greatly exceeded our expectations by permitting operation of the high~speed multiply and
divide test down to 65 volts and up to greater than 140 volts.
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B. Stephenson

Model 2311: The Mode! 2311 is a 32=channel digital-to-analog convession system, which

the TX-O. The cabinai frame, wired mounting panels, and power suppiies have airived
and have been assemicled. Lee Buiterworth is presently working out the: Interpanel
connections and the outout wiring connections and the actual wiring should be completed
early next week, The mechanical design has presented quite a few problems, as Roger
Melanson will testify, but we hone it's finalized now. Our customer decided, after the
design was nearly completed, that he was not pleased with if and that he wanted to choose
the type of output conneaciors In the manner In which they would be ins'ailed. We were also
somewhat squeezed for tom since all the ladder networks have to be easily accessible for
frequent calibration. However, the mechanical drawings have now gone to the machine
shop and we expect fo have fhe wiring completed and the moduies avasiable by the first of
next week so that we can stort checkou?.

we ore for Jac!: Dennis of M.!.T. It li be used as a special output device forfor Jac!

New Module Catalog The new module catalog will cover 200 items. (All modules and
ave for scie, except classroom modules and those with MIL symbology.)

The technical descriptions, except for one unit that hasn't been produced yet, have been
turned over to Jack Atwood for processing.

accessories

Marla Moody, a graduate student at M.1.T., is coming in part time to assist In technical
writing and did large postions of the write-ups for the catalog. Betty McElvien, from AID
was in for six weeks to help us with the typing (and retyping).

For many of the new bulletins, Marilyn Cunningham hes prepared mimeographed copies
{with reproductble diavsings) which can be sent out to customess upon request between now
and April 1. Copies of most of tnese have been circulated in the Engineering Department.

This new catalog should simplify considerably the process of our giving to the customers the
information which they need to know in order to simply and easily implement reliable systems
with DEC Modules. There are a number of tnings we would like to improve, given the time,
but for the first time In quite a while, we will have complete, easily accessible information
on all of our modules.

All of us who have been working on this project have goals which we hope to accomplish with
the catalog. in my portion, I have been aiming at the two following goals:

1. For the old customers and the customers with large systems, a detailed description of
special input-output units. These customers need to drive punches, printers, transmission lines,
buses and about everything else you can nama. One of the advanfages of DEC equipment
ts that we have such a wide line of this type of unit avaliable. However, the customer must
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B. Stephenson (cont'd)

be aware of the unit and mus? knew the voltages, vise times and fall times.

2. For new customers, sime!lifvin.y POL EYfa of misucderstanding and petty details.
Many things which anyone whe is furniiias with DEC clreuiisy takes for granted are not

control fields who are to gee Lagi problem done and aot sr nd time with the
instrumentation.) PEC edveniugss in this ne. with the simplicity of
the basic logic ond all of the built-in safety features which do a lot to eliminate trouble
from common laboratory cecicents, However, to those peasde, questions like "Which is
the direct faput and is the na ect Input? or "Do the entitled A, B, C,
give me increasing fequancy o7 increasing period?" are just plain annoying. In this area,
we are following the style of our first Iterature and Iabelfng cli of the terminals on the
logic diagram. We are alse aching a conivel section which explains what is controlled by
various capacitors, potentiometers and how it's controiled.

necessatily obvious fo the new customer eeocte in the scientific and Industrial

: wa

:

Other Information in Process or Avallable: g hes just completed a reprinting of a
corrected version ofthe loaic handiook sunnlement and it is now in a size which fs
compatible with our nresent logic book. This supplement discusses the use of capacitor-diode
gating and differentiacing levei iagic. They are presently printing an article on the 1547
difference ampliiier and also a short article on the adjustment of the ladder network.

Elsa Newman, with the help of Bob Beckman's elementary logle book (draft) is preparing a
logic handcook primer which discusses what is a computer, what is the binary number system,
and what is booican aigebra.

An article on BCD number systems and logic is about ready for Jack Atwood to run off on the
offset press. An article on combined analog-digital ischriques which fs still in the draft stage.
On the "hoping to get fo soon list" is more information on anelog=digital conversion
techniques.

Customers: Mos? of the customer tat have been coming up are In the areas
mentioned above; however, scime of the spseife customers which may be of interest are the
following:

Edwards Afr Force Base: The group there has prepared a request for quote bosed on their
Ideal of the logic system, running af 5 megesycles with differentiating level logic. They are
interested In what cppoars fo be well over $190,069 worth of modules and Ted Johnson has
been working quite closely with fem trying fo cell ther: on our type of logic. | wrote an
article to go with our "no kid letter" desertbing the edvantages of our logic and our modules
and i hope that some time 1 will get a chance to edit this fer use as a gencral reply for this
sort of inquiry.
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B. Stephenson (cont'd)

Boeing: They ore one of our biggest customers, handled principally by Rush Drake
Associates and Ted Johnson. Recently, they have run into some problems where they needed
additional load resistors and so she model shop made up several of our model 1000's which
were shipped off fo them in quite a rush. They have also been having some problems with
the 4213's used as buffers. They found a solution with series resistors between the pulse
Inverter and the pulse input. Don White is checking this out to see how rellable it is and
if it isn't of course we will replace thelr 4213's as quickly as possible.

United Alreraft: This group is bullding a format synthesizer which they wanted us to bulld
ona system basis, unfortunately, we had to turn it down, but if seems quite certain that
they will go ahead and build the system themselves with DEC Modules. The principal
reason is that the format synthesizer must be compatible with DEC Modules. This is quite
common among old customers but not so common among the first timers.

Lincoln Labs: As most people around here are aware, Lincoln Labs. have been using our
modules for constructing a new type of general purpose computer which they called the Link.
They will be buiiding two models, one to remain at Lincoln and one to be used by the Blo~
communications section of the M.J.T. Research Lab. for Electronics. Plans for a third
Link are now being made. Lou Osbom of the M.!.T. Synchrotron Lab. will be in charge of
this Link and the machine will be located at the Cambridge Electron Accelerator, which Is a
joint project of Harvard and M.i.T.

Notes on Competitors Raytheon is now selling the modules which they designed for their
Ale Traffle Control System. They have a very nice looking brochure out on them and also
@ sort of application's brochure which includes a lovely picture of the Cybratron which they
butit with DEC Modules.

They have a very Interesting analog=to=digital conversion techniquewhich is also described
in this bulletin. It uses a variation on the successive approximation technique with N
converters and delay lines. The first converter does the most signiflcant bit of all the

conversions, the second converter, the next most significant bit and etc. The analog Information

goes from one converter to the next through delay lines so that the aperture width and rate
of conversions per second is effectively the same az the time required for the conversion of a
single bit.
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S. Lambert (cont'd)

1OT for entering and leaving the sequence break package. Also, there wos found on package
1C9 a solder shot.

Tuesday afternoon the mag tepes were tumed on for the flat time; however, one unit did not
want to furnon. This seenmd fo be dus to dirt in the cover contol panel undemeath the
relays, but it was found that it was dirt in tha switch penal thai nad rea'ly caused all the
problems. The power control circulis worked fine afias cleaning the contacts with a piece of
paper.

Wednesday wes spent testing mag tape. It wos found that ihe type of tave JPL uses, Audio
brand, would wear out very fast on the Potter un'ts. Ut required that the heads be cleaned
every hour or two due to the build up ef oxide on the head.

Thursday and Friday were spent writing a program thet would petch up FRAP so thet JPL could
use a mag tape produced on the 1401 [2M machine; as ihe insus tapa to FRAP. This program
also took daia, that was susposed ic be typed out on *hs on-iine typewriter, and put it on
another mag tape to be read by the 149i cad printed cn ihe 1401's line printer. While
writing thls program, it wos found thet the Potter units ware not with IBM units
at load point. This meant writing a small sub-vourine thet would mcke the Potter unit look
Jike it was compatiblewith she IBM 729 rane delves shar feature was
that the Type 52 Control dees not heve cny means of writing un end of file marker. It was
suggested that both of these features be incorporated in the 52 Control in future machines.

By Saturday morning | hed finished writing the patch for the FRAP assembly program, but it
still did not work. | decided to take off for home, fes'!.3a iitle depressed. The next week
I spent scheduling the CRC siachine and a few nights on she same FRAP program. ht was
found around Wednesday, February 21, thot Fines 4 end 6 were still wired up to the
completion pulses of mcg tape. The FRAP assembler prog also uses Flags 4 and 6. After
cutting the compietion pulses away from the ficcs, I found that my assembler program was
working fine. The dec?sion has been made, ther2fore, not to use fiags with the mag tape
52 Control.

Wednesday aftemoon, February 21, | tock another "good will" trip beck to JPL to clean up
the assembly program for them and describe to trem the operation of niag tape and the other
iOT's commands.

Thursday we found that magnatic tape units were still having problems. The 52 Control was
not getting all the information over into the current address register. This was traced down
to a package in 1H14.
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Friday was another doy of "bugs" with mag tupe. 1s seemed that It wes occasionally getting
parity errors and missing Characters. 1 wasn't untl1 Seiurday that we traced down a differ=
ential amplifier in one of tha Tyne 50 units thet takes the Read signal from the Read head.
The gain cf this amplifier wes varying in amplitude. The remady was to replace the differ-
entiai amplifier. Another problem found with the same mag tape unit wes that the tape
guide had bean tarnished and was weering oxide off the tapo, making the pinch rollers work
harder. We replaced the guide.

Saturday aftemoon everything wes work!ng fine exeapt that the punch all of a sudden
stopped punching paper tere. it was found that a spring on *he feed pal! had broken, and
there was no spring Immediately ovaliuble. However, this cid not affect the operations at
JPL, as we were using mag tupe extensively for everything. Instead of punching paper tape,
we used a general purpose sub-routine that wrote onio mag tape lastaad of punching paper
tepe.

Sunday we spent tine cn problems of re Mariner Space Shot. Max Ssemens mentioned that
the POP will be used in space program as a prime deta link for telemeter Information
coming from tha satelitie which is to he pointed at Venus. Data be coming back to JPL
from various tracking stations for many deys. This will be a geod test for the raltabllity of
our Computer.

While talking with Ted Johnson at the California office, ! found that he ts not getting
informed on the cven's happening at DEC In Maynard. Ho hes not had rauch documentation
at cil in the Hae of cur options. He did not knew such things as @ disc file being hooked
onto the Itek machine cr the fac? that we had Anelex and Tolex Une printers on order. He
complained o great dea! about the documentation In the option area and the fact that we
really don't have « goed sales package describing in detail our options, especiclly in mag
tenes. This seme complaint was registared at Set Propulsion Laboratcries by Max Seamons,
Tem Miller, Bob OMMlcy anc BHi Sheley. if we had proper documentation, we would have
had a geod chance of selfing a system to JFL, which would contain hvo PDP's interfaced
with a disc file to « 7090 having on both machines thrae hig': spaed channels and on one

sequence break Interrupt system along with paper tape punches, ssaders and typewriters on
both Computers with card reader, card punch opticns on one of the machines. There were
to be six 729 IBM meg tape units usad through a control simller fo a 52. As it turned out,
IBM is building a system to operate these varicus IN-OUT devices.

4.

machine 25 line units. On MAS , Soperator consoles operated through a

After my second trip to JPL, they seamed to be pleased with the Computer, excluding some

of the difficulties that they hed. Thay were greatly relieved fo have a means of preparing
programs with thelr offelinc key punch machines.
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H. E. Anderson

"RESPONSIBILITY"

Our present hecvy commitments have led us to exemine the way in which responsibility Is
assigned within DEC. Of perticulas interest is enginsering and marketing responsivility for
new products. Meny of the concepts that are evolving also apy io the service parts of
DEC. The idea is to create an environment in which the individual who is capable makes a
proposal for the piece of work he wanis to do. He atterapts to sell the idea to his supervisor,
based on its recsonableness, potantial profit to the company, return on investment, etc.

Emerging from this is a person who might be calfed a "project leader." (Ben Gurley has
called him a Comeuter Order Menagar \COM) when the project is a pazticular customer's com=
puter system.) The name "project izcder" as used here hes a specific meaning which unfor-
tunately may not cgree with the mantcl iages most often associated with the phrase. A new
name is needed as scon as « suituble ona can ba found.

He Is essentially a menages who js cble to plan cid carry cut specific pieces of work. Ina
completely ideal situction, ha would select a pinjacs of his cm and make a plan
which is submitted to his sunerycor for review. [f if is pssoved, he is then at Hberty to
carry it out with minimur from ofner activities. A typical plon weuld include
such things as a schedule, cash saquiraments, sales forecast, profit foxscast, étc. A plan
would be approvec or disapproved dependiag on how wel: the maneger had done on previous
projects that he munaged, the reascnusteness of the plen, the compatibility of the plan with
company goals anc resources, ete. Assuraptions thet +

engincers or ary other personnel would
automatically be provided whan required would be regarded cs unraaiistic. Flons would
include training of persennel, return on investment, etc.

Relationship of such a project to other ectivities of DEC would be of a buyer-seller type;
i.e., one could use any of the services or resources of DEC if ke can osrange a suitable
purchase arrangement for the services. Assuming, thet they have not already becn committed
is dangerous. The accounting would be such that fe! be made for these services.
No artificiel consivaint forcing a menager to use intemal services would exist.

Most of the above is slentad toward new oroducts, but if can also apply fo less complete
tesks of a shorter time duration than most new products. Thera is much to be gainad by the
responsibility concept even if the profitability aspect is tempczcrily ignored. If a man's
professional reputation and success iz detecmined by how well he scheduies and executes a
job, he will give it better than average atteniion. An environment where the responsibility
is unduly confused ts perfect for neglect. Typical projects with respect to the PDP-1 are
specific customers' computers, options such es magnetic tape or display, line units for ADX,
besic computer checkout. Other typicel projects are the PD?-4, training modules, and
memory testers.
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Most of these lend theaseolves to further subdivision into projects of smaller size and
probably shorter duration. Suseass on these can be judged by such factors as satisfactory
technical solution. state of docmnentation of coulis, completion time versus planned
scheduie, cost of task versvs ploanad cost. As the project techniquas become more sophistl~
cated, the manager will be expected fo "sell" af a profit, even on en internal basis. At
this point, retum on inveshaent, eic., are also factors. Smasler projects serve as training
grounds for managers to start growing.

_ Many jobs nomaily regarded as functional respon-ihility such as computer checkout, drafting,
field maintenance and even sales can be os a service to be utilized or not utilized
depending on how weil it fs canied out, its avatlciility, ts cost, etc.

A profect engineer who is resnonsth!s for a particuler customer's computer would not neces=
sarily carry cut all tha work ved himecif or eve" with psople working directly for him.
If the customsr's computer were a fotuily standard HP=1, he would in als probapility find it
des'ruble to have it manufactures by the gmduction group, checked out by the
PDP=1 checkout teoms, and pera ape Feld Mus a by a UEC: rervice group now being
established. Mal! compuiess were this sinaighivorwerd, the project engineer concept would
have little importance io custusser compuers.

Frequently « custemer's computer has extensive ecuipment. In this case, the project
engiseer wold probably elect to have elf the ecutina things cone as in the example above,
and his attention wauld be focuzed on the dasign, profection und testing of the special equip-
ment. Parts of this work imey be purchased fiem sources if they have the capacity to
do the work ond are avaiicble. if no sources are svuiiable fo do the work, the project
engineer is not relieved of his responsibility. He wes in on the plenning of the job from the
begianing. Hopsfuily, he hes procressed successfuily througn ivbs of increasing scope, so
that he never finds himself in c situation for whisa he is toici!y unprepared.

a

Some of the present heavy commitments of DEC ccuid undoubtedly have been avoided if this
type environment had been in existence during the last yeer. The solution to the present
situation undoubtedly lies in clazify tag the ty for the work to be done. If this is
done carefuily with an eye to the uitimate direciion that wo wish to go in, much can be
acconaplished.

responsibil

The purpose of oll of this is to create an environment where potential managers can grow and
assume increasing respcnsibility. The engingar-mcnager is a highly desirable and necessary
combination. Every DEC engineer ts already a man=cer to one degree or another. Asa
minimum, he is a manager of his own time in carrying out the work assigned to him. He is
called upon to sell his ideas for how to get the job done. All of life has these same
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D. Denniston (cont'd)

in Cincinnati, Ohio. Thess pe 8 were one of tho prospects | spoke abcut from the A.I.E.E.
Show. Thay do seem quite and i feel that they ara a good potential new customer.

| accompanied John Koudela and Pete Benner to Lockheed Electronics in Plainfield, New
Jersey last week, as a result of a request from ons of the people there that someone get out
there to discuss the PDP-i. They are very interested and the prospecis there look very good
for possible future systems.

i might mention that | an in the process of grepartag another application as a direct result of
the A.1.E.E. Show

We have also received another request from Curtiss-Wright in East Paterson, New Jersey for
a price and delivery quotation for the PDP. So, It sure looks like they are still interested.

As you might expect, | have also been out fo Bell Labs fn 20th Murray Hill and Whippany on
more then one occasion in the past two weeks. One of these trips was to again help some of
the people tn Whippeny with our logic. Another wes to help one of our customers out with
some trouble he was having with the 110 Diode Gates he has. The problem seems to be a
combination of poor gates end improper logic.

We have heard several complaints recently from people at Ball Labs and Republic
Aviation concerning our power supplies, main y 710. They feal that the prices of our
supplies are very considering what power supplies contin. They have indicated
to me that the ordering of thase powsr supplies would definitely be kept et a minimum
hereafter, and cis group has mentioned 'hey would be getting their power elsewhere.

| also took another trip out to Republic Aviciion in Farmington, Long Island last week.
They are having trouble with their 721 Power Supely. It seemed that they were getting
large spikes cvt of the -3 and -15 volt outzuis cxd that these spikes were even intensified

2by just lightly tapping the cuppiy. Hopefully, has ben cured.

Our "Hand-Holding" days are far from being over. We still have quite a few uncompleted
orders. Our old customes seem cuite a bit more patient do our new customers; and it
is these new customers who have us c little concemed. We have made arrangements with a
few of them to loon thmm equipment until theirs is delivered. This has kept them somewhat

subdued, but certainly not out of the picture.
S. Lambert

Installation of the Geotech PDP Computer

Last Monday night, Janvary 22, the computer arrived in Garland, Texas intact after
travelling through sub-zero weather. By Tuesday aftemoon of the next day, the computer
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had been uncroted and placed in a location near a 224 volt output plug. While the in-out
equipment was being plsaged in, the masking tage on the back of tha mounting panels
hoiding the plugs in, was removed. However. when the tope was removed more than half of
the digital tabels fei! off the back of the modules. This wes probably due to the cold
weather atfecting the boxing of the gize to the aluminum. While semoving the masking
tape, It was also noricad thar a smeR oxida coating wes covering mony of the aluminum
module handles. Whei looking at the printed circulr boards, it was noticed that the printed
circuits had oxidized slightly as the solder was not shiny. Also, in front of the computer on
the mounting panels, the pin connections did not heve a slivery luster due to oxidization.

Within two hours after the eompuser had been placed in position, It was running, but only
in the basic machine instructions. the trovisies that occurred weve on the mag tape, punch
ond typewriter.

Wednesday was spent mostly on checkout of ag tare. It was found that in the power control
of the mag faze a wits was ialssing that shove gpg po the remote local switch from a 15
supply on the main frome, L a qite bull sens'ig devices for tad point were out, but due to
some unknown season, thay canis ov ond wes to either cheke or cause any mealfunc-
tha In the yster HA. welt ag with mag tape,
it war found that mony parity & were rade due fo an oscil. sica tn the read amplifiers.
Tho remedy was to put .GG! uf capacito.s across: the read head inputs just before the

omplifiers.

gu
:

:

The main frame of the comestter stood up weil under sh'pment with the exception of a few
loose $c A te ord ct wu Soma e. Me nts ed Tiling the tape
transcort into position on the fope frome, Trouble wos in the reverre-forward cen-
trols on the ivensport COPTER panel. This sec:ned to be due to dict in the contacts on the

:

switches.

Thursday was another day of This time It was concerned with the punch and

typewriier. The holes 4 is sFter the
fare) Ther fF Co r 3 ae was ieseed to "he heavy

grecse used in the moving purts. This was found by pleciag the eunch In the freezer and

cooling if off to a reasonably cold The mune! wa. then placed on line with

the computer and the fest wos pevionned. ft wes found with heavy greuse and a cold punch
that no holes could be punchaci sivectly after the punch nad been token out of the freezer,
but as the punch warmed up a few holes would came in and eventually as the punch came

:

:

to room temperature and above, all the holes wouid punch. The remedy for this situation

was fo change the grease to a lighter grude oil.

The customer had a complaint mainly with the tape catchers. !t was found that the tape
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S. Lambert (cont'd)

did not fold properly within the box. Instead, i? would roll into the box causing a great deal

the tape to lift it out of the box. My personal of the tape catcher is that It should
redesigned along the senia }ines of tha recdar catchers, Another dissatisfactory point

of difficulty Another problem was that there was ao way of puttinga tinger undemeath

about the punch was that there is no means oF tang a srogrammer when the tape is low In
the punch. This feature already exists on the feietype punch for a roll of tope and could by
some means be incorporated for fan-fold tape.

The reader was the only in-out device that did not cause any problems at the installation.

The typewriter worked fine for the first two or three days, but on Saturday it was found that
@ transistor in package 3H, memory bulfer decoders AS. went bad, It appeared to be that
the Beta dropped considerably enough so that « rypsout pulse could not be gated into the
associated PA.

While looking through the machine, it was found that two packages were missing. One
package, which is located in R 3H1, a4113R, is used tor reader vetum combinad with
sequence break. The cther package, which was a Geotech mosification, was in 3K 15 and
it was a 4603. Only one PA was used in this casa and c :d not affect the central machine.
One of the most disturbing factors of all was when | found a diode that had split in
half in one of the packages in the write amplifier in mag rape. Thiswas due to the fact
that it had not been relieved.

By Soturday afteroon the main machine and its optional equipment were working; however,
another disappointing factor was brought up by fob MeMurray, the engineer in charge of
the Geotech system. He had understood the contract to state that the tape system with
Control 51 would space blocks automatically when given the proper command. I finally
solved this problem Monday by designing a circuit that would operate through sequence
break and count the blocks by intermupiing the program at the end of each block end indexe
ing a counter after entering a sequence break mode. There were five packages involved in
this design, two 4105's, one 4269, one 4603, and one 4303 integrating delay. The circuit
was wired in and tested and found to operte properly.

Bob McMurray was also concerned cbout other factors in the mag tape control unit. He had
assumed thot the control that he received with the Geotech machine would allow up to
64 tape transports. However, the single control caly ailows up to 3 tape transports. As of
the time of my departure from Geotech, this proiaiem had not been solved, and ! told Bob
to get in touch with liarlan Anderson to discuss furtier these discrepancies.

The people at Geotech were concemed with the fact that no manuals were received
describing in detail the PDP and its opiionai items. It is their understanding that they will
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S. Lambert (cont'd)

receive manuals in the neor future. Geotech seemed to be pleased with the computer they
hod received, except for the items mentioned, and it {s possible that they may be looking to

for the purchase of another similar PDP. | urged that they allow to frome-
work if they to purchase another POP.

our own

Our current personnel requirements are as follows:

oO

=i
an

t
w
t
af

w
t

1 Sheet Metal Worker (Senior)
Factory Mechanic

1 Tool Crib Attendant
3 Junior Machanical Inspectors

Technical Typist
Open Technicion Trainees
Open Assemblers - female

Wireman - Systems )
4 Technicians - Qual. Control)
1 Technician ~ Savell - From Test or Outside

Computer Check-out Technician - Blumenthal
Electrical Engineer - Qual. Control
Electrical Engineer - Special Systems

1 Electrical Engineer - Sovell
3 Electrical Draftsman
1 Mechanical Draftsman
2 Keypunch Operators

Verifier Operator
2 Cost Clerks
1 Office Services Supervisor

pen Engineering Writer
2 Programmers

From Test

:

1 Receptionist-Typist

We have added the following personnal since the last bi-weekly:

Receiver
Spray Pointer
Stock Room Attendant
Janitor - evenings
Technician - senior level
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R. Lassen (cont'd)

J

1

1

1

1

3
1

1

Two or three of these people are still pending either physicals or reference checks.

Applications Engineer
1 Production Coordinator

Production Control Clerk
Receiver-Inspector (Qual. Control)

1 Senior Mechanical Inspector
Apprentice Machinist
Mail Clerk
Assemblers - female
Advertising Clerk
Wireman

Offers will be going out to several others this week.

All hourly male Technical, Sheet Metal and Machine Shop personnel have now been reviewed
with respect to a job and wage structure based upon area surveys. Proper wage adjustments
have been made. ! feel that this is an important step forward in insuring that our people are
receiving fair wages in accordance with their skills. Very shortly | plan to evaluate the
hourly Drafting and Clerical people.

Recruiting, especially for high level technical people, continues to be a major problem. We
have expanded the number of agency contacts and are constantly reviewing our employment
ads with Jack and Alex. We are attracting much more correspondence and more applicants,
which has been helpful in some creas. | may propose the use of professional "search"
organizations; however, | am reluctant to do so because of the high cost.

We would again like to emphasize that one of our best sources of technical and professional

field. Therefore, we urge you to "spread the word."
leads is you: Many of you have friends and associates who have good reputations in our

While we're meking plens, | wish to remind all of you of our Transfer Procedure. If a person
leaves your department to go to another, please initiate the Transfer Request Form
(in duplicate). This is especially important since the inception of the Cost Center Accounting
System and it also provides us with information needed to Suild up an historical personnel
record of each employee.

Speaking of historical personnel files, one of Barbara's first projects (when she can find a gap
between group insurance and interviewing) is to research more modern methods of personnel
record keeping. The final result will be to replace our present inefficient and cumbersome
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R. Lassen (cont'd)

folder files with a comprehensive, easy to handle historical record file. Our present files
require a lot of "digging" whenever we wish to review an employee's history with the
company

G. Bell

A memo has been issued which describes a system for making wiring lists. I have been work=
Ing on the design of a system for wiring lists of assemblies and sub assemblies. The system has
had one dry run and has been redesigned to better fit the capabilities of our IBM tabulator
equipment. The present system yields a wiring list, a wiring check/checkout list, and has
other list possibilities.

Eventually the job could be done more efficiently and completely with PDP=1, assuming It
hes magnetic tape, card reader, and line printer, At that time, wire lengths may be
calculated, routing specified, loadings checked and rigor in card preparation omitted,
adopting some short hand notations.

E. Towle

Telephones

The telephone business has been quite brisk lately. The additional space in Building #5 has
necessitated the moving and addition of several phones. Everything seems to be moving along
quite smoothly. | would like to suggest to anyone desiring acditional phones or moving of
existing ones to notify myself at least one (1) week in advance. The Sales Representative of
New England Tel. & Tel. has been evaluating the telephone needs of all departments and
made several proposals to improve telephone communications. Arrangements have also been
made for a telephone company representative to interview all telephone users on the proper
use of the phone. A movie on telephone courtesy will be shown at that time.

Office Supplies

Our office supplies will be much more plentiful when space is made available on the second

floor in Building #12. A closer check on inventory will be possible and supplies will be
available off the shelf. More coordination is needed in ordering supplies to insure that at
least a minimum quantity of office supplies are available at all times. There definitely is

room for improvement and hopefully everything will be consolidated at an early date.

Customer Cozrespondence

The increase in correspondence has bean terrific during the last few months. The most popu-

@ lar item hos been the Logic Handbook, which seems to serve as a very important tool in
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E. Towle (cont'd)

present and future sales. Lately, I've received several phone calls from customers and pro-
spective customers requesting more secent literature. Most people are not aware of the
large number of additions to our module line. Foreign correspondence, of course, has
become more frequent and in most instances requested price and delivery on specific products
instead of general literature.

Branch Offices

Special requests from cur three branch offices continue to come to my attention. I've tried to
fulfill all requests as quickly as possible and certainly want all branches to feel free to
route any questions to my attention. As our company gr ws larger, the chance of duplication
in sales becomes much greater. !'ve attempted io coordinate our activities to insure much
better service to custorners. Just remember that I'm only a phone or TWX away.

H. Crouse

John Ketola is our new receiving clerk -- Jack Anderson has transferred to production wiring.

Approximately thirty sub-contractors are now supplying us in all the areas of production.
The prime sub-contractors are:

Donnelly Manufacturing of Walsham - Computer Cabinets
Colonial Engineering of Cambridge Magnetic Tape Cabinets
Engineering Mcdei Shop of Ashiand = Computer Sub-cssamuly Wiring
Pastoriza Associates of Boston - Compuier Sub-cesembly Wiring
McLeod and Hanopol of Charlestown Memory Sub-assembly Wiring
Elasco Corporation of Boston - Memory Sub-assermbly Wiring

If an engineering job requires sub=contracting in the arec of wiring, please allow a ten-day
delivery schedule, mechanical sheet metal ten-day average.

The 10 watt Revolute "Stars" white print reproduction machine recently ordered for the

Drafting Department will be receivad in three weeks.

Final proposals have been received on microfilming of all drawings done in the Drafting
Department.

New packaging concepts are being Investigated for System Modules. Several plastic vendors

have been invited te submit proposals on new designs.

Mrs. Judy Ebner our new librarian. Please return ali outstanding books not in use so the

library can be updated. If you wish to order books, please submit the request to the library.
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The following books have recently been added to the library3

Statistical Abstract of the United States - 1961, 82nd edition, U.S. Dept. of Commerce

Published annually since 1878, it fs the standard summary of statistics on the
social, political, and economic organization of the United States.

Criticality Control in Chemical and Metallurgical Plant OECD OCDE

Electronic Maintainability Vol. 3, by Ankenbrandt, Reinhold Publishing
Maintainability as it has a direct bearing on the usefulness of any product,
whether it be complex electronic gear in a satellite or guided missile, a huge
electrical generator, or mi-lady's hair dryer (or her kitchen toaster).

Proceedings of the National Electronics Conference - 19] ~ Vol. 17

Electromechanical Components for Servomechanisms, by Sidney P. Davis and
Byron K. Ledgerwood = McGraw Hill

Facts and data in the selection of rotating components and their use in
precision servo-mechonisms.

Control Charts in Factory Management, by Wm. B. Rice, John Wiley & Sons

Statistical Quality Control: What it is and What it does.

An Introduction to Linear Programming and the Theory of Games, by S. Vajda
A branch of Science concerned with analyzing data on which the correctness
of future actions depends, and with condensing and presenting them fn such
a way that those with managerial authority can bose thelr decisions on them.

Digital Voltmeters (two copies) - Non-Linear Systems, Inc.

Factual information of digital measuring instruments as a whole sales
Information on NLS instruments, applications of each, extensive technical
data, prices and delivery information, etc.

Sampling Inspection Tables, by Harold F. Dodge

Including a comprehensive collection of "probability of acceptance" curves
called operating characteristic curves.
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L. Cleary

2125 ~ IBM Card Punch 45%
2106 = Uptime Card Reader 45%
2159 = Burroughs Card Reader 10%

The {BM Card Punch is comaletely wired and is presently awaiting modules. After the
modules are delivered, oft-iine check can begin.

The Uptime Card Reader is completely wired. However, the machine is not due in until
March 1, 1962.

1m completing « test program which will be utilized for an on-line checkout of the reoder
and punch.

The Burroughs manuals have been found incomplete and a letter for more information has
been written.

W. Farr

EN 2042 Color Display 70%
Punch & Reader Contro! 15%
770 Tester 15%

The Punch and Reader Control ts now operating afte: mo. fying the 4503 module. How=
ever, high Frequency woise is a since Pha geound hes mara resis one since the

new layout is necessary.

A 770 Tester is being constructed.

The color disolay is proceeding to schad: le. Stert tests were coriplated February 8, 1962.
Dynamic tesis were steed on the Sin. cines wore : a ee + 4 t detection or conver=
gence correction ate he dieting. AG itoe the :

4 y are due

fitters were moved from reader chassis to conto! chassis. it appecas ther shietuing and/or a

:

of cabinets. TheMo.ch 1. ard we will + fee rane?

correction ciscsiiry 4 1ne : "ae wes tig:
A. Blumenthal

1031 100%

Checout of the Beckman computer has, for the most part, proceeded much more rapidly
than rhat of previous mochinss, This gives a very optimistic Indication of the time that
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A. Blumenthal (cont'd)

wil! be required to perform checkout once cur ideals of production phasing have ben
achieved o

Werk on CRC~1 commanced on February 23, but leck af a memory and certain modules has
prevented a smocth coniinuity in the proces. The machine hes been ratumed to final
assembly and wiring, even though tie basic checkout procedure has not been completed.

Lera Dunn (DCO)

This has been one of those busy times with not too much new to report. Most of the calls
have been the usual routine calls requesting literature cnd/2r prices.

Mr. Favret and Mr. Caputo are very giad the exulpment at Georgetown Is now operating
in fine fashion. Mayviard should have another order for equipment from Georgetown by
now

Edgerton, from the Alr Force Security OR; Ges San Antonio, come in the office to get
information on the FDP=7. is most impressed wiih cu computer is planning to be in
Maynard, February 19th, to see the computer wa operation.

Bud Manga, from 'Ch, stopped in to saturn « 1905 which we hed loaned them. He had

nothing but compliments for Ken Oisen, Harlaa Anderson and also the equipment.

L. D. Holmburg, from Collins Re Company iii Datlas, stopyad in the office to aet
information on the PDP=1. | mast say, fell out of my chair later when Jim Burley
infommad me that they are coming out with their own computer, (1 suppose you can't win

{t

th ma

Since Jim Burley wiil be in the office to write the next Bi-Weekly Report, | would like to
take this opr <tunity to express sincere appreciation fcr ali of the assistance which |

Many thanks?
hove reaccived from the various ones ct Maynard have besn in the office aione.

K. Fitzgerald

Sheetmetal Sh=r 100-00 90%
Men. Eng. 1000 10%

The present load in both Machine Shop and Sheetmetal Shop ct this time is just about the
maximum load for the facilities, personnel, csc required delivery dates. At this time,
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K . Fitzgerald (cont'd)

there is no real back-log. However, we have run a day behind, or possibly two, on
required delivery dates of some items generally due to either lack of information or lack of
enough materials and ports. Most of the deluys now are being caused by poor delivery from
vendors, which was probably caused by ourselves when we sent most of the back-log and
the regular daily demands for the past four weeks to outside vendors to be fabricated. This
has inadvertently saturated some vendors and undoubtedly confused others.

Computer cabinet assembly Is taking up a very large portion of the Sheetmetal Shop's work
day. However, we are ironing out more bugs in the design and assembly techniques of these
cabinets by completely assembling (es much os possible) all cabinets and racks for elther
computers or special systems before they are sent to the assembly fioor for wiring. We have
naturally had to obridge this plan on oceasion, but to date we have managed to perform
this on one computer, about eight Mag Tape 50 Units, two or three Tape Control 52 Units,
two Anelex High-Speed Printer Cabinets, and we ore presently working on doing the some
for the Drum System, PDP=4, and Precision Display 31 Units.

it has ben suggestd that the Sheetmetal Shop set upa cabinet assambly shop in the new
area of Building 5 close to the Mechanical Inspection and Stock Room facility. When this
is done new assembly techniques wil! probobly be instituted at that time, such as using
Huck bolts to permanently bolt racks together and permanenily fasten the trim strips to the
frame. The present method is working out well but it can be improved upon.

Because of the present size of the Shop and predicted rate of growth, there Is a need for
having layout, setup, and machine operator type people. We have interviewed applicants
with this objective in mind and expect to moke an offer soon. Our present people will be
used for the setup and machine operator function. We have hired a new Sheetmetal
Trainee and we were fortunate in also being able to hire a new experienced Spray Painter.
At this time, we have also made an offer to a Machine Shop Apprentice. This job has
been open for some months now.

The Production Department has been most helpful in getting the Shop situation unsnarled.
Now that they are expanding their stock room spaca, we should all be able to get more

things from stock rather than direct ordering from the Shops. It is naturally going to take
some little time to get the Stock Room supplied with ample stucks.

R. Mills

As the result of a detailed cost examination of a PDP-1, several things have come to light
which require definition and expansion. The first one of these is the need for a more
detailed breakdown by option for costing purposes, which we have already accomplished by
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R. Mills (cont'd)

assigning additional EN numbers to the standard spectal options as well as the central
processor. This system will p< ified ov he audition @ system number preced-
ing the EN number. piss a two-digit operation code foi* wing the optfon number, The
second problem is a lac! of Crd : Spee Gay of job descriptions 2+ cpen: tions being reported on all
the daily job tickets. The following schad sia af bon wits be used starting
immediately in conjunction with the expanded Eix 0: FOF consiwetion requests:

:

9

Subsystem

1. Administration and Scheduling
2. Design
3. Drafting and Drawing
4. Checkout

5, Wiring and Construction

@ 6.
7.
8.

3. 4.>

Sysiom Mechanical Circuit

installation

Field Service

Customer Communication

Example: If you were working 2: ssechunicc) component design. your operation code
would be 32,

In every instance, you will be reading the iaajcr secvion being worked on first, anc then
the operation second.

In conjunction with the we are ie code for keening track of new
initia. work being dene, whick + Lo designated + (4) os cent of tae operation
code aumber, anu any ~eworx bung performes. «tbe Je ignated by a minus (~) in
front of the operation code

:

about It r ght away, as this sy.cn will be fa oye anon vary shortly.
if y of you feel tat o : ron b- expanded, ploase let us know

Lu Prentice

1000 5%
1078 15%
1053 35%
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L. Prentice (cont'd)

The sketch hos been completed for additional alr lines In Building 5. This has been forworded
to Jack Smith and George Brown for execution.

Casting for the new 30A Displey hes been released to Purchasing for production of the pattem
and release to foundry. The machine work for a good portion of the machined ports were not
a complete set of mechanical parts for Display 31. There remains a considerable amount of
detail to complete this and turn It over to Bob Savel! by March 2nd. A cabinet has been
marked for the color display. This has been improved and drawings are now in the process
in Drafting to be completed so that these can be sent out to the vendor. There still remains
some work fo be done on the mounting for the convergence coil for the color display.

Preliminary sketches are now ready to be turned over to Drafting to produce all of the parts
necessary for PDP, with the exception of the Indicator Light Assemblies. Some scheduling
has been completed to indicate the amount of drafting required to implement the work done
by this section. This should be complete and ready for release within a few days.

J. Atwood

Cost Center Pilot Operation

Our experiment in cost center operation ts proving doubly beneficial. Since we perform, to
a greater or lesser degree, mony of the same basic functions as other future cost centers, we
are having the opportunity to observe how the concept applies to such varied activities as
the design, production (or procuring) and distribution of various goods and services. The
experience should be helpful when the system is extended to those groups which develop,
manufacture and market our corporate products.

In addition, we are for the first time getting the information we need to evaluate our own

departmental performance. Such records as we have been able to keep in the past have not
been sufficiently complete to permit an objective appraisal of our allocation of time and

money to different functions or to substantiate the decisions we had to make on new

personnel, additional equipment and the utilization of outside suppliers. However, the
facts and figures coming beck to us from Accounting now are both detailed and definitive.
Together with the single set of records which we maintain on outside purchases, they give us

a comprehensive picture of our activities.

The key information items In our cost center application are the job umber and the

operation number. Each job has a four-digit number. The first digit identifies the "function,

serialize jobs within the particular "function-activity" category. The numbers are
@ digit identifies the "activity The third and fourth digits serve simply to
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determined from this table : ch slows extra digits fur categories with a high incid of
jobs):

FUNCTION- First Digit ACTIVITY Second Digit

1. Public Relations® 1, Space Advertising
2. 2, Publicity
3. Sates Promotion 3. Direct Mail
4, 4. Shows and Special Events

5. Technical Publications 5. Publications

6. Industrial Design &, Audio-Visual Aids

7. Photography 7. Signs and Displays
8. Offset Duplicating 8. Forms, Packaging, etc.
9 9. Miscellaneous

0. Cost Center Operations 0. fnassigned)

*Taken in its broad sense, public relations inchides employee, customer, stock~
holder, vendor, indusi: y, and community reictions (among others, and covers
everything froin recruiting fo seating fcr saiesme,

The initial digits may be combined to classify any jab we handle. Thus, the new Module

Catalog, which is a scies promotien publication, curvies the job number 3504. The ARD

involves the design of a non-advertising form, is é805.
annual meeting, a pubiie event, is 2491. And the new test data card, which

This type of numbering wmbles us to get from the Tab Room a reartf which shows, for

example, that in Janua: y our labor costs were

% of % of
Hours Dollars

Public Relations 19.1 19.4

Sales Promtion 27 .0 %.7ast

Technical Publications 8.1 7.2
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% of
Dollars

Industrial 0.4 0.4

Photography :

Duplicating 62
Cosi Conte Operations

* a' ,0 30,1

alse be tdentified - Departmental Operations

thives ara lesa'? evident Fint, «ye design efforts, which are:

general: independents)
to Sarcual, our cost

departmental operations production
:

professional : : : : : :: :
:

represent
a :

:

: ai dafined

oS FO chargeable: specific
> : , and this we are

remedying.

We also get a h : a
: allocation of rchased materials and services among: :

these maior categories. In January Vee2 wn as: :

Po obons

3

: :

Photography
/ Printing «7

Cost Center Operations

:

The obvious conclusion to be drawn from that a:

large share of our spending is for cost ce | : CIR ES: :
:

stock and "manufacturing" equipment, w used to produce:

individual jobs.

Sur own record of for speclfle tyses of
:

° :

Expense
items ° Vie dae

significant io us,: :

Accounts. This s
covered,

:

:
: :

ne
> : aare not
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J. Atwood (cont'd)

breakdown of materials and services purchased in January os we have it in our records:

Composition, Plates and Mats 1.4
Space and Time (19.6

Mailing Supplies and Pestage 0.2
Exhibits and Displays 19.5
Printing and Binding 13.4
Professional Services 1.1

Paper Stock 15.4
Photographic Materials 4.5

Purchased Equipment 7.1
Miscellaneous Expenses 1.6

Other Graphic Arts Supplies 3.8
Other Supplies and Materals 2.4

Besides indicating that we had a good sized deposit already on hand at the post office, this
listing gives us an idea how much cutside printing we are doing, for example, and lets us
keep tabs on the amauni of money being spent for various types of suppiies end materials.

One other listing from the Tab Room shews how; cur later charces originate with respect to
specific operation. Here are fois major graupings for : in descending order of
importance, based on the percentage of hours and payroll dolicrs charyed vo the various
operations in our department:

9 to 12% to *%
List Maintenonce Offset Duplicating
Production Handling Cost Center Accounting
Miscellaneous (1) Reproduction Photography
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J. Atwood (cont'd)

3 to 6% 0 to 3%

Cotlating & Binding Plent *cotography
Finished Art Equigment & Facilities

Layout & Design Compecriting

Generel Supervision
Research & Planning
Productfon y

Ley :4

Displays & Exhibits (2)
Shows & Special Events Q)

improvement
PicaSreading

a :sige & laventory

inquiry Processing

voduation Typing
to Othar

Typing & Clerical Met 8

ocemposition
Otharts} unit: (a)

Other Distetbucion (5)

! sth vhily vaper operation codes+ a

ss ::

CLIn phase.design «=!

3) This : : : :

ak
: than

Brea, Gee € merely to provide
wa However, even thisyar

copywriting
Too much time was

: :

:

3

ve

cool much more fine 'asa
: 34)

: OP d.
: t:

:

: :
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: the
important 2 3+ fora

particular 5 g the

for evaluating provide the deta you

af 4

aebivities your give of your : atone and with: : : : : : : : :
:

qe ser ts besisdevelopmenta FEY ha company's
€

t i
:

:
ay pedyuce » add or dispose?

:
: :

of to do::
: :

:: : : :

h my yourself : or 3 you are makine:
:

:
: :

» I3G +

AMl this and = 7 effortyou cank. : : : : : :

numberspart.
ch

job numbers

survey >. 'cs to illus:

: feel need to ho sun fayey:
: :

: :

+ in the center,: :

too. 'customers :
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L. Prentice

1026 20%
1053 . 30%
1078 30%
1600 20%

We have endeavored to get started on a program of UNeragi na of drawing standards for paint,
chromleoating, etc. rus the writing up of inspection procedures fcr Inspecting a! mech-
anical parts. Mr. Kicus Doering joined us to head up this work. He was formerly with the
Bradley Company and hud previously worked for the Ford Motor Company in Germany. This
is a long and somewhat tedious task and it will be severai months before the work that he is
doing can be put Into actual praciice within the plant. We have requested and have inter~
viewed several Inspection personnel. These pecple will work cf first uncer Mr. Doering's
direction until Inspection procedures heve bec set up an! ai least o number of them prove
successful.

The 31 Precision Display ports ere now beginning to be received. Most of these have passed
the design stage and are acw ready to be produced.

Work on the Anclex Reader first cabinets is nearly complete. These should be mounted dur-

clrevitry.
ove:ing the coming week and tumsd Syst: ms people may the meunted and application

The scheduled work on AXD-O, fer the most part, hes been kept within schedule. Unfor=

tunately, we lost a front pane! operstor fiat > pane! dua to not having any Inspection
procedure unit which would dels that ceoroximotsiy ono week, At tha present time, this,
I believe, is the only item greatly bebiad scheaule for the entire ADX-O set-up.

R. Whipple

Sales 50%
Development 30%
MT 15i6F 20%

Special Systems Group is organizing itself so as to better cope with the Increased work
load, Being reminded of a fable akeut Hons not G many months ago, we have set

up certain paths of information-flow 2s wel: as sew lines or responsibliity. We are in the

process of generating some procedures which will enable Hogon, Flaherty, Januskiewicz,
and Stefaxowiez to becc:ne responsible for ihe assembly of cad the ordering of parts for

individual systans urcier the supervision of 1 and cuiterwerth. Fred and Lee will thus

toa
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onyba Raw Word to: : : : : : : :

me : necessary A meeting Maynard:: : :

Jack am hes helped y ihe groundwork
for somenaw : cre procedures follow:

7

::

1, DFC is ovr : om cy the Os k screening «f our controlgs: :

iors. if cur delivery requirements can-2. Jack m a h
noi be met he

for 1 :

thea
:

:

3. Kon Fitzgerald is our i for the recuisition of mechanical rts that are not in
stock. If he thi deli : we will desl titrough

:
: :

Bob Blackwood of furchasing wiih G ndary

4, Moch ile delivery dctos will be on the basis of our system delivery dates.
However the latter must be consiczred flexible.

5. All of our dealings cutside the group will be handled with requisitions or inter-
office memos.

6. All our decalinas within the group will be handled with AVO's (Avoid Verbal
Orders) .

7. Drawing chonges vill be completely hendled by change notices.

R. Hughes and H. Crouse

Component Purchasing
A commitment for 54,409 was made wth Sprague Electric Company on 1/31/62.

The devices are MD93, [4D%4, MDGS, and MD109, with quantity ratios of: 1.4, 4.0,
8.0, and 0.2 respectively.

The package orice of the negotiated specification resulted in a net price of $1.26 each.
The cost of a unit to these specifications is nc y 24.15.
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H. Crouse: 'contr dy

Library
Recent additions to the lib-a-y:

Rader Electronic Fundamentals ~ . 5. Government Printing Office

+

Sampling Inspection : : by Haron Dudge A ticity Reig - John Wiley & Sons,
Inc.

:

Principles of Aro' 'sd Electronics - by Yaioh S. Co mmm ~ MeGraw Hill Book Co.

Modem Dictionary of Electronies - b F. Graf + Tha Co., Ine,

Quality Control Handbook «by J. M. duran - Mie Garay SHH Book Co., Inc.

Statistical Quality Centio! - oy Eo Giant - N ibil Book Ce., Inc.

The Industrial Challenge cf Nucles, Part. i to 4) ~ The Organizatica for European
Economic Co-operation

Nuclear Graphite - The Organization a European Economic Co-operation

Electronic Amplifier 22° sare fy & Maicolm M.
McWhorter - McGraw Hill Beek tic.

Precision Measurement % Cetibeation, : ens Electronics } 1) - National
Bureau oF Standards

: :

Precision Measurement % Calibration. pt Metrology, cn Radiation (Vol. fit -
National &. ecu Standards

Precision Measurement and Colibration. Hest an Mechanics :'ol. { - Mationai Bureau
of Standards

Health Physics in Nuclear Installations - Tha Organization icr European Economic

Co-operation

Inc.20-Complete Secretary's Handbook - bv Besre M Prentice Hail,& Lilian Daris

Banking Siudies - Waverly Prasc, inc.
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Rogat's International Thesaurus = 20 copics ~ Tienes . Crowell Co. - Peter AAark Roget

Inventory Contr! Techniques ~ by Van De Mark = Jeasen~Townsend Printing Co.

Management Medels and Industrlal Ang fs of Programming (Vol. { and {1)
by A, Crees end W. W. Cooper = John Wiley & Sous. iac,

D. Denniston

Due to illness here at the New York Office, we again missed the last edition of the
Biweekly. Therefore, this wil! cover the activities of the N.Y.O. during the past four
weeks,

I have made sev-re! trins to Ft. Monmouth over the past wecks. While | was there, |

stopped in a few times to visit vith the people in the Rader Section to let them know that
we are thinking of them. Possibly : hes will keap them somewhat happy, taking into con-
sideration the very late deliveries cf theiv esuipment.

l also visited with some of the reaple af Ball Labs in Naw York City as well os Whippany.
We have been receiving quite a ray calls from sevens! new customers at Fe i Labs. These
people ars, in several casas, just beuinning to use digital techniques cad have had some

I have just recently received « regucs! from them thot visit again and possibiy help them
a little mare.

technical questions in regtyd to cur losic. ihave suant culte o bit of time with them and

Aithough we expected no : resitts from the Shaw, we have managed in the

discovered no competitors a? the show butht : quite o bit of geaarai interest in DEC
first two days to come un o few good prospects. elie" mention thet we have

equipment.

False had the opportunity to get out to in Farmingdale, L.f. Due to
their rere, at J soclffeations, trio Ls to sect th om this
time around.

I finally cot out to 1.T.T., in Paramus, clong with Nick Mazzarese cuising one of his
: + there, Tmanaged so computerpnn Git. Cine of che& vinrerent te

people there.
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M. Sandler

Production of modules was 7600 plus for the month of January -- that count was delivered
to Finished Goods. We now Oth for 10,009 units in March.

Our thanks to Bob Hughes and his Quality Control pearte for helping pave the way with
incoming inspection of mcierials and real attercicn fo our problems in Final Test.

During February we hops that some of ou: methods investigations wil! bear fruit and help to
increase productiviiy, and we also hope to make beirer use of our ovtside vendors.

Lora Duan 'DCO}

My how time flies! Seems only yesiercdcy we were sending in Bi-Weekly contributions, but
it's that time again.

| have spent a great deal of time calling customers and potential customers that time has not
permitted Mr. Beckman fo contact in the recen: past. This, I feel, has been time well
spent.

The call to Bell Telephone Labs in Winston-Salem, North Carolina wes timed just as if |

had looked into a cvysial bali. The day prior to my call. thay had knocked out" a Bus
Driver and were trying to decide whether to y if or try fo have it repaired. |

suggested they retuis it to us for and in 'ne meantime Jim Myers took one out of his
hip pocket and sent it an loan. They were most appreciative, as they were in the midst of a
project when this happened and this was causing a delay,

in calling Bendix in Baltimore, Maryland, found that Mr. Cross is no longer with the firm
so | spoke to his replacement. [t turned out thot they cre setting up a separate purchasing
department for equipment eich cs ours. They cre evidently stil! Interested in the iogic
modules, as was refered to the manager of the new department. The manager was out of
town, but | don't fee! thai this was a wasted call.

General Electric, in Philadelphia, is still in tha "looking process" for a computer for the

PDP-1, as : t turned he did aot have the 58 and F-11A. I sent nim the current
inclusion in a hybrid system. Mr. Gelmen requested cny current literature we have on the

literature.

By somewhat of a coincidence, stumbled onto Emerson Research ond gave them a buzz.
They were quite interested in getiing our litera-ure. At the present time, they are trying
anew anclog technique and plan tater to go ino digital, Their prime interssts at the

present time are; Anatog to Digital Conversion, Counters, Clocks, and Multipliers. It
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Lora Dunn (DCO} (cont'd)

appears to be a potential customer for DEC in the future.

Called FAA in Atlantic City, New Jersey to chack on the system for which they had com-
pleted a logic diagram sometime ago. They put it out on a competitive bid rather than
build it themselves as they were original!y debating on.

A request came in from National Security Agency at Ft. Meade, Maryland, for Hterature
and prices of our various equipment including the PDP-1. They were quite interested in the
computer. | checked my oid copy of the FDP price list with John Koudela and made the
necessary changes and corrections and typed an up~jo-dote PDP price list and sent it along
with other literature.

We should have an order for the equipment for Catholic University by now. The last time
My. Favret checked in tha money was buiming a hole in his pocket and he was in the
process of placing an order.

Needless to say, APL is stil! in business and checks reqularly on the deliveries.

R, Lassen

We are actively searching for the following personnel.

Mechanical Ir:spectors 4
Technician Trainees no limit at present
Female Assemblers no limit at present
Draftswoman ]

App. Machinist 1

Programmer I

Eng. Writers at least 2

Special Systems Engineer 1

Inventory Conivol Clerk 1

Technicians - Quel. Control 4
Gd Harwood 1

Bob Savall i

Purchasing Expoditor 1

Appilestions crginesrs at least 2
2Receiving and inspection Qual. Cont.

Systems 2
Best 7

The obove Technicians be drawn : tom Production Test when neded and when available.
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R,, Lass..« (cont'd)

We ave graduall; adding * the Production : . s+ Group in the attempt Keon the "pool"4

Tool Crib Attendant 2

Factory Mechanic

Sinze ihe rag" report, e4 : following : pending :

Shwe 4 €

:

2 » Assemblers 4:

4 :

ha.
Accounting (Genera

:

Engineer :

Wireman
Technician' >

Backman

-2Clrevit Mechani + Inspector.

Production . Engineering process Bag
personnel

gp soa" people P

:
: : : :

emphasi.Mechanical : :

tae progra avaluate :

hourly people

beginning : - ~ -- progress : a woth: +7

sre. wine!
4

a
mprove :

unnecessary :

designed . personnel: :
:

functions,
forge c.dv

: : :

reference 8 g thereby ai owing
Margaret 4 telephone:

Charnock... we interviewing cay. How of applic: tebe
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The logic drawings for PEPR have been completed end checked several times. All of the
lates? additions and corzactions io the logic drawings have been made and checked.

Drafting has completed a good percentuge of the wiring diagrams and Production should be
starting the wiring on PEPR by February 5.

The modules for PEPR have been ordesed and should be delivered by the 3rd week in
February.

J. Fadiman

New Core Teter Designs and Mod 25%
Proposal and Salas werk on Cove Testers ond Memory Testers 30%
Field Services on Memory Exerciser iXCA) 10%
Genera Adbats stration and organization 35%

The required mod actions have bean wera the Avtacatic Core Tester 2113A for Ampex.
The machine has been checked cut, fer the now Slicer Flip-Flop Units
1870 whieh we eva ay c ting fegulred mediticctions are now being made
on Memory 1St6F Burroughs. Thi use of the additional
loading imposed ths decoding pans. fthat panais have bean wired and the

mounting ave naw ksing ty tener for Ampax International
Operations «va completely cut and sd te Korg on Friday, January 26.

Memory Buffers 2297, #4, and 8 the at Fost Menmouth, and #2009 for
tha FAA k<* constructed x0 out the middle of this:

month, and all of thera wre bo ous by Apri:

We are, at the crerant timo, five Autemetic Core Testess, Model 2113. Some

of these heve aifferont modified 3 C33 ali been mede by this2

date. Model A is for Ampex cid is sow completely chacked out. Model B s being
built for ourcsslves cnd we may can to Lockheed if ney Mode for Standard

Delivery date for this machine is Marsh 30, 1942, Medel D is for Hitachi in Japan and the

system delivery deta is April 9, 1252; we have also seneived the order for this. Model E,

Elektcik Lorenz wm atoeort, warmany, we have received the purchase order.

tof W we@ haya just receive: percnsse ae for General Electric Co. in

Core Tester,Phoenix, Arizonc. Detivery daie ts 14. 1962. This machine contains al! high-speed
:

plug-in units. We have also reosived
Model 2110s for ECA Needham, is € «a our except for all high-speed plug-iniS
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J. Fadiman (cont'd)

units and logic for six current drivers; delivery date is March 13, 1962. We have also
received an order for a Memory Tester 1516G for Hitacht in Japan. Delivery date for this
machine is May 15, 1962.

NEW BUSINESS:

We have received a set of spacifications from IBM, Owego for another Memory Tester.
Although this order 1s in: tiaved by the sams group which is now using our Model 1517, the
machine they want is compistely different and vary complicated and sophisticated.
Dick Whipple is now wortsixg on this project. A bid has gone out to the Navy for four
Memory Buffer Systems, Modsi 2010, and the chances of cotting these four systems are very
high. A proposal ios been ade to Remington Rand in Philadelphia for an Automatic Core
Tester 2113 and chances of getting this systam ave about 56%. General Electric in
Syracuse, N.Y. is again interested in a Memory Tester 1516 and shey already have the
money budgeted for this. !fowever, we have not yot cmmetvad the purchase order. They are
also interested in a Sem!-Automaiic Cove Tester Moda! 2108.

We have received the purshase ordar for Memory Exersissr 2209 for Daystrom Instruments,
Archbald, Pa. Prise $20,010; dative y hAay 11, 1982. This is similar to the 1513,
with some changes.

Orders are continually coming in in rapid succarcion to the Special Systems Division. |

aitempting to expand ou seoup by A : : Leth : ty a ond Technicians. We are
aiso setting up a batter cyctem of organizeatt!on eo ar fo 2, colve the eternal problems of

believe that wa cre : We areA 4

eit :

"who is responsible for »-hat."

A. Blumenthal

EN 131 106%

PDP=1C=13 was shinged to the Jet Propulsion TINTS en Mendoy, January 22. This
machine received mor> H : any of 4 previous ones through a

high temperature marginal checking provc.>.
temperature sensitive COTUN cid pluces where slight chaages should be made to reduce

noise. It has definitcly proven encugh YO secome a standard part of the checkout

Bs

ad banofits both in revealing

process.

Documentation of checkout procedures for PDP-7 has advance! considerably with addition

of procedures for cyci« one and the rogisters. The procedures for the rest of the machine

were reviewed and refined considerably. The remcining te be documented are single
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A. Blumenthal (cont'd)

chenrel sequence bresk end the standard pieces of in-out gear. Nothing has been
done ye? on the optional equipment.

Checkout of the computer (PDP-1C-15) commenced on Friday aftemoon,
January 26. This machine has d more ropicly and srmoothly thea any of the others
and, so far, we ara staying with the schedule. Ay this weliing, ine central orocessor is
fully epeational, except for single channel sequance break, which has not been Installed,
and warginal checksing is under way. On Tuesday, Febsuary 6, it goes back to final assy.
for insiaitation of opiions.

R. Doane

F, tester for transistor speed measurements 50%
Tex: and pictures far cata og 15%
Tesi Fa 15%
Ali< exposition 10%
Miscellaneous 10%

The new trancistor F, tester Is now in use. Tho range ef its usefulness is detailed below:

finitter current, 1 130 a in two rances
Cotlector a 0 fo 26 volts in fue ranges
Frequencies of 1,5, 10,24, 38-80 bAc
F. common ga :n-bandwidth product), 1 Me io 1 Ge

igs,
:

eo.

Polarity, PN? or MPN

in production, this tesiar is ced to maceura the d «f MD92, MDS4, MD95, and MAS0
transistors. {t alse aa etd ta a& desien a fs Yo detcraine the best bias
conditions for maximiz ng circuit spead

tip to New Yor for the AIEE expesition af the rerulted in my havingvw" ene day
boe s that

ad50% mar GQ oser OS its jo ast technical
Nony vowrd tf : Wore fo sivdy cur ho 3 id out what it's ali

A protest: the equipment that Dove had ct his disposat for a working display
seemed Inadequate to me.
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R. Doane (cont'd)

1. Lack. of a 50G ke clock made the lowest frequency in a 4-flip-flop counter
barely slow enough fo see a flickes.

2. Of the four flip-flops, two operated only ai certain positions in the counter.

3. The mounting pane! and power sup;ly had once been in a mounting rack, so
the paint was chipped around the mounting slots.

1 think the hardware we display at a show ought te be up to the quality standard of our
literature, and show it. Arter all, we are selling the hardware.

An oscillescope, perhaps a rack-mountad four-tiace 'scope capable of high intensity display,
would hale draw if would also atiow Dave to cemonstrate our logic in his office,
where he now his oniy a mokesh!?; arrangement. The eculpment committee has this on
its agenda for the 6 meeting. We welcome suggestions.

ar

@ D. Adams

Semiconductor Testing
These semiconductor units have been fested since the !asi Biweekly Report.

Semiconductors Mfg. Total Tes?ed Percent Reject
D-001-1 Clevite 4250 1.05%
D-662-1 246236 0.55%
D-664-1 845 2.1%
Q-6-100 International Diode 200 5.5%
TN 469 Hoftrian 50 0.0%
IN 750 Tex. Inst, 50 0.0%
IN 758A Transitron 12 0.0%
IN 764 a 100 0.0%

COMPANY CONFIDERTIAL 0.43%

IN 1876A U.S. Semicon 100 0.0%
IN 29748 Dickson 300 0.3%
IN3024 Motorola 36 0.0%
2N 167 Gen. Elect. 20 0.5%
2N 398A Motorola 1990 0.9%
2N 599 Phiico 0.72%
2N 769 300 0.33%
2N 95 71Feirchild 4.2%

Gen, Inst. 2900 0.9%
2N 1499A Spicgue 1099 0.7%2N 1065

2N 1754 Phiico 2000 0.35%
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G, Bell

Design Scheduling, The D on of the Process hy Wak.h a Concept Progresses to a Reality

This discussion is an attempt to clarify in my own mind the design process of producible
items. The process is shown by a schedule. The scoecuie requires an orgenization by which
the items on the schedule cre enacted.

Equally important is the documentation of the design process, for it is the counterpart of
final reality, ca produced fem, or the of the item to be produced. Design is
simply the production of documenrad concspts by which realities mey be produced.
Concerts hereafter will mean design, wr papes}, and reality will mean the objects produced
by the paper desc: iption.

Concept-reality denotes first a breakine down of sub-units which together satisfy the origi-
nal design goals or specifications, The sub-units may be partitioned according to various
groups who are capsb!2 of specifying the liens to be r Thus a system may consist
of sub-systems consisting of assemblies consisting of sub-cssemvlies consisting of parts con-
sisting of.......! At some time there must be a description (or list} for every part within
a device, in order to cross the concept-reclity boundary. Perhaps, if a design is maxi-
mized as a production item, there is complete symmerry abe 4} the concept-reality or
partitioning-recombination boundary.2

The following diagram, Figure 1, should clarify the above discussion.

Node 2, e.g., a sub-assembly is the realization of the sub-assembly design concept speci-
fied at Node 1. That is, iheve ts symmetry.

From Figure 1, the imnortanca of oreject slanning is sows. The peths must be specified,
and resocnsibiliiies assiuned. At the system specification node, the sub-system perhaps can
be completely specified, and responsibility for solutien given to uppropriate areas.

The appeal! for common scheduling procedure then fs ciso bared on the need fer information

1. The detoil of part listings skouid be defied ic a level from an economic
standpoint.

2. This may be tive in compute n since the checkout of a system ts a stage in the

recombination or produ ction process, Yo check a sysvem effectively, the checkout of
several parts should tbe simuitanccus, Bofors a comp'ete system is checked, the

various parts for varicus size cub-asseinblies. That is, we would never start to check a

system with unchecked

sub~assemblies musi be working. Pas is a le matier of ceverage cecess time to
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G. Bell (cont'd)
dissemination within a system or project who serve similar roles in other projects. between
several independent projects, and fo groups outside the process for some accounting purposes.

Scheduling
Schedules often appear in the form of Gantt charts. This ts a bar graph plot of time versus
bars representing systems, sub-systems,......, parts, etc. This graph doesn't show that the
variables plotted depend on one another, but is still very desirabie and useful (as evident by
the many boards that depict schedules in this manner). The limit of this technique seems to
be the number of variavies, and the degree of orthogonaliiy of the variables.

The graphically representation used by PERT Program Evaluation and Review Technique)
seems better suited for Design of Prototype-like systems (the Concept~Reality Process).

PERT is itself used as follows:

1. To decide how long a series of tasks will take. It then serves as the schedule
check points,

2. Provides a cost/penalty factor for speeding up a project.

3. Yields probabilities of project completions, based on input estimates.

regards a service of labor or materials io How to some flow rate/$'s function. It
PERT doesn't schedule all projects, materials, mcnrower in optimum (or any) fashion. It

also can yield probabie," leas: likeli " etc, schedules.

Although we do not need the complete PERT-Computer system evaluation by machine, the

following advantages are very desirable:

1. Forces all jobs of a project to be first listed, and as such plan
for the problem solution.

2. Tokes sequence into account, contrary to normal independent variable scheduling.

3. Provides a common language for schedules of various projects.

4. Responsibilities for jobs become more obvious.

5. Allows persons concerned with the carrying out of tasks to observe thelr action on

task completion.
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G. Bell (cont'd)

The Mechanics of Dependent Variable Scheduling

Every item for project realization is defined by a vector-like line which signifies the
occurrence of an event, or the accomplishment of the task. The time required to proceed
from the tail of the vector to the head is always zero or positive. A task cannot be com=
pleted or even started until all previous tasks entering the tail of the vector are complete.
A typical example of this is in the reality or production. Phase is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 3 shows the tasks required for the design of modules for production. Beside each
vector the person or material required is specified. Actually, in the case of the module
design, a second specification might be required after the model is tested, essentially
calling for the reiteration of a sequence. Jobs which conditionally branch appear
impossible to schedule. Despite this, the schedule remains important, to enable iterative
profects to be followed. Needless to say, the degree of final completion at the branch

point should more nearly approach one for every iteration.

Some of the Components of concepts and Reality are:

Concept Components

System Design
Circutt Design (Figure 3)
Logical Design
Mechanical Design
Test Procedure Design
(each item may include other items of a similer nature, but lower degree)

Reality Components

System Interconnections
Module Assembly
Mfg. Panel Assembly
Mech. Assemblies
Testing

From the above discussion, | would like to propose the following projects:

1, Concept-Reality projects handled on a dependent variable diagram.

2. Computer Programming based on these diagrams which would evaluate work load

across all projects.
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G. Bell (cont'd)

3. Computer Program which, using the diagram would serve as a questionnaire writer
and periodicaily ask progress of all units of chart to appropriate groups. The
questionnaire returns would then serve to up date state of all charts.

4. A procedure description (especially for new personnel) which would explain how
projects are carried out. The manual might be along the lines of a program which
would design everything that is specified - shinking of the whole process as a giant
automatic factory. All fiows would necessarily, therefore, be defined.

J. Atwood

Two changes of note in our cperations: {1} the night shift on the offset duplicator has been
discontinued and (2) we are well into the cost center experiment. So far both are going
reasonably well. However, it has taken a fair amount of time to work out the details of the
internal and external forms and procedures necessary to moke the cost center concept
specifically applicable ic our situation. We have had the uimost in cooperation from every=
one in Accounting, and hone the efforts we have all put into this will meke the going
smoother for other project managers when ihe plan goes into general effect.

Attached fo this Biweekly is a schedule of trace shows for the year as presently planned.
There may be one or two additions or cencelicticns, but these will be announced well in
advance. So you can feel reasonais y safe in making whatever you care to with respect to
those shows which have a tearing on your activities.

Two special booths will have to be designed and built this year. At the IRE Show, we will
have a space behind a space, an area directly behind our one-~on-the-cisle which we hope
to develop into an interesting "annex" to the regular booth. At the Spring and Fall Joint

a 40-foot booth, probalsly with such niceties as a raised platform and an extended overhead.Computer Conferences, we will have four booths in tine. This calls for the deveiopment of

Literature currently in process includes: {1} a smell quantity reprint of the present PDP=1

Menual, %3) the "long form" Module Catalog, (4) a new Logic Handlook, (5) a Special

Handbook, 8 the Logic Handbook Supplement, (9) a Digital Style Book, and (10) the new

Employee Handbook.

Menual to tide us over a of weeks until we can print (2) a revised version of the

Catalog 7) the new Repiecement Schematic
Systems Srochure, 16) the Training u e

We are also contributing in verious ways to the production of the PDP Maintenance Manual,

the Workmanship Manual, and vavious Systems operating manuals, and we are developing a
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J. Atwood (cont'd)

general purpose Facilities Brochure for recruiting and miscellaneous public relations appli-
cations.

Far and away the mest demanding of these fobs is the Module Catalog. This looks at the
moment Like a 320 cad tt will more than the usual amount of planning and
coordination and a let mere then the usual amount of fuck to get it produced by March 19.
We have set up temporary headquarters in the old carpenter shop, and we have a free lance
artist and a temporary clezk whose sole assignment is to keep this one roiling.
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1962 TRADE SHOW SCHEDULE

Show Piace Dates Ship Products Booth

Electrical Engineering Exposition (EEE) New York 1f29-2/2 1/24 Modules Regular 20°
Coliseum

IRE Winter Convention on Military Los Angeles U/7-9 1/24 Modules Self-containedElectronics Ambassador

American Research & Development Boston 3/7-8 3/7 Modules Regular 20°Anaval Meeting Hancock Bldg.
Institute of Radio Engineers (IRE) New York 3/26+29 3/19 Modules Special

Coliseum

Southwest Region IRE Conference (SWIRECO} Houston 4/11-13 4/2 Modules Wire Rack 10°
Rice

Design Engineering Show Chicago 4/30-5/3 4/23 Modules Regular 10°
McCormick Place

Spring Joint Computer Conference (SJCC} San Francisco 5/1-3 4/17 Modules and New 40'
Fairmont Computers

Natlonal Aerospace Electronics Conference Dayton 5/14-16 5/8 Modules Regular 10°({NAECON) Biltmore

Armed Forces Day Exhibit Bedford
L.G.Hanscom Field 5/19 5/17

Armed Forces Communication & Electronics Washington 6/12-14 6/7 Modules Self-containedAssociation (AFCEA)} Shoreham

Military Electronics National Convention Washington 6/25-27 6/20 Modules Self-contained(MIL=E-CON} Shoreham

:



1962 TRADE SHOW SCHEDULE (CONT'd}

Show Place Dates Ship Products Booth

Airways Engineering Society Washington 7/16~18 7/11 Modules Self~contained
Mayflower

Western Electronic Show & Conference Los Angeles 8/21-24 &/7 Modules Regular 20°(WESCON) Arena

Association for Computing Machinery Syracuse G/4-7 8/29 Modules Regular 20°(ACN) War Memorial

North Carolina IRE Symposium Greensboro WS? Modules Self-contained
Coliseum.

National Symposium on Space Electronics & Miami Beach 10/2-4 9f25Telemetry

National Electronics Conference (NEC) Chicago 10/8-10 10/2 Modules Regular 20°
McCormick Place

Conference on Magnetism & Magnetic Pittsburgh 11/12-15 1 Systems Regular 10°Materials Penn-Sheraton

American Rocket Society Astronautical Los Angeles 11/12-18 10/24Exposition Pan Pacific
Auditorium

Northeast Regional Electronics Meeting Boston VW/5-7 11/2 Modules, Systems New 40°(NEREM) Commonwealth and Computers
Armory

Fail Joint Computer Conference (FICC) Philadelphia 12/46 W/29 Modules and New 40°
Sheraton Computers
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S$, Olsen

Recent organizational changes in Sales include: the moving of Bob Beckman from Woshington
to Maynard and the oddition of Nick Mazzarese and Jim Buriey. Bob Beckman will be
responsible for Computer customer relations in the areas of training and maintenance.
Nick Mazzarese wili be working in Computer technical saies beginning with the responsibili-
ties for our multiple computer users [T&{ and Beckman Systems. Jim Burley will be replacing
Bob Beckman in the Washington regional office.

Feiday evening | leave for Tokyo. The main purpose of the trip being to talk with our poten-
tial customers and the U.S. Commerce Department in lokyo to determine the best way of
doing business with the Japanese. Hopefully, | can seach some quick conclusions to be
utilized in the follow-up trip by Jon Fadiraan 3 weeks later on which he will be doing tech-
nical sa es.

The week of January 29 we are having the AIEE Show in the New York Coliseum.
Dave Denniston will be handling this.

R. Beckman

The following sentence ts quoted from my first Bi-Weekly contribution on August 18. "In my

opinion, the Bi-Weekly reports ase Important and certainly deserve a few minutes of

the nine or ten Bi-Weeklies that have come out since August 18, the DC office has manoged
to get Into five of them, and three of these were written by Lore Dunn. Moral: don't do as |

do, do os | say. Luckily, very few people have foliowead my example, and the Bi-Weekly
reports have again become valuable and informctive. Now that 'as the man in the fallout
shelter said} things have settled down a bit, I'll try to do a better job of keeping everyone
up-to-date on what's going on around here.

conscientious effort once every two weeks or so.' Now jet's take a lock at the record. Of

The above paragraph wos originally intended for the December 22nd Bi-Weekly Report.

Things unsettled themselves onexpectediy about then end this wili probebly be my last

Bi-Weekly from the DC office. Starting in February, 1H] by working in Maynard and

Jim Burley, who hes been seping for vs in Texes, will fake over the DC office. Present plans
call for Jim to spand the first part of February in Maynard, so Lora will be pretty much on

her own here. It's gotten to the point that most of the customers cail for her, not for me

anyway, so sha shouldn't have any trouble.

My plans for the rest of the month include a trip to Denver the first part of the week of the

15th, ond then to Maynard the end of that week. Then a trip to NASA at Redstone Arsenal

in Huntsville, Alabama, the following week and probably another trip to Maynard. The last

few days of the month will be spent getting the family moved to our new house in Framingham.
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R. Beckman {cont'd)

It's going to be hard to leave here, with the many interasting customers and the many more, as
yet unexplored. potential customers. I'm convinced, however, thet Jim Burley will doa
better job then | ever could here,.and I'm looking forward to a better and more personal
acquaintanceship with tha mcny people who hove me so much help in the last nalf year.
You know, when | go? oui of the Navy my wife and | figured that we would fina ly be able
fo satrle down fora while. Seven months is settling down?

L. Prentice

Encineering Changes 35%
1052 Computer Cebinat 25%
1073 Quality Control 8%
1026 22%
1064 10%

A Memo wil! be issued shortly fadicating [cb allocations among Mechanical Design personnel.
This should be a help for all to know who is most closely associated with each project. This
memo will be issued monthly, bi-week!y, or os required.

We have one good prospect to set up Quality Control Procedures. If he can be hired, this
will shorten the time to get this project under way.

All mechanical parts have been delivered for the Geo-Tech machine.

Work Is progressing satisfactori!y on three Type 31 Display Units. Parts and stock are on hand

ready for rework. The good-looking Tupe Catchers have been delivered. Scott Miller
has bean working fo improve our design, cnd resdesign a new model besed on a prototype
received from Digitronics.

R. Hughes

The last biweekly peried has been a neciic one. | hove been setting up incoming Inspection,
inspecting computers, establishing quality criteric, working wiih Loren Prentice planning an

inspection station for mechonical peris ond organizing the QC plug-in unit rest area.
Memorandums pertaining to procedures wil! be issued shortly. Work is proceeding on getting
test data sheets with complete specifications signed by Dick Best. I'm going to make 20

schematic books are foccted. The plug-in unit inspection crea will have four of these books
pies of these spec sheets in Gock form { general, they will be available wherever circuit

@
ond they will be maintained and updated as necessary.
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H. Crouse

Mss. Diene Spencer has joined the Purchasing Department cs a clerk=typist.

Sub Contracting
Printed cire:: it modules = Elecite Circults nearing the 209 a day mark on assembled boards,
Veterans Administration = 40 a day.

Bob Blackwood ond Ker Fitzgerald visited MacNakb Engineering in Waltham and found them
to be o relicbie source io produce !90i mounting with the new dies just purchased.

Wiring is presently being supplied from four vendors, ai! of whom ure turaing in satisfactory
work.

Revision of purchase order forms and rauuisiticn forms is now under consideration to cover the
new cos? system.

The following beaks are racent additions to the +

ve

Electronic Maintatnability Volume 3 - by F. L Ankenbrondt Reinhold Publishing Corp.
A study of the design proslems concueniag + ity of electronic eusisment used in
defense. The these scrvices cutionk is prefaced Gs wal! as Industrial approach to this
new technica: field,

5 Sets 5 Volume Computer - The Company, Inc.

Volume |
- Introduction to Computers"

Voiume 1 - Analog Computers ~ Mathemati<s & Circultry"
Volurma It - "Digttal Computers Mathemati< <-1 Circuitry"

IV - Digital Computers - Leste Cireultry"
Volume V - Computers - Osgesiization Programming cad
Volk :

Industrial Electonics Macruren.cnt cad Ecksrevd : 2 Bart = The Bobbs-Merrill Co.,:

inc.

Complete coverige of he equic: sant und tachniaues used In moter day production and

processing sysic: is.

Oscillator Tircults A, A demas he cobbs-Mertill Company, !tic.2

A dynemic approach to the 2xplanation of « : cation lizing uniave four-:
:

coior diagrams to ae oscillator circuits. Includes
circuit fundamentals, ; GA one wt§ 3% : HAS 1
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R. Lassen

We are currently actively recruiting for the following personnel:

Since

Mechanical Inspectors 4
Receiving Clerk
Technician Trainees no limit at present
Female Assemblers no limit at present
Draftswoman
App. Machinist
Engineering Writers at least 2
Programmer

1

1

1

Special Systems Engineer
inventory Control Clerk
Janitor (Days)
Janitor (Nites)
Purchasing Expeditor (Femele)
Applications Engineers
Receiving end Inspection Clerks - Qual.Control
Technicions Qual. Control
Technical Typist - Quai. Control
Tool Crib Attendant
Factory Mechanic

et
w
e

ed
ee
t
es

t least 2

w
t

ow
an

t
dm

AQ

the fast raport, the following jobs have been filled (sezse pending physicals):

Female Assemblers (Days)
Female Assemblers (Mothers' Shifi)
Wiremen
Technician Trainees
Applications Engineer
Engineering Assistant
Janitor
Blue Print Trainse
Inventory Control Clerk
Engineering Secretary
Personnel Secretary
Programmer iraince
Mechanica! Engineer (Junior)
Sales Secretary
Computer Check-out Technicians
Production Stock Room Clerk

7
7
4
3
7

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2
1
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R. Lassen (cont'd)

The volume of applicants duzing the past 2 weeks has increased; however, the quality of these

applicants in most categories has not been good.

Our personnel requirements cre growing steadily in al! departments, particularly, of course, in

month,
the ewly created areas. Requests for people have teken a noticeable tum upward in the past

We are extremely pleased to have Margaret Rand working with us. She has already begun to

strengthen our administrative and clerical responsibilities - her help is badly needed.

The Personne! Committee hes approved the Job Evaluation and Classification Program for hourly

technical people. The actual classification will be performed by each engineering department

head and will be administered by the Personnel Department. 1 plan to start immediately on a

similar program for Sheet Metal and Machine Shop hourly people.

W. Farr

Color Display 2042 80%

70 Power Supply
20%

It was found that the high voltage (10Kv) output was very poorly regulated at currents of over

400 microomps. This was due to the output impedance and wave form of a Sola constant

voltage transformer that fed into the Wabesh high voltage transformer.

The color display prototype's mechanical configuration is being finalized and the logic is being

designed. In about one week dynamic tests will begin on the focus and deflection character

istics.

Two facts have become apparent from the static tests.

1. Initial set-up will be a painstaking task whenever a display is installed.

2. These Initial adjustments are quite sensitive to environmental conditions such as

temp., physical location and component values.

Another thing that has come out of the initial test is that the coming DEC Color Display will

be at its worst, supertor to the CRC RCA Color Display.
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J. Fadiwan

Memory Tester Development work (FN 1013) 20%
Service work co: Memory Exerciser 2207 1000) 20%
Cora Testes ond Memory Sa:es (EN 1037) 20%

systens suiss and proposal work (EN 1038) 15%
Generai administration work (1000) 25%

:

During the past two weeks, the Cora Tester 21 13 for Amnex has been completely wired and is
now ready tor checkout. We dove all mea ss for the Slicer Flip-Flops Model
1970, which wil: 02 available weak . Checkout start on this machine on Monday,
January 22. The Memory iestor Vode 1816D for Intemational cs Leen completed
and mostly checked out. Ai: sha mocutes are in the machine and rina! checkout is being
dona now. This machine wil! >= shipped cui on Thursday, Jonvary 25, to Hoag Kong. Wiring
work is nov be.ne dere or 272 for Burroughs. Ali panels have been completed
and we ara now walting 'or jhe mounting eazois to be delivered.:

All pe cane ale Po fe at 99% oy Buffers ~ M 9007. The logic
fo: the Virss te delivered socsy today. Wiring:

for the next 2ue/, and the gure: 007 Le delivered naxi week.

Wiring drawings for tha D ~Analog Converter hAccdei 2217 for MIT have been completed
and given to Jack Smitii. The necassary et cabling, etc. have been designed.

Some maintenance wort hes bean cone on the Memory Exerciser 2207 ui RCA, Needham.

Now RISE BASS?

Leet wrk two representatives from: the Hitachi € in hera. and they huve
8 ore an Automatic a

proposal ten ba : if ow. fo 2CA Intemational, : handling ihe Hitachidefinitely decided : 2 1 13, A3

Co y- fe @ : fr 7 rey totaling cpproxi-44 inf8

Mou received '....: Standard Elektrik Lorenz °°: Stuttgert.
Germany on / wy 3 a

ot Company: :

: placing ne orden a ;Automatic Cora
has definitely tic a :

t ::

A proposal fe. Memory Systems .
4 af the: t: :

Navy _ Virginia, - recelving > « a3 a

$105, 44).

fwi.t be bees F then 2» : ye
Stree an am + fe, Investigate ceiling of cur meres feck sy. "MS thera.

tO Supe cts FoR ONESto: :

week utc : : technical discissions : potential Japanese «s: fomers. i expect G:

considerable « ge ie a ASrik oh CWO Bip.
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R. Savell

1064 35.0 195 15.0
1027 4,7 1Ois 3.2
10546 7.8 1024 15
1620 14.0 1033 4.7
2065 4.7 2042 15

DATE January 19, 1962

Considerable time has been spent recently on scheduling production of the computers and
peripheral equipment. It looks as if the effori is resulting in a much clearer picture of where
we stand than we have had before.

Labels for al! computer and peripheral equipment which will be used for seriai numbering have
been ordered from Advertising. They wiil be similar to the labeis now used on the Systems
Modules.

Work is progressing on the Type 31 Precision Display. All parts are being constructed and a
working system should be assembled by February 16.

@ Some work has been done on the tester for checking cut reader, punch, and typewriter logic
off-line to make it more useful.

K. Fitzgerald

The majority of my work for the pest week and a half has been concentrated in the Sheet
Metal Shop fying fo ger the work caegat Up.
the de: OF. OF

and 0 program to be followed for other peorle requesting work frown the Shop. [ wiil outline
the complete prosvam as it now stands in hopes thar everyone will recognize what their part in

this program wili be.

C ea: UD m the Shop

J/ 1. No work will be done in the Sheet Metal Shop without a completed work requisition
form and a complete set of prints or skeiches to do the work by.

2. These work requisitions end sketches or prints will be submitted to me. 1 will check

realistic required ielivary dates, and completeness of the description of the workthem for things such as completeness of priats or sketches, job or EIN number,

required.

3. Iwill then approve the requisition for fabrication and check off the steps which

are nacessary in crder to complete the work. lf the Shop schedule will not allow
for meeting the required delivery date, the requisitioner will be notified at this

time.
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K. Fitzgerald (cont'd)

4. The work requisition and sketches will then ke seni to the Shop where they will be
entered into a Shep fog and ali pertinent information wi!l be noted.

5. Joe Gill will then assign the firs? operation on the job to a person to perform it.
As soon as he has completed his portion of the works, he will initio! the work
requisition cnd enter the date that he completed the wok. It wil! then be sent to
the next operation, inspection, chroma coat, etc. The job will pass completely
through he Shop in this fashion. Upon completion and delivery, the work
requisition will be removed from ihe job and filed in the Sheet Metal Shop.

$. The job will then be delivered to whomever or wherever it is designated on the
original work requisition sheet.

This is basically the same type of procedure thet we have been using in the Machine Shop for
the past year, and it seems fo have worked out weil. However, cooperation on everyone
else's part is essential in ordar that this system will work in the Sheet Metal Shop «mainly
because of the size and complexity of the Sheet Matal Shop). Th most important factor,
when requesting work in the Shep, is naturally going to be realistic required delivery
dete of the completed work. | don't like to sound repetitious, but again | must stress that

everyone try to think as far chead as possible and aliow the Shops ampla time to schedule as

well as complete the work in the required time. | say this again becauss in the past month

| have had hwo oceastons where jobs have come into the Shop with an A-1 priority to be

completed immediately, yet the material had been round for months and the fact that the
work had to be done hed also been known for at least a month anc no effort was made to get
it to the Shop to have the wa:k dono ahead of time.

Along the same lines, | am also requesting that orders for cabinets for either Systems or

Computers be placed :
: upon receipt of the order for the Computer or System.

The cabinets will not be scat OUT Of the Shop uatil ail the mechanical work is done (and not

d
This wiil dive fabricate the mechanical components of the cabinets.

before) rie) Systems or Production where if it is required they be broken down into smaller

ports, they can be done at ins time.

When it reaches the point where it is veedy to be shipped, we know that it will go back

or two days. We hove an lucky, so for, teat this hes not held up the shipping to any

groat exient, but the cay is coming when it will.

together and line up properly. This $s essary because ths last two or three

Systems cnd Computers that have shipped required extensive retrofit on the last one
Re
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R. Doane

10 hc inverter enpacitance 30%
Puise Ove pur of 1616, 4410, 1304 10%
Transistor f°; fester 23%
Catalogue information and applications 17%
Test Equipment 3%
Corea Teasers 5%

6%Vit:

Recently we have arranged for Hohrer specifications on micnetic coves for pulse transformers.
However. there ts a basic cotween a 5 Me Pp : specification of ZONS 14%
(60 to 80s and the new perneance specification of 215%. Wale sulse is proportional
to the inductance of o transformer wining in most pulse-generating circuits. there are other
factors like transistor characteristics aiid tolerances with cn Important Influence. as
weil. In addition, we usually specify that the width fall within the limits of 60 to 80
nanoseconds over the Twenge frora no ioad to heavy locd. Since core permeance specs are at
the aecording to manufacturers, one or oath of the following steps will have to be taken
if the tigit specifications are to be held:

1. Component selection and/or matching. We for the manufacturers) can test cores,
vesictors, capacitors, scniconductors, before use, and instal! components whose
variations cancel ong or simsly reject components not meeting a narrower

specification.

2. Circuit refinement. In the limit, use of an adjuciable component for trimming

yicid markedly narrower distributions of production puise widths, but at some cost
in enginaering time, through chasges in gaorotry. Another kind of limit for this
approach is elimination of Inductance discharge as the time reference, and
substitution of capacitance discharge .

pulse width in final tast could be considered. Less extreme metisures can probably

Since we 'will soon setting comprehensive s>-cifications for uniform ond permanent use, it
is important that the price of tig!t specifications is firm in our awareness.

A. Falco

ENIGI7 25%
EN i618 25%
ERO 25%
EN 1000 15%
ac 10%
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J. CGsdmore

EN1026 38%
EN1058 22%
EN 1000, 17%
EN1010 14%
EN1011 7.5%
EN 1016 1.5%

EN~1026 - All tape circuits, testers and test data sheets are being checked and revised.

EN-1058 ~ A tester for the printer buffer-driver 4700 has been built and tested and the new
i t.

EN-1000 - Quality control. All test data sheets are being checked for accuracy and con=

EN-1011 - The 9 inverter package 4102 model, tester end test data sheet have been made and
e

EN-1016 Memory Driver 1973 has been changed to use a diode string of larger (physically)
diodes and the layout modified to move the siring away from the transistors. The 662 diodes
were getting hot enough to bum the board in normal use of this module.

R. Mills

ACCOUNTING SYSTEM:

Cost Center Job Order Manual:

The Cost Center Job Order Manual was completed this week and sent around to the supervisors
involved. We have hed reports from only one person so far, with suggestions for making
changes in the form of the internal purchase order. in order that we can meet our phase-in
date for all cost centers on this syztam of April Ist, ct the very latest, it is imperative that
we receive coments ossones ible The Adveriising Dspartmsnt, this month, has

e

bugs. We will let you know in the next Bi-Weekly Report how we made out and will send
you a copy of the forms that we are planning to use for the first go-around with your cost
center.

ng on syscost c we ara now in the process of shaking out a few

Job labor Ticket Change
Effective next Monday, the Accounting Department will have the responsibility for picking
up all job labor tickets daily, in order to match these with the time cards. A separate memo
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January 15,

38 went

: procedure, this will
siderably +

3 operation . the Cos: :

Previous : : : : :

odes c 4:

oe ay ce us a +Wore. a K

Raw Materia! Requisition Procedure:

Effective February f
& om responsible fo of! the

material accounting ev: Company 2 es hot tee raw
n accounting ~ cn

Nh Be 3

We Fane b's 'ne Increased oF Coet Centar Job

momhs.

: ast fy Accounting. aMaterial Accounting&
:

ccounts payoble manufactur! o. costing
é

N

PROGRAMM
Our programming class hes bean busy thers fee and ict Wednesday we

uw ' include en ory. raining
at gy tee a derably > nvolved ca

programming. WW forward te seme interesting things with ot own FOP=1
1

computer, chow: be comin tot Gre Jair.

D.

Semiconductors ised since

Semiconductors Units Tested Percent Reject

zt :an 1Cee +
5%:

B- +5
u 2075

29 100
er 2210

100

G 6
6.0%

46.5%

Wer nghouse 150
IN 227 139

u '%
2.2%
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D. Adams icont'd)

2N29708 Dickson 200
iN29748 400
IN3024B Motorola
MA-80 Phikco S519
MD-95 Sprague 1G00
4JX1C741 Gen. Elect. 160
2N 167 50
2Nb74 Phiico 500
2ZN995 Fairchild 95
2N12i8 Sylvenia 132
2N1310 Gen. Inst. 200
2Ni472 AO

2N2173 Tex. Inst, 100

BD. Dubay

EN 1048 109%

Test Equipment Service

DATE Janwary 19,

Semiconductors Mir. Units Tested Percent Re ect

12.5%
75%.

72 0.
0.46%
21%
51%

6.0%

0.0%
5.0%
0.0%

2N 1754 10GGU 6.34%
3.0%

The following Instruments bevs Rsan calibrated since January Sih.

Tektronix Oscilloscope Type 543 ~ Seial No. 597
524
View
1404
i643

1944
1543
7&3
526
1232
148
sy?
1382

Type SAGA 3472

3423

1 WI

3299
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D. Dubay (cont'd)

Tektronix Oscilloscope Type IA Scrici No. 3383
3159

Type :

Type 333A at 17

Tektronix Preamplifier a CA = Serial No. 17217
0

2

34779
2 a

a

Textrontx Oscilloscope

We have o new Type 1908 ot AmplitudeSig"! Generator and a Fluke Type
§25, .025% Reference Vvfo:

presently bel: .y wosd yas Quality : pass for ise they 308,
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J. MacKeen

Construction hos started on Memory Buffers 2007-45, and 6. The fisst unit will be
seady for checkout in several weeks, These three machines have a shiftable counter regis-
ter and a clea: puise brought 0? to the jack panel for use in clearing the MA ana MB
registers, These ora changes fron: the previous hree machines which were delivered to
Ft. Monmouth, New Jersey. (M3 2007-1,2,3).

MB 2009 (FAA) drawings have been returned from Drofting and panel construction and logic
wiring are under way. This machine will be on time if there are no delays in construction.

As this is my last biweekly before leaving for the Army, ! would Iike to thank all those who
made my stay here so enjoyable. | have thoroughly enjoyed my work and the people |

worked with here et Digital. See you in 19542

6 L. Prentice

1000 Eng. changes 50%
1053 25%
2101 10%
2052 10%

Favorable returns have been seceived from Frank Armbruster from Vaught Camera as to prom
posals for camera table layout, also from Procisios. Mica Company In regards to making up
the magnetic shield for the Litton CRT. Drawings 'or the shieid are row complete and
should be mailed to Pracision Mica not late: than today. These are ulso being forwarded to
Mer. Armbruster of the Vaught Camera Company for his appsaisal .

New presentations have been made during this period, color renditions of our standard
colors and also the proposal for Beckman Instruments Company for thelr appraisal .

Ronald Cafolet hes started to outline standard proposals for inspection of mechanical parts.
This fs a long and difficult problem and will inke several weeks of his time. This requires
recommendations for measuring fools with other tools needed in inspaction and procedures
and recommendations as to method, and required fraquency of inspection. This is badly
needed due to the amount of outside purchasing now being carried on in the company and It
is hoped wiii be ready in three weeks to a month to be put into operation.
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G. Gerelds

The Engineering Model Shop is now in operation. Anyone wishing to have models made,
large or smail, is welcome.

The Model 728 +10 ~ 15 gnd is finished and ready for test.
The Model 772 Dual 36 Is finished and ready for test.
The Mode! 724 36 Voit ts finished and ready for test.
The Model 722 is not completed because of the lack of an 8 25 watt and a

20-. 25 watt resistor.

J. Fadiman

General Administration work (EN 1000) 20%
Proposal for Ampex Tepe System (EN 16285 25%
Core Tester Proposals (EN 1037) 15%
Core Tester 2113 Design (EN 2103) 10%
New Memory Teste Developmen? work (EN 1018) 20%
Memory Exerciser 211C Checkout (EN 2087) 10%

During the past two weeks the Memory Tester 1516D for Ampex International has been
almost completely wived. Check-out of the logic will be stazted in the middle of next week.
All production drawings hava been completed fcr the new Core Tester Mode! 2113 for
Ampex and the wiring is being completed in production. Froat panels hove been delivered
and are being wired. Checkout of tha Memory Exerciser 2211C for Ampex was completed
this week and it was shipped on Wednesday, January 3, 192.

New Business:

A bid is being preparad for the Systems Division of Ampex for a tape system exerciser which
wilt be priced in th oaighuortood of 35000. We have submitted o bid to RCA, Needham,
for « Core Tester Model 2110, which fs somewhat like our Model 2108.
Price of this is $12,600 and we ars sure that we wil! get this job.

Mr, Dick Hill of Remington Rand, Plus Bell, Pennsylvania, is interested In the purchase of
an Aytomatic Core Tester Model 3, It appears thet Remington Rod has expanded their
core manufacturing business and needs test equipment. | aim going there this Friday to
discuss the matter with him.

We have received a letter from the Standard Elektztk Lorenz Company (an ITT affiliate)
showing considerable interest in our Automatic Core Tester Mode! 2113. A formal proposal
has been submitted to them and | think the chances of making this sale in Stuttgart,
Germany are very good.
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Semiconductors tested sincs tha Last rexort.

Semiconductors

D-001-1
D-662=1
IN750A
IN758A
1N762
1N762
IN29748
IN2974B
TN3055A
IN30248
ING269
1/4 M5 .825

M8.225
FSF=2

MDZ
MB=94
2NI9BA

ZNFI IA
2N7444

2N595
2N E I46A
2N 1218
2Ni3d1
2N $305
2N 1306
2N 1398
2N 1494
2ril4eg
QM
2N 1613
2N1754
NSé26
S1iagA
117%

D. Adams

Clevite
Clavite
Motorola
Transitron
Motorola
P.S.i.
Dickson
Motorola
Motorola

Motoola

T.4
TA.
Feirehitd
Clavite
Sylvania

T.f.
T.t.
T.I.

Sprague

Philce
Nat. Serial.
T.i.
Phifco

COPY NUMBER

DATE January 5, 1962
Page 3

BIWEEKLY
REPORT
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Percen RejectM§r, Units Tested

0.9%
0. 2%23

160 0.0%
0.0%

40 0.0%
0.0%3

109 0.0%
0.0%5
0.0%

Motorola
Motorola 0.9%0
Motorola 0.0%
Motorola 3.0%

83 92%
3. %

Sprague 1
:

Spragu 4.4%
0.0%

2274 $3 .5%9
0.7%5 :

"2

309
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0.0%
0.0%
1.6%
4.5%
0.0%

0.77%
1.5%
1.3%
4.9%

w

a C.A.
4.27%

320

753

20
0.47%

attd 61 3.3%
1431 0.34%
242 1.2%
250 6.0%

0.0%3
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Test Equipment Service

D. Dubay
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100%

The following Instruments have been calibrated since December 26th.

Oscilloscope
Oscilloscope
Oscilloscope
Oscilloscope
Oscilloscope
Preamplifier
Preamp! ifier
Preamplifier
Preamplifier
Preamplifier

Square Wave Gen.
Time Mark Gen.
Time Mark Gen.
LC Meter

Type 543A
Typs 543
Type 543
Type 543A
Type 543A
Typa CA
Type CA
Type CA
Type CA
Type C
Type C
Type CA
Type CA
Type H
Type R

Tyne G
Tyne E

Type 105
Type
Type 181]

Type 130

Ser. No. 3317
Ser. No. 1479
Ser. No. 1947
Ser. No. 3384
Ser. No. 3162
Ser. No. 14231
Ser. No. 34087
Ser. No. 207
Ser. No. 146
Ser. No. 18433
Ser. No. 12319
Ser. No. 1899
Ser. No. 17316
Ser. No. 10384
Ser. No. 1468
Ser. No. 731}
Ser. No. 3339
Ser. No. 5724
Ser. No. 6315
Ser. No. 5159
Ser. No. 6838

Preamplifier
Preamplifier
Preamplifier
Preampfier
Preamplifier
Preamplifier
Preamplifi

We raceived the following Instruments during the pas? month.

1 ES! Capacitance Bridge Type 270
1 Boonton 2.7. Voltmeter Typs 9ICAR
1 John Flute Differential Voltmeter fype BZ5-A
1 Utica Power Writer Type UA=300

M. Sandler

Orders for modules hove fadicated the need for 8000 units per month. | personally have

set 8000 units per month as a coal. The need for and the setting of the goal is beyond us

@ now. We must produce the units aow.
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M. Sandler (cont'd)

To Increase our production:
1. We have set a standard f«: she amount of solder circuits.

to Hughes, we shold save 1-2 hours per lot this
operation.

2. We have pr with supervisors and people of the pressing
need tar good oF A :

3. Ken Olsen ts Investigating stepping up our Final Test CRead SS.

4. Shortly we will girls on tne Mothers' Shit to text (Inverters
and Diodes).

5, the machine will arriva aexr week and we will begin setup
on tia: operation.

To

1, We will be procuring $000 ants wich components inserted within two
augment ovr production:

WIRES -

2. Shortly on outside vendor wilt & and solder-dip modules.

R, Doors

1607 Posts a.

Prag + aves Oe A a8 9G information 25%
of input capacitance 35%

Test oe 3 ary 3%
2 :

cus 7%

Elimination of rans'yrs Tyr at amplifier and:

replacment by lead at: : : :

ns doubt, provide consistently
a 2 . SPAS i : :::

:made this way hac+ pact : : :
: : :

adequate yaset pulses n ihe Lerguter °

Since we have "iahiened and ie voved the :spar
: on used ia our 5Mc and

Hines. a neede fe be possible. [have
built a box that Glows 3 or 4g: ves in series ce driven by to make the

investigation.
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J. Smith

The ITT #2 and STT #2 Systeme have keen given top priority. Computer checkout has been
supplied with completion of the basic system and related options.

We are continuing to work as rapidly as possible on Special Systems. Delivery dates of
wiring and pancals have been supplied to titis group and have been found to be satisfactory.

J. Cudmore

EN 1058 33%
EN 1G10 32%
EN 1026 25%
EN 1011 8%
EN 204] 2%

EN-1058 ~ A testar for tha Buffer Element 4709 has heen designed and the most recent model
is being checkad out, One mora chango was necessary to reduce clear input sensitivity and
this change hes been completed by drafting.6 EN-1010 = Tes} dota shasts for various have been corrected and a tester for the
T6S9 DEC to 7070 converter has seen designed.

EN-1026 ~ The 4517 Mag. Tape R/W Sw. model has bsen built, tested, heat checked and

tester checked cut.

EN<1011 - A new 500Ke Inverter package hes been released. The 4102 contains 9 grounded
emitter Inverters «ih: intemal jumpered clemped fouds. Pin connections are the same as

1669 Indicator Driver.

The etched wire layout for this module is comp'sted, cs the tester and test data sheet.

EN-2041 - The first two momory sticks from Arapex were received end tested out. Both

sonswa bad the Inhibit ac backwards, but ofter this was changed and 6 minor

short removed from one both chacied out five.
:

D. Denniston

Lam sure this is beginning to sound redundant, but it ts the various Bell Laboratories that

keping the NS 'C) varv busy these deve wih thely end=of-tha-year-delivery orders.

feei we have Sham sll pretty much satisfied, at ieast temporarily.
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D. Denniston (cont'd)
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l also rade a trip over to Republic Aviation in Farmingdale, L.!., 03 a result of a reply
card request from Mr, M. Davis They are intrestd in lab modules that will be used by
two groups there, each with their own application.

I also got down to Ft. Monmouth to hund deliver duplicate Involces of the ones we had
mailed and vere somehow i+: ty the people there. | visited with the people in the radar.+

scho! also, while ! was. theve.

W. Farr

2042 Colos Display 80%
Trensicots In the zeader punch and typewriter 10%
812=1 Punch 5%
Digitronics clutch, break, and motor failure 5%

Noise trouble hoz besn investigated is the ASAP Flexowriter In the computer room. | have
been trying to find the -eason a;..] ihe cure. It was found the high frequency pulses were
on the 1i0vac ground line in the computer room.

Trouble was found In the reader when the new broke was added. The brake
transistor wos found to overheat und leak, thus leckiag the brake end stalling the reader.

Digttronics is working on the problem also.

Tha color display is now in operation. Static measuremants ere now being made to deter-
mine the paresetars which will oifect the design. Detailed design can proceed when
these parametess ave knwo. 'the profect is chuut avo weel:s behind the intended
schedule.

E. Harwood

The JPL Machine

The JPL machine is in tts fina! checkou? steges. The fwo creas remaining to be checked
out are the Mcg. Tape 52, the 18 bit clock and the 7 bit shift register. The last two

items are waiting for plug-in units.

ITT Production No. 1

The ITT machine fs also in the final stages of checkout. All the options have been checked

out on the machine. The second memory is on the machine and is now being checked out.

The sequence brake system has been checked out. The Mag. Tape 52 is being plugged in

and checkout will start this week end. The line units have been checked out off line but

COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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E. Harwood (cont'd)

have not been plugged into the machine yet.

Geo Tek Machine

The Geo Tek machine has been under test for the past two weeks. There Is still some mech-
anical work to be done on the Geo Tek machine and the Mag. Tape 51 has yet to be checked
out with the computer.

The status of the modifications to be done at BBN in order to add the additional memory,
drum and Mag. Tape 5] are as foliows:

We have completed liems 1, 2, and 3 on the memo describing these modifications. This
includes the -] to program counter, new in-out halt system and the need for o completion
logic. These have all been completed and checked cut and they all seem to be working well.

Items 4 and 5 will be done a week from Monday, on January 15. These items are, changing
the time pulse on the shift gates, and adding the check status modifications.

While | was at BBN, ! met Dr. William Holloway, who is in charge of their West Coast
Office where we have shipped the computer. He told me the computer was running fine and
that everyone there was quite pleased with it. They are using all the features of the
computer system including sequence brake, relay register, Mag. Taps 51, ete. and he said
we should feel proud end happy that we have delivered such a fine machine to them.

K. Fitzgerald
1000 40%
2061 30%
2053 10%
2104 10%
2133 10%

Donnelly Mfg. and ourse ves in order to facilitate the construction of the three ITT console
Much of my time for the

units which they are building for us. As of Friday, Jonyary 5, the first of these units will
be completed and will be shipped to us on Monday moming ready for the addition of the
punch ond reader brackets and installation on ITT Production #2. Our repair and re-fit
problems on the ITT console from Colonial Engineering have been time consuming and
extensive. However, as of this date, it is 95% complete, ready for shipment; last remain=

ing details will be cleaned up on it no later than Monday noon (January 8).
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K. Fitzgerald (cont'd)

The Machine Shop has resuil* tho dic for punching 59 pin hues sock«ts which ave now being

on a new transistor shear.fn facilitote prodvet'..: ci unite. The shop is

presently working on jigs and fir m in the past bwomweek
period, they have layed out and fabr oii;f WY spectal pene's fo axzesimentation
purposes .

used on abl PEs, Isutag : 4 bending : or Special Systems

A 3

R :

We are currently actively recruiting for the following personnel:

Mechanical Inspectors 4
Bluse Pris? Traines
Receiving Clerk
Engineering Secretary
Sales Secretary
Draftswoman

Technician
Wireman
Engineering W r

Programmer
Spectal Systems Engineer
Inventory
Accounting

Technician fcinces > limit at present
Applications Engineers at 2

Janitors (dey end

1

1

1

1

Apprentice Machinist
Computer Check-out Technician

1

grat 2
1

2

ye Hmit at preset?

Our methods of pens in ale
h wordagencies and scouting.

aicne" has 'au TEVICW CUT employ-
:: :

? 4 :

ment noads, whic? are COTM i biweekly, csi carry this info.msiion to people
who may be interested in ovr opportuni

The number of hourly technical continues fc Since ovr levals of work are
: yeiuete ond classify ail:

continuous « of this grup. The tisst
is te ovr job and: 34 :

: :
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R. Lassen (cont'd)

proposal of this plan ha: boen suivniited to the Personce! Commities.

Interviews ore getting bagk to normal after an axcecied slump the Holiday Season.

Paysonnet rites will + oped until 6:00 Pv. unitl some of the more

urgent jobs have beer filled.

Several prosasets ara "in tow" ona how: sey will Le us before the next biweekly.
We af 1 kk tary Biz, toursfore, the; rs7

I will be visiting Industrial Techical School on Januney Sth Inokine for additional
Tackaician v, This ulso give maa chance io took over rhe school to see if it is
a seliabie source.

On January 10th o group of young nen from Worcestar Boys Trade will visit us. Quite
possibly thare may be 2 or 3 mechanical er elecisicai tiainegs in the group.

a a *

Since the last report, tha following jobs have been filled:

1 Sales Engineer
1 Purchasing Expeditor
1 Mechanical Draftsman

tora Dunn

Everyone is no dcubt familiar with the Re chert Jcint Computer Conference held here in

Woshingron asi month so ae ints duiaii, Genarei flactric in Sethesde, Maryland
called to get the price of our Thay Hod see it at the show and were quite
Interested.

Mr. Backman hes on annoiniment next week with Mr. Favvat to go over his "shopping list"

of equipment for Georgerown University. Seems thoy wiii be plocing another orcer in the

near future.

NSA at Fort Mende. Moryland hos Inhertted some of cur modules from a previous user and

will be ordacing sore eculnment scon. There is a ccuund the NSA Labs that they

meni there, this should ba Gn asssi us in the event of standardization,

We also heve high hopes of getting an order for equinaant at Catholic University.

To everyone at DEC from the Washington, D.C. office, best wishes for a very, very
happy new year! Along with this wish comes a greai big THANK YOU for the assistance

given us since the opening of the office.
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